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At the end of 2005, the Czech Republic’s lower house approved a penal code revision 
that will decriminalize simple marijuana possession and allow growing for personal use. 
The proposed new law draws a distinction between soft drugs (cannabis and psychedelic 
mushrooms) and hard drugs. Possession of small amounts of marijuana or a limited (the 
number is yet to be set) number of plants will no longer merit prosecution. 

So HMS Sanity is sailing east: God bless her! The end of the year in the UK, by contrast, 
saw Tony Blair planning a U-turn on cannabis laws and the reintroduction of tough 
penalties after a renewed flurry of commentary about the alleged link between use of 
(“it’s not like it was in our day”) super-strong weed and mental illness.

The Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs (ACMD) apparently has detailed evidence 
showing cannabis triggers psychosis in regular users. The findings are expected be used 
by Mr. Blair, who is known to be personally keen to reverse the decision to downgrade 
its status from B to C, taken two years ago. 

A few days after this announcement, the government was reported to be left with dilemma after 
the ACMD backed away from recommending that cannabis be reclassified from a class C to 
a class B drug. So we’re left with aides of Charles Clarke, the Home Secretary, saying he will 
reflect on it over the Christmas parliamentary recess before reaching a decision early next year.

While Clarke deliberates, the ‘Brixton Spring’ has been terminated. Not waiting for any 
poncy review, a zero-tolerance policy on cannabis has being introduced in Brixton, less 
than two years after the south London borough pioneered a scheme to relax the law.

The police are introducing the tough policy, called “no deal”, on cannabis in Brixton 
following complaints about an increasing number of dealers openly selling the drug and 
are harassing passers-by, while attracting more cannabis users to the area. A three-month 
“positive arrest” policy for anyone caught with cannabis in Brixton and surrounding 
areas began on 12 December, after which the policy will be reviewed.

While they’re all doing their reviews, they might want to go back and read the moving 
tale told by Sarah Cargill in the Observer to mark the 10th anniversary of the death of 
her friend, Leah Betts, in October.

In the tabloid-led campaign that made Betts (who died after taking an E) the poster girl 
for harder criminalizing of drugs, the simple facts had a sad tendency to be forgotten: the 
normal, intelligent, ‘good’ 17-year-old girls just decided they decided they wanted to try 
drugs. There was no peer pressure, said Cargill; it was simply a matter of curiosity. They 
wanted to try cannabis, but when they tried to buy it they were offered ecstasy instead.

Here once again, even in the most high profile anti-drugs story of the last decade, it 
seems the death was the result of the illegal, underground supply of drugs as much as 

any inherent danger in the drug itself.

As Ethan Nadelmann, executive director 
of the US-based Drug Policy Alliance and 
one of the most respected advocates of drug 
reform, warned at the prestigious Edinburgh 
Lectures series he gave in December: the 
current UK drug policy is “damaging” and 
we should embrace the Dutch “coffee shop” 
model, under which cannabis is legally sold 
over the counter in licensed outlets.

When the Dutch adopted the system they found 
that the percentage of young people using 
cannabis who went on to use harder drugs 
declined. With this approach, the government 
would eliminate criminal drug dealing turning 
a cannabis smokers onto harder drugs. “Most 
people who use cannabis don’t go on to use 
other drugs. But obviously if you have the 
same dealer selling all of these drugs together 
it increases the chance that people will use 
them,” he said. While acknowledging recent 
research linking cannabis to mental illness, 
Nadelmann added that this was “a reason to 
make cannabis more regulated”. 

So that’s my wrap up of 2005; the usual two-
steps-forward, one-and-a-half steps back. Now, 
as a conscientious first time jury member for 
January’s Highlife Cup, I feel duty bound 
to go and sample one of the 28 batches of 
experimental, weapons-grade cannabis that are 
battling it out for Queen of the Smokes. It’s 
a dirty job, and I may come back psychotic 
(apparently) but sacrifices – even my Christmas 
– sometimes have to be made. Wish me luck…
I’m skinning up and may be some time.

Developed by Dutch Passion’s breeders in 1996. A very 
fine Skunk selection, very commercial, very heavy bloom, 
bumper harvest, the famous Skunk high, taste not so sweet as 
DP’s other Skunk selections. One of DP’s favorites, also for 
greenhouse.  

THC: 18% 
Flowering period: 7 weeks  
Harvest time outdoor: end of Oct, beginning of Nov.

Original breeder: Dutch Passion
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Dear Soft Secrets
PoBox 17250, 1001 JG, Amsterdam, Holland or E-mail SSUK@softsecrets.nl

Readers Stuff

Attention Guerilla Growers!     
Fancy a FREE packet of High Quality Seeds? Then send us a picture of your 
garden, including a visible copy of SSUK, and we’ll send you the seeds. BUT: 
should your garden happen to feature your topless girlfriend or wife, you even 
get a pack of Black Label stock, the label of the champions! 
NEW! Editor’s choice of the month will receive 3 packs of choice of prime Black 
Label stock, so you better start snappin’ away!
Send all entries to Soft Secrets, PO Box 17250, 1001 JG, Amsterdam, Holland, or 
e-mail them to SSUK@softsecrets.nl 

NOTE: All entries are handled with the utmost discretion. We don’t publish 
out of focus pics, and we don’t like photos of plants in veg stage. It’s fat buds 
& hot tits we want to see!    

Dear Soft secrets,
We are new to your paper and growing, well we have been doing it for 6 years. 
SSUK has made the difference to us having our first ever completed White K.C ready 
to smoke! Not exactly green fingers, but I am a model so readers please come and 
visit my website www.natasha.co.uk. Keep up the good work!
Natasha , Alicante-Spain

Natasha, we hate to break it to you but your bud contains some signs of bud rot. 

Hi to all at Soft Secrets   
This is my second attempt at growing 
this wonderful plant. First attempt 
was a total disaster on hydro,  lots of 
lessons learned tho. Presently growing 
Double Gum in Biobizz All-Mix with 
Terra Flower nutes under 400w. 
M

These plants are way too high. Can the light 
from your lamps still penetrate the lower 
regions of this lady? We don’t think so, and 
fluffy buds is all you get as a result. 

Here’s one of my Big Bud plants, 
freshly harvested on day 52. Grown in 
11l pots with a mix of soil with clay 
pebbles, using Canna nutrients. Good 
result, I think! 
B, Yorks

Dear Soft Secrets
What a great read, thanks guys. My 
lady and I thought you might like to 
see some pictures of a couple of #1’s 
grown from seed and left in the back 
garden to fend for themselves. We 
have only just started to grow with 
reasonable results, and these little 
ladies were left out of the indoor 
grow room as a little weedy...boom 
boom.
Jinx

“Boom boom”..? Oh yeah we’d like to 
boom boom her all right… 

Chris, Bristol

Ian

6 White 
Russian clones 
grown in B+Q 
compost under 
a 400w Son 
T bulb. Used 
Plagron and 
flushed for 10 
days prior to 
harvest. Got 
about 9oz dry, 
a lovely smoke 
as well. 
Steve



Dear Soft Secrets
This is my first ever grow they are Nirvana’s White Widows grown using a home 
made grow chamber, with a 70watt HPS floodlight and three 20watt compact 
fluorescents and computer fans for ventilation. They are hand watered in a soil mix of 
1/3 fenland peat, 1/3 coco and 1/3 perlite. They are 6 weeks into flowering and apart 
from a problem with red spider mite they are doing well. I know I would do better 

using a bigger lamp but the wife 
would not let me spend the money, 
but she kindly offered to get ‘em out 
for the lads.... Thanks for the tips, 
keep up the good work.
The scientist , Cambridgeshire.    

Nice and compact, these ladies. Perlite 
in the soil mix is always a good idea 
because that ensures a well-areated soil 
with lots of extra oxygen for the roots. 
It’s also good for a better draining 
of feed water (the soil gets dry more 
quick). Too wet a soil is one of the main 
mistakes most beginner growers make. 
So ALWAYS use perlite in your soil!  

Little bit of leaf scorch on this Skunk #1, but look at my girlfriend’s lovely 
buds! Great magazine guys - easily up there with the £3.50 glossies and a 
better read than some of those. Love the Garden pics especially!
Paul

Well this plant is supported from two sides, so we guess that‘s ok. 

Tone, South 
West

We suspect 
you grew this 
plant behind a 
window or was it 
grown outdoors? 
Certainly you 
didn’t use a 
400w lamp, 
correct? The 
buds are meagre 
and fluffy, that’s 
why. If you grow 
outdoors, only 
haul ‘em in when 
there’s a storm 

outside or when it rains heavily. Moving plants from outdoors to indoors only creates a 
lot of stress for the ladies, because all the indoor (housing) lights disturb their night cycle.

Dear Soft Secrets, 
Check out these Yorkshire Buddings!  Here are a couple of my very kind friends 
posing with ma largest Chronic Bud. Thanx to all at Soft Secrets for printing my 
previous photos & also for sending me the seeds. Thanx also to Bob & Lance for 
supplying me with Soft Secrets & big it up for the girls posing topless! Ya mate 
Dave, Innit!
Dave, Yorkshire
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Amnesia Haze I grew 
earlier this year in Plagron 
soil with 800w and bio 
nutrients, the one with me 
in the picture was six foot 
tall! very nice smoke.
Chris, Sheffield.

Chris, we suspect this plant 
grew so tall because the 
lights were hung way too 
high from the start. We can 
see this because the plant 
grew straight towards the 
light up to the point where 
the main bud was right 
beneath it – and only then 
the bud started to develop 
fully. Another tell-tale sign is 
the relatively small pot she 
stands in, she would never 
have grown so high with 
such a small pot. It’s much 
better to adjust your lamps 
during the whole grow 
phase. This prevents plants 
becoming so (needlessly) 
tall and the lower parts of 
the plant gets even light as 
well.. 

Berny, UK



Enlosed are some pics of my first outdoor 
grow. The varieties I grew were Durga Mata & 
Belladonna from Paradise Seeds. I used Bio-Bizz 
all-mix with 30% clay pebbles and Bio-Bizz nutes 
in 80ltr tubs.The Durga Mata is a quality heavy 
smoke.Had little problem with mold in last few 
days but I’m gonna make blackout curtains for 
next year so I can finish them earlier.Thanks for 
all the advice, I’ve learnt so much from your mag! 
Keep the quality ROLLING!
Dazey D,East coast

Dude, we appreciate growers who take on the rotten 
British climate and grow outdoors. However, your 
plant is not very healthy due to an acid soil. A 
simple soft secret to prevent this kind of thing is to 
add a lot of Calcium to your soil mix next time!     

This Con da Fuma 
grown outdoors from 
the Flying Dutchman 
my favorite of this 
years crop. A relation 
to Haze, she finished 
in the first week 
of november. The 
weather held out! The 
tops were worth the 
wait. Soft Secrets,
keep up the good 
work!
Td., Oxford

Guy, if you want to 
grow big trees like this 
next time use a cement 
tub instead of a pot. 
In such a tub the roots 
can develop much 
better in all directions 
and the chance of your 
plant tipping over is 
nil. Also, cut away the 
lower twigs so your 
plant puts all her 
energy in producing 
fat and shiny upper 
buds. 
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My White Russian
Trex

Peace be with you too, mate… And next time don’t hang that fucking lamp so high, will ya? 

Hello guys,
What do you think?! My little garden is a mix of White Widow and Neville’s Haze. 
They’re on their 6th week, looking forward to the harvest!
Mr T, UK

We think your wife is beautiful but your plants do not get enough light.. The buds are 
too small and airy. You may want to hang that lamp a little lower. And don’t use ordinary 
rope to support plants, this can create havoc when some Mongol rushes through your 
grow room. Use elastics, that will prevent twigs and stems from snapping.

Mr E.

These buds are fat, but you have to 
remove dead leaves and dead leave 
tips asap. They only prevent light from 
shining on live parts of the plant and 
more than that, they can attract a whole 
legion of moulds.  

This Shiva Shanti is an offerring an 
from Sensi Seeds grown outdoors this 
year. A reasonable growing season 
gave some nice tops! You just cant 
beat the great outdoors!
Td. London Rd. Oxford.







Dear Soft Secrets
Great paper, keep up the good work. First attempt at Double Gum, had a bit of trouble 
with the feed programme, but got it sorted - I hope. Grown in soil - Biobizz Lite mix, 
nutrients rooted for 3 days only & using a 400w lamp - a nice pair of little ladies & the 
tits ain`t bad either.
Mick, Glasgow

And don’t forget the tongue..! We bet your wife can do some awesome things with that 
tongue…

Hello Dudes!
I’m enjoying your paper as much as always and I 
have attached picture of me with a Blueberries plant 
and some Northern Lights Buds all ready to be jarred 
up after the 12 days of drying. I got the Blueberries 
seeds from you guys and we also grew some Sensi 
Star which has a real unique taste and pleasently 
strong high although we only had two females from 
a pack of 10 seeds and 3 didn’t even germinate! So 
it was a little dissapointment but we had such a big 
yield off the Blueberries that it wasn’t so bad after 
all. Thanks guys it was well appreciated. Now we are 
growing a cross we made from Jamaican Pearl pollen 
on the female White Russian and its icky sticky after 
only 3 weeks of flowering with a sweet bubblegum 
smell! The others are 3 different Phenotypes of 
Blueberries and some Sensi Star cuttings taken from 
those seeds you kindly gave us. We only grow in 

soil and use Bio Bizz products and Advanced Nutrients’ Overdrive which seems to 
substantially increase yield and maybe even resin production.
Malcolm from London

Your top dawg in London!

Here are just a few 
pictures of my Big 
Bud X to show you 
all what wasted light 
can grow! These plants 
were grown alongside 
our main system around 
the edges of the room. 
All these were cuttings 
taken from a plant 
which was topped to 
promote short height 
and wide growth (so 
nothing was wasted). 
The plants were grown 
in 10 litre pots, in a 
mixture of soil and clay 
pebbles, hand watered 
using Canna nutrients 
and under 1600 watt 
HPS. The buds started 
to fill out at week 4 and 
were completely coated 
with resin by the end of 
week 5, as you can see 
from the pictures! The 
plants were harvested 
at the end of week 7, 
still waiting on 3 more. 
I’d say that’s an extra 
10-12 oz, not bad eh? 
Hope you all enjoy, 
and will send you some 
pictures of the main 
system soon! Thanks 
for a great mag!
J , Yorkshire

Well done, guys! No 
snippy comments this 
time.. 
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Dear Soft 
Secrets,
We planted 
some of the 
seeds we 
received from 
our last photo 
in Aug 2005 
issue. We started 
the grow of 4 x 
Jack Herer, 3 x 
Blueberries and 
3 White Widow 
using 2 x 
125w(Blue), 1 x 
125w(Red)  and 
1 x 250w(Red) 
MG Envirolites 
but being our 
2nd grow we 
thought it would 
be better to only 
use Biobizz 
organic nutes 
in soil. The soil 
was mixed with 
HQ compost, 
CoCo, blood, 
fish, bone and 
Bat Guano 
Kalong pellets. 
In week three 
I added extra 
envirolites and 
managed to 
overheat the young plants one afternoon killing off seven of the plants, leaving just 
6 plants. Flowering started in week nine and revealed that 3 of the plants were male 
and one was a hermie leaving two females (White Widow and Jack Herer). A final 
mistake I made was checking the pH of the soil too late, my home mix recipe was 
far too acidic in the pH mixture, so using pH up and some ash gradually corrected 
the soil to around 6.5, this stress could have been the cause of the male plants. Resin 
started to coat the plants during 4th week of flowering, White Widow was harvested 
at end of week ten of flowering and Jack Herer is still going strong at time of writing 
in week eleven with very heavy bud formations weighing down the branches. We 
smoked samples from both plants in week nine and they were very clear, energetic 
highs, even before flushing, both strains are highly recommended! Hope you like the 
wife.
Anthony & Sarah, Surrey

Like her? We love her! With such a nice wife you sure need some energetic highs we guess.. 
Thanks for the top-photo once again! 

A & Vicky, Bolton



These are pics of my ladies 2 Double Dutch, 
grown in coco in auto pots using Coco A & B 
and PK 13/14. I vegged these ladies for three 
weeks before turning them to 12 hours. Each 
plant under a 400watt sodium. As you can see 
I will be trimming shortly. Hope these pics 
make the grade for the paper. 
David

Oh yeah they certainly do! Well done mate!

Famous US porn star Misty Rain was recently doing the rounds in the Dam. Nasty 
Misty didn’t forget to visit the Greenhouse coffeeshop in the Red Light District 
and was rewarded by Greenhouse’s Arjan with some typical Dutch folklore: a well-
filled plate of some of Amsterdam’s best weed! Yes, it’s a life full of glitter, glamour 
& green…
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That’s it! You British & Irish SSUK readers were 
whacked by SSFR readers Marco & Keuf from France 
(of all places…). These three lovely French lassies are 
just begging for our (plant) sperm, and that’s the way 
we like it! Well done, mademoisselles! Any British 
ladies feel passed over now? Come on, you know how 
to set things straight!

Editor’s 
choice!

Dear Soft Secrets,
Here’s a few pics of my latest 
grow and their resin glands 
through the scope. The strain 
is Isis from Dutch Passion. I 
used home made nutrients and a 
600w HPS, the yield was about 
8 1/2 oz dried, a soft smoke and 
a very uplifting high. 
Daz, Lancashire

Nice close-up, but your plants 
are suffering. That’s due to 
overfertilisation or a too an 
acidic soil. Overfertilisation often 
occurs when there is a too high a 
concentration of salts in the soil. 
Throw away that soil after your 
grow or mix 1 part of old soil with 
2 parts of new soil for your new 
grow. If you don’t do this your 
next crop will be fucked. If your 
soil was too acidic, simply add 
Calcium to the soil to neutralize it. 



Nicky Boy Wonder & M.I.L.F.

Nicky, you do know what M.I.L.F. stands 
for, right? (For those who don’t: it’s 
Mothers I’d Like to Fuck!)

Some nice pics of my beautiful lady and our Blueberry friends. This was our best try 
this year & we fetched 2800g off about 30 Blues.
Mkel massive

Sorry buds, but what a Butt!

Dear Soft Secrets,
After receiving one of your sort after lighters at the extraordinary free-giveaway that 
was November’s UK Hemp Expo I thought obliged to include it with a picture of our 
first attempt at a predominant sativa; Dutch Passion’s Strawberry Cough. As well as 
my second grow of K2. Keep the incredible information coming. Devoted readers, 
Father and son, Brighton.

Ah.. You guys are in the proud possesion of the one and only original Soft Secrets lighter. 
We would show off to the whole world too if we were you. Nice plant too!
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Jinglebuds, 
Ireland

Clairie

Hello to all

My name is Maxim. I live in Ukraine. I 
grow weed indoor and outdoor for many 
years already. Friends who have the chance 
of visiting the Netherlands frequently 
brought me your fantastic magazine. Here 
in Ukraine it is rather difficult to find 
appropriate material for weed growing, so I 
have to help myself in doing it “the classic 
way”. When I read your magazine for the 
first time, I could not believe my eyes. So many interesting testimonials and know how. 
I am still dreaming. I wish you further a great success and all the best for the future.
Greetings from Ukraine, Maxim

Hi Maxim, great to hear from our Ukrainian readers..! Check our website www.
softsecrets.nl for all back issues of Soft Secrets and spread the word to your eastern-bloc 
friends! We are all Tavarich! 
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The Original (Bong) 
Buddy and Buddy Junior

There’s nothing quite like smoking a fresh 
clean glass bong.  The trouble is it doesn’t stay 
that way for very long.  The heavy tar from 
smoking weed or hash through it collects on the 
inside and can be near impossible to clean with 
conventional products. Not to mention lime 
scale and marks from dirty water.  There are 
some pretty good bong cleaning solutions out 
there that get most of the grime off but what 
about those hard to reach areas?  A traditional 

wire brush helps but is no good for the curves and corners of more intricately 
designed bits of glassware.

The Bong Buddy reaches the parts that other bong cleaners can’t.  It’s a simple 
device made up of two attracting magnets; because the magnetic force is strong 
enough to attract through glass one can be placed on either side allowing you 
contact with the inside surface.  The smaller of the two magnets is fitted with 
a miniature-scouring pad over the surface and is dropped inside the bong.
Using the larger piece you pick up the magnet and scrub the inside of the bong 
remotely from the outside.  You may have seen similar devices that have been 
used for cleaning windows in tall buildings and for cleaning algae off the insides 
of aquariums.  Why not for the bong, too? 

The magnets are surprisingly strong because they must be able to sufficiently 
attract through glass or borosilicate up to 7 – 10 mm thick, which is why they 
contain the strongest available magnets of that size. There is the Original Bong 
Buddy and the Buddy Junior for smaller pipes and bongs, either way your bong 
can be spotless once more.

Available at www.buddysystemz.com

Carbon Filter Stands 
It sometimes seems sad that the delicious pungent 
aroma of a healthy grow room in full flower has 
to be neutralised by a carbon filter.  However, to 
grow without one is at best risky, especially where 
neighbours are in close proximity.  Since the 
ventilation system in your grow room is designed 
to reduce heat and heat rises; it logically follows 
that you want to be extracting the warm air from 
the top of the room.  The only problem is that 
carbon filters are heavy.  Anything above a 150mm 
filter and getting it up to the top of the room to 
extract the hot air can be an issue.  Unlike lamps 
and reflector shades, which are relatively easy 
to hang anywhere, carbon filters need to be well 
supported; you certainly don’t want them falling 
on your plants.   
One simple solution is these adjustable stands. 

Rather than screwing hooks into beams in the ceiling or putting up sturdy shelves, 
both of which can cause unnecessary damage to the room (especially in rented 
accommodation); these stands require no fixing or securing and solve the problem.
They have been designed to be robust enough to hold the biggest heaviest carbon 
filters and can also be adjusted to hold the smallest filters thanks to it concertina-
like legs.  They alter in height as well angle so that your filter can fit in the tightest 
spots, which is ideal for grow rooms with sloping ceilings, for example.  And when 
it is time to leave the stand flat-packs away into a handy little box ready to be put 
up and used again.

Available from Hydrogarden Stockists  
www.hydrogarden.com & www.aquaculture.com 

The Grow&Go
The Grow&Go is billed as “the complete plug and play solution for the professional 
grower”. What you get is a standard 20 ft shipping container tricked out with a totally 
professional, custom-built grow room inside, delivered direct to your door.  Naturally, 
from the outside there is nothing to give away the fact that there is a blazing grow 
room inside and on the inside it comes fitted with all the necessary equipment to keep 
it that way. The standard set-up comes with ten x 600w-HID lights, two extractor fans 
fitted with carbon filters totalling 3250m2 extraction combined with an intake fan at 
2000m2 ensuring that you get the necessary airflow for the number of lights used in 
such a confined space. In addition to this you get a couple of circulating fans, fitted 
reflective sheeting, nutrient tank, pumps, meters and everything you need all the way 
down to rockwool blocks and nutrients to accommodate up to 265 individual plants.
For safety the container comes with a Fire Pro fire extinguisher certified by the 
Dutch fire safety board (TNO), which promises to distinguish all fires “at once” 
should the worst happen.
There are also a few optional extras that you can have fitted such as alarm system, 
camera security and monitoring system, nutrient computer, or even a complete 
automatic remote controlled computer system.  Everything is professionally and 
safely fitted to optimise the space for a workable garden whilst maintaining safety.  
Nothing is set in stone with the Grow&Go so that everything can be tailored to the 
individuals requirements from the lighting systems to the nutrients, all you need is 
somewhere suitable to put a 20ft articulated container.           

Check out the Grow&Go at www.grow-go.nl or call +31 (0)499-376794  

The Super Vapezilla Vaporizer 
and Phedor Hybrid Vaporizer by 
Wicked Roots 
Wicked Roots were at the 2005 High Times 
Cannabis Cup showcasing their latest additions 
to the World of Vaporisers with these two 
deserving a mention.
The Super Vaperzilla was up for the accolade of 
Best Product of the Year and is aimed squarely 
at the discerning cannabis connoisseur.  Wicked 
Roots boast with genuine confidence that theirs 
leave all the other vaporizers standing.
No expense has been spared for the top of the 
range Super Vapezilla. On the outside the box 
is made from aircraft specification aluminium 
whilst inside it features a 400W ceramic heating 
element controlled by a Vapor Logic digital 
temperature controller with ‘Dual Magnetic 
Levitation Vapo-Bearing Fans’ (just like any 
you might find in your home computer).
The actual vaporization takes place in a thick borosilicate glass ‘whip’ at the end 
of the delivery tube.  You fill the whip with herb etc and then plug it in to its 
accompanying fitting inside the Vapezilla and draw on the tube.  With the Super 
Vapezilla you inhale the compressed vapour directly and therefore get more 
flavour and potency from the vaporised herb than with balloon-style diluted vapour 
vaporisers.
The Phedor Hybrid Vaporiser is a flameless lighter for the real purist who doesn’t 
want their prized herb tainted by anything.  On a sunny day it is possible to light your 
pipe with a magnifying glass but seeing as this is the UK and it’s dark most of the 
time the Phedor presents a more practical solution to cleaner smoking.
Using the same technology as in the large vaporisers the Phedor has an internal 
ceramic heating element that heats the solid aluminium rod.  You can use it in the 
same way as a butane lighter.  Held close to the herb for long enough and it will 
combust as with a lighter to give smoke, or with a bit of care you can use it to 
turn any bong or pipe into a vaporiser. Instead of combusting the herb and losing 
THC you can hold the Phedor further away and heat the bowl to vaporise just the 
THC without fully igniting the herb.  You then inhale vapour rather than smoke 
when you smoke the bong.  Either way by eliminating the butane lighter there is no 
chance of tasting or inhaling the nasty gas as you enjoy getting high.  If you want 
to get the very most out of your herb and stay healthy at the same time you can’t go 
wrong with either of these innovative vaporisers.

Available at www.wickedroots.com
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The Oxydator 
The Oxydator is a new product brought over from the 
aquatics market originally designed as a way of keeping 
aquariums clean and pathogen free as well as oxygenated.  
The good news is that fish tanks and nutrient tanks have 
a lot in common and the Oxydator is just as useful to the 
hydroponic grower as it is to the fish keeper. 

The unit doesn’t need any power and sits alone submersed in the nutrient solution 
where it delivers a steady stream of pure oxygen into the water.  What is revolutionary 
about it is that it allows hydroponic growers for the first time to use hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2 /OxyPlus) in conjunction with organic additives.   
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) has been used by hydroponisists for years as both a 
preventative and cure for diseases, fungal infection and pathogens that all thrive around 
the root zones of plants.  Hydroponic set ups provide a perfect environment for all 
sorts of fungal spores and pathogens such as pythium, botrytis and water-born pests.  
Hydrogen peroxide will kill all such nasty things while leaving the healthy parts of the 
plant unscathed.  The problem is that it will also kill the beneficial bacteria living in 
organic additives.  As a result you cannot use both together, until now that is.
The Oxydator unit splits hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water (i.e. H2O with one 
volatile free radical oxygen molecule on the look out for something organic to attach 
itself to and kill – like an ozone generator but in water).  The unit is made up of two 
parts: an acrylic container and a ceramic beaker.  The hydrogen peroxide is put in 
the acrylic container with the ceramic beaker on top.  A little catalyst in the container 
causes a reaction that pushes the peroxide through the ceramic beaker, which acts as a 
strong catalyst splitting the hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water.  The 100% pure 
oxygen is slowly released in a steady stream and saturates the surrounding water.  The 
H2O2 never comes into contact with the nutrient solution until it has split into oxygen 
and water, which is how you can use liquid oxygen and organic additives together.
When added ‘neat’ to a solution H2O2 only remains active for a few hours due to the 
fact that it is so volatile.  This is, of course, also the reason why it works so well (i.e. 
that unstable oxygen molecule).  By delivering a constant stream of micro-fine pure 
oxygen bubbles the levels in the solution also stays constant giving you round the clock 
protection against pathogenic invasion.  What’s more: the reaction rate increases with 
the temperature of the solution, which means when the water is warm and therefore 
more inviting to pathogens more oxygen is saturated in the solution keeping them at 
bay.  
Remarkably, this simple little unit happily takes care of several duties at the same 
time.  It delivers pure oxygen directly to the root system, which increases growth and 
root production; it doesn’t interfere with beneficial organic organisms present in the 
lovingly prepared nutrient solution but it does kill off fungal spores and pathogen 
infection to keep the tank disease-free.  And it even means you don’t have to have an 
air stone and noisy pump bubbling away in every single tank.  Air pumps pump the air 
we breathe into the water. That air contains only 21% oxygen whereas the Oxydator 
produces micro fine bubbles that contain100% oxygen; your plants are bound to be 
pleased about that.

Available from www.hydrogarden.co.uk, www.hydroleaf.com,
Starlite Systems, Plymouth: Tel. +44(0)1752 551233,
Rootzone, Staines Tel. +44(0)1784 490 370

Digital Ballasts available 
from Grow Systems 

Digital Ballasts represent 
a revolution in the grow 
room that is long overdue.
The magnetic ballast is the 
VHS video of the growing 
world; it does the job but 
it looks old and crap next 
to its digital successor, the 
DVD player.  More and more 

growers across the Atlantic have been switching over and feeling the benefits of 
digital ballasts and now they are finally available in the UK.
Traditional ‘coil and core’ or magnetic ballasts have been the industry standard 
since grow rooms began all those years ago and up until now they have been the 
only viable option for creating enough light in the right spectrum for growing 
and flowering crops indoors.   The new digital ballasts work in the same way in 
that they fire both High Pressure Sodium and Metal Halide HID lamps and are 
available in 250W, 400W and 600W with a 1000W model to follow shortly; in 
other words: they can be simply swapped with all existing HID ballasts.   
Any grower knows that magnetic ballasts are heavy, generate a lot of heat and get 
noisier with age; all serious considerations when using more than a few lights in 
a room.  They gradually degrade over time producing less useable light and using 
up more electricity.  The Digital Ballast is an improvement in all of these areas.  
They weigh about _ of the weight of a magnetic ballast, produce 25-30% more 
lumens, run silently, produce much less heat and use less electricity.
The reason for the dramatic increase in lumen output (nearly a 1/3 more) 
whilst using the same HID lamp is that the digital ballast operates on a higher 
frequency.  This is imperceptible to the naked eye but the higher frequency 
makes it easier to excite the gases inside the lamp.  This means that the digital 
ballast is running at its full potential within a minute of starting up whereas a 
‘coil and core’ ballast this is more like twenty minutes.  Once running, a digital 
ballast will ‘flicker’ many more times per second than its magnetic counterpart.  
In comparison test after running for 8000 hours (roughly equivalent to ten nine-
week flowering periods), a magnetic ballast produces 64% of its initial lumen 
output whereas a digital ballast is running at 86% efficiency.  What’s more, after 
18000 hours the magnetic ballast is down to just 44% compared to 78% from the 
digital.  Obviously this is dramatically lengthens the life span of the lamp as well 
as delivering much more useable light to the plant.  More tests have shown that a 
600W HID lamp powered by digital ballast produces only 5% less lumens than a 
1000W magnetic ballast powered light, and with only a fraction of the heat. 
The better digital ballasts on the market feature an aluminium heat-sync casing 
to disperse the heat they generate.  There are some that are fan cooled by small 
computer style fans built in to the casing.  The problem with these is that the 
product is only as good as it weakest component and the fans have a high failure 
rate.
Digital ballast may cost a little more than their magnetic equivalents but with the 
extra light they give out and the longer lifespan of the lamps the cost is minimal 
for the benefits involved and the advantages really do speak for themselves.

Digital ballasts are available from all Grow Systems Stores
tel +44(0)1603 662655 

Cutting Plugs from 
Bio-G-Power
Healthy plants start as healthy cuttings (or seedlings).
In order to get the most from your plants potential it 
wants to have a good start in life, requiring light, oxygen 

and water.  These Cutting Plugs are a good place to start because unlike other 
cloning blocks they contain a mixture of rockwool flakes and perlite.  The 
flakes retain water while the perlite keeps valuable oxygen at the root zone 
giving the young cutting and abundance of both at its disposal right from the 
start.
To fill the plugs Bio-G-Power have used flakes rather than conventional 
horticultural rockwool.  The result is that the flakes point in all directions rather 
than just horizontally or vertically (like normal rockwool) allowing the roots to 
grow out in all directions unhindered. 
Cutting Plugs are suitable for hydroponic systems as the paper, rockwool 
and perlite is all sterilised before use.  What’s more the paper is organic and 
chlorine free so that it will be completely innocuous in the system.  Equally the 
plugs can be planted directly into soil or coco set-ups just as easily.  
Bio-G-Power have produced the plugs in two sizes: 28 and 38mm which are the 
standard sized starter plug holes found in larger rockwool blocks making them 
fully compatible.  By fitting snugly in the hole the roots can continue their 
journey from the plug into the larger block without hesitating.

Available from New Age Hydroponics, Lancs +44(0)1254661177 
or visit www.bio-g-power.nl 

The PocketBong
This ingenious pipe was met with an enthusiastic response at this 
years hemp trade shows.  The idea is to have a pipe small and 
discreet enough to carry around in your pocket but without losing 
the benefits of a full sized water pipe.   Pocket pipes generally 

come in the form of small ‘one-hit’ pipes with some kind of cooling channel to make 
the smoke travel further and thereby cool down.  With the PocketBong you get exactly 
what its name suggests: a proper bong you can carry in your pocket. The clever 
telescopic design means that you get a respectable internal volume big enough for a 
really satisfying hit while the large surface area at the base end of the cone allows for 
plenty of water to effectively cool the smoke down.  The sections of the cone lock 
together to create an air and water –tight container that prevents any spillages or smoke 
escaping. The bowl and down tube of the bong has also been smartly designed 
to come apart in three separate pieces that will all fit inside the collapsed bong.
When all put together the down tube has a kind a ball joint incorporated into it 
which allows it to click into place so that it sits tightly in the bong at the right 
angle to draw through the water. The PocketBong’s intelligent design makes it a 
genuinely useable bong with all the benefits of a pocket pipe and gives you that 
extra choice for when you are out and about.

Available from www.pocketbong.com,
Also available at www.everyonedoesit.com, www.weedcity.com
and all good headshops. 
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The BioGreen of Holland Range 
from Ecotechnics

The BioGreen Of Holland 
range is a series of products 
for the high-turnover 
professional grower.  As 
such the basic nutrients are 
extremely concentrated high 
purity solutions.  This highly 
concentrated formula means that 
the professional grower can carry 
a convenient discreet one-litre 
bottles to the grow room rather 
than lugging ten-litre barrels of a 
less concentrated feed.

Also in the range to be used along side the nutrient is X-Root and X-Bloom.  X-
Root is used for the first three weeks following transplanting to promote essential 
root growth using selected Vitamins and Amino Acids to do so.  X-Bloom is again 
made up of Vitamins and Amino Acids; this time, predictably, they have been 
formulated into a bloom booster for use throughout the blooming period promising 
heavier and faster bud formation.

More interestingly, BioGreen produce MAM, a nutrient specifically for mother 
plants (i.e. plants kept growing under 18 or 24 hours light for the sole purpose of 
generating fresh cuttings over and over again).  Again, MAM is of particular use to 
larger growers who greatly benefit from a constant supply of uniform clones from a 
healthy mother.  The solution is designed to reduce the stress to the plant caused by 
having the tips removed and has increased levels of certain microelements that are 
needed for shoot formation making it specific to stock plants.

Available from Ecotechnics UK Ltd tel: +44(0)116-2620200 
Web: www.ecotechnics.co.uk

The Cannabrex Cap Kit from 
Cannabrex Nutriceutical

The Cannabrex Cap Kit is a kit for making 
your own medicinal cannabis capsules.
Rather than wait around suffering while the 
politicians and pharmaceutical companies 
faff about and delay the availability of 
cannabis-based medicines; you can take 
matters into your own hands.  Since cannabis 
is widely regarded as beneficial in relieving 
the symptoms of asthma, glaucoma, 
tumours, nausea, epilepsy, MS, back pain, 
muscle spasms, arthritis, herpes, sleep-
disorders, insomnia, emphysema, stress, 
migraines, loss of appetite, anorexia, AIDS, 
bipolar disorder, colitis, Crohn’s disease, 
depression, to name but a few, there are 
literally millions of sufferers who could be 
helped from using cannabis, in other words 
far more than there are cannabis enthusiasts.  
Among those sufferers there are those who 
do not wish to smoke (smoking cannabis to 
relieve asthma for example seems absurd) 
and for whom eating cannabis can be 
unpredictable, even disturbing. 

What the Cannabrex Kit offers is an effective, measured dosing system that can be 
tailored to the patient and will maximise the body’s ability to effectively absorb and 
utilise THC.  
Unfortunately it is down to the patient to provide the active ingredient, however if 
you are growing this shouldn’t be a problem.  The best thing to use for the active 
ingredient is bubble hash since it is pure gland that has been washed and so does 
not contain any contaminants or chlorophyll and vegetable matter that can upset 
the stomach.  Using un-pressed glands from a Bubblesac will also be much easier 
to handle.  Alternatively use a BubbleScreen to extract dry glands, or even grate a 
piece of bonded hash.  Using un-pressed gland will not affect the potency since it 
is mixed with the oil and heated in a jar placed in hot water which causes it to go 
through the decarboxylation process before going in the capsule.  This basically means 
that chemical changes occur in the THC that activates it and makes it much more 
psychoactive and therefore more effective, in the same way that properly bonding and 
pressing any hash does.
The kit itself provides the user with everything they need to actually make the 
capsules but the real purpose of it is in the preparation of the ingredients.  Cannabrex 
supply a few different kits.  All come with Cannabrex excipient powder and oil blend.  
Since cannabis is highly soluble in fat the oil blend has been specially formulated 
utilising pharmaceutical-grade Caprylic/Capric Triglycerides.  These absorb THC 
very efficiently in the same way that fat does but once in the body they behave more 
like carbohydrates.  Since carbohydrates are the fuel of choice for the body they are 
absorbed first.  This is one of the ways in which these capsules are more suitable for 
patients than cannabis chocolate, for example.
Cannabrex also produce two additives that can be mixed into the capsules: 3x and 3x-
AM.which are ‘bio availability’ enhancers.  These will speed up the amount of time it 
takes to absorb the THC into the bloodstream as well as increasing potency by up to 
300%.  3x-AM is the same but also contains several natural herbal extracts that act as 
stimulants to counter the potential lethargic effects of cannabis.  
The beauty of this kit is that it allows the serious genuine, medical user to self 
medicate effectively and safely.  Cannabrex recommend starting on a small dose and 
then adjusting the strength to suit the individual’s requirements.  Each batch takes 
a maximum of one hour to make and machine will fill 24 capsules at a time so it 
shouldn’t take long to make enough to last a while.  Sadly, these or anything similar 
won’t be available on the NHS anytime soon so it’s down to the patient to do what 
we’ve all been doing all this time: self-medicating.

The Cannabrex Cap Kits are available from www.cannabrex.com

Quiet and lightweight 
mufflers from Bio Ibo
This new generation of mufflers is made to 
be ultimately lightweight, and internally, 
thanks to the application of new techniques 
the sound production has been hugely reduced. 
The mufflers are made completely out of 
aluminium, light in weight and extremely 
durable. They are available in the following 
sizes: lengths of 500 mm and 1000 mm, with 
diameters of 250 mm and 315 mm. These new 
mufflers are only available at the better grow 
shops.

Smart packing for 
carbon filters from 
Bio Ibo
Finally a sophisticated packing for hassle-
free transport of carbon filters. So no more 
fuss with big garbage bags for the filters 
- someone with a bit of indoor growing 
experience and  can see already where this 
is going. The elongated cardboard box is for 
use with carbon filters with a diameter of 40 
cm, and available in the following lengths: 75 
cm, 100 cm, 125 cm and 150 cm. By using 
sophisticated, pre-pressed notches it is easy to 
fit the packing to the length of the filter. This 
well thought-out packing was developed by 
is Bio Ibo and is only available at the better 
grow shops.

Info: Bio Ibo, 
Tel: +31 (0) 184 654 466, Fax: +31 (0) 184 654 191 
E-mail info@biobo.nl
Web: www.bioibo.nl

New nutrition computer 
from Growcomp
Growcomp has released this newly-developed 
complete nutrition computer. Thanks to the continuous 
measurement of the ec-and pH, constant values are 
able to be maintained. Mixing up the nutrient by hand, 
something that usually takes a lot of time, becomes 
banished to the past. The computer is equipped with 
a float system with a timer. The system is deliverable 
with various pumps, to suit the surface area.

Info: Growcomp, Tel: +31 (0) 641 895 635 
Web: www.growcomp.nl
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Hotbox CO2 
Generators for a 
higher yield 
Commercial market gardeners have known 
it for years …Working with CO2 works, 
it really works! Times change, for indoor 
growing too. The days that you could 
compensate for small yields by simply 
building an extra space are way behind us. 
The new credo: ‘hang on to what you’ve 
got’ is more important than ever, and so it 
is really important to optimise everything. 
More yield from the same number of square 
metres in other words. An angler always 
tries to catch the biggest carp in the lake… 
HGS wholesalers, based in the Dutch town 
of Raamsdonksveer, has added a complete 
range of CO2 generators and (of course) 
the associated CO2 controllers to its range, 
and in doing so hopes to persuade local 
and international growers to get optimising. 
And why not? Doesn’t everyone want the 
best yield they can get out of their space? 
For pretty much every conceivable situation 
there are ready-to-use, plug & play systems 
for sale. For really tiny spaces there are 
the smallest CO2 generators available, 
right up to huge models for the biggest 
spaces. Really large rooms can even have 
a combination of different CO2 generators, 
and in so doing make sure they have the 
most sophisticated means of meeting all 
their CO2 needs. In indoor gardening CO2 
has been used for years now, but it does 
still raise a few questions. How should I 
calculate dosages? When should I use it? 
How much should I use? Is working with 
CO2 dangerous? (No!). Is working with 
CO2 difficult? (No!). Expert answers can 
be given to these and all other questions by 
the folks at Homegrowsupplies. They can 
even organise on location (read: in grow 
shops) if required a one-and-a-half hour to 

two-hour seminar session. Everyone with questions about growing with CO2 can just 
come along, so ask your local grow shop if they would be prepared to organise such a 
seminar. Wholesale prices available on request.

Info: Homegrowsupplies Raamsdonksveer, Tel: +31 (0) 162 521 026, 
Fax: +31(0) 162-521 026 E-mail: info@homegrowsupplies.nl

Paradise Bodycare
Perhaps you’ve struggled through 
recent well-meant gifts of foul-
smelling shower products as a result 
of this latest Christmas. Now pamper 
yourself for the New Year; try some 
of the fantastic hemp toiletries from 
Paradise Bodycare, the cosmetic 
line recently introduced by Paradise 
Seeds. This small but cohesive set 
of responsible products includes 
naturally-fragranced soaps, shampoos, 
body oils, shower gel, and more 

(the Hemp Calendula Balsam is particularly addictive). Not tested on animals, 
the oils, gels, soaps, and creams are packaged in recyclable containers and take 
sensitive skin into consideration. No synthetic aromas or artificial colourings are 
incorporated, and the concoctions are produced minus any petrochemical products. 
Cold-pressed hemp seed oil has long-known benefits for skin including improving 
moisture retentiveness and correcting minor skin irritations while still in early 
stages, plus being gentle enough for daily and multiple product use. You can never 
have too much hemp! Men and women alike can enjoy these products, as they 
don’t overwhelm the user with harsh perfume smells. Do your body a favour and 
check out the new hemp goodies from Paradise Bodycare.

What you wear presents an immediate image 
to anyone you meet. People choose to dress in 
a way which suits their sense of style as well 
as integrating a bit of personality, and now it’s 
even easier to include your own passive hemp 
activism within your wardrobe. Paradise Hemp, 
a division of Paradise Seeds, offers stylish hemp 
clothing, bags, and rucksacks in fashionable 
colours and wearable textures. Many people 
think of dreadlocked hippies covered in burlap-
type fabrics that have been psychedelically dyed, 
but this is not the only option considering today’s 
modern hemp fashions. New technologies 
combine with an ancient plant to create garments 
which hold dye well, have an incredibly strong 
tensile strength and are very durable. Paradise 

Hemp clothing also breathes well due to the porous nature of hemp fabric, keeping 
you warm in winter and cool in the summer. Speaking of summer, did you know 
that fashions made from hemp naturally shield us from 95% of harmful UV rays? 
Your new hemp bag will be five times stronger than cotton, mould resistant, and fire-
retardant. Paradise offers a responsible, informative, and ethical approach to clothing 
and luggage alternatives. For a stylish, comfortable, and durable addition to your 
closet, keep an eye out for the new Paradise Hemp website.

For more info: Paradise Products, Postbox 377, 1000 AJ Amsterdam, NL
Tel.: +0031 20 67 95 422 E-mail: info@paradise-bodycare.com
Web: www.paradise-bodycare.com







The era of time after time hauling heavy 
sacks of soil and nutrients, replacing 
them each time, and getting rid of the 
old soil and endlessly mixing perlite and 
earth, to get the base nice and airy, may 
safely be declared over. Though this 
new form of growing does have a bit of 
development to undergo before it could 
be called a real trend. Bear in mind that 
no grower is as suspicious as the weed 
grower, if only because of the fact that 
there are large amounts of money to be 
made or lost. It may be that the battle-
hardened hydro grower is in a better 
situation to make the leap and may be 
the most easily interested.

The biggest advantage of this growing 
method is that you not longer have to be 
a kind of pack mule running stuff in and 
out of your grow space, thanks to the 
fact that you just fill the special cylinder-
shaped grow tubs with water, rather than 
soil. And that means that not only do you 
save a lot of time; for the grower with 
the ever-present and nosey neighbours, 
it means they can finally stop all this 
carting of sacks of soil back and forth 
through the winter months, an activity 
that is a sure sign of a large scale hemp 
set up.

But even for growers with the friendliest 
of neighbours, growing on water has 
another advantage over growing in soil. 
Growers are often bitching about the soil 
in which they are growing is not of pure 
enough quality, about the amount they 
have to pay for decent quality soil, the 
cost of the perlite and the additives they 
sometimes use. You also hear frequent 
complaints about soil out of exactly the 
same brand of bags having different 
nutrient values and thus different pH 
values from bag to bag. Fortunately I 
have never been afflicted with the last 
problem, but I personally nearly always 
choose to use the somewhat more 
expensive brands, and with these too the 
rule is: “he who checks the pH value of 
the soil every time, also before you stick 
your plants or clones in, will not get any 
unexpected surprises.” 

Should you, after having been to work 
with your pH meter (NB: leave the meter 
in the soil for at least two minutes), are 
still discovering variations in your pH 
values in the soil, then there is always 
a way of getting the value down (a 
problem pH value is nearly always too 
high, i.e. higher than 7.5, and very rarely 
too low – lower than 5.8). One method 
I use myself a lot for lowering the pH 
value of  the nutrient base and giving the 
base a pretty neutral pH value (around 
7), is by using chalk.

To come back to the advantages of 
growing in water, besides the above-
mentioned problem of varying pH values 
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in different sacks of soil, is that pests 
and insects among your plants become a 
problem much more slowly, because in 
the previous situation (growing on soil) 
they still manage to get into your grow 
space in the form of eggs and larvae 
hidden in your soil. The result is that you 
can end up with a veritable rain forest of 
creeping, nibbling beasts that you have 
to go to great lengths to remove from 
among your plants. But because now 
with our mains water we are guaranteed 
that we will have no uninvited guests, 
your grow space in the future will, 
provided that you bring ‘clean’ clones 
into the environment, will stand a good 
chance of remaining an insect-free zone.

The new growing system actually works 
pretty simply; the cylindrical grow tubs 
are filled with water, the clones are 
placed in small, granule-filled flower 
pots and then these pots are hung or 
placed in the lid of the grow tubs. The 
flower pots in which the clones grow are 
filled with hydro-granules because were 
you put soil in them, the whole nutrient 
cylinder would become filled with 
muddy water. The roots (in the flower 
pots) would then be exposed and would 
die as a result, as roots cannot light on 
them.

The plants receive liquid nutrient 12 
times a day during the whole growth 
and bloom cycle, the great advantage of 
doing which is that the plants can take up 
the liquid fertiliser mixed in with water 
only even faster. Soil has the property 
of ‘sieving’ the added feed water, so that 
the plant does not get all, or gets a less 
strong concentration of nutrients than 
desired. The problem of over-feeding 
will occur sooner when growing in soil 
than when growing in water. As you 
can well imagine, when more and more 
small concentrations of nutrients are 
left behind in the soil (the feed base), 
after a few waters / irrigations a lethal 
concentration of salts can accumulate 
in it. That is why most growers nearly 
always replace their soil after it has been 
grown in just once, as the soil contains 
too high concentrations of nutrient salts, 
to the point where it is unusable. Mixing 
one part old soil with two parts of fresh 
is also a good option, though a small risk 
of over-fertilisation always remains.

The number of times that you give 
nutrient to your plants ultimately 
determines the total number of weeks 
(or months) that you can use the soil. 
By this I mean to say that with varieties 
that are ready to harvest in seven or eight 
weeks, you generally don’t have any 
problem with the soil getting ever more 
toxic throughout the grow cycle. But you 
would not be the first grower raising a 
long-blooming variety (in the hope of 
getting a good price for it) to have no 

The cylindrical grow tubs are ideal for a good root system to develop in, mainly because 
ever more oxygen can be pumped through the water in the tubs.

Because we have been talking in recent issues of Soft Secrets about some fine 
combinations for indoor growing, we are going to take it a little further this 
time around. But I won’t be letting you go all winter without a nice growing 
story. So this article will be about what for  most growers is still a new form of 
growing, namely growing on (only) water (with an elevated oxygen content) 
and liquid nutrients. 

Especially the varieties that usually become large, tall plants are good for growing in this 
new form (in water) of growing.
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Column

Readers, I have been so fucking ill these past weeks, I was starting to think 
I had the fucking Bird Flu. Lying in bed hallucinating all day! I know some 
people would pay good money for that, but trust me you really, REALLY don’t 
want to get this nasty little fucker. Oh, woe is me!

Well, the result of my indisposition means that the column this time would be a 
pretty fucking sparse affair. I can’t think straight for too long even now, so I’m 
gonna take the time to tell you a pretty funny story that someone told me when I 
was on my death bed a couple of days ago. 

Okay. There’s this bloke called Spanish Gerry who is one of those aging stoners 
you find in every city in the world. He must be knocking on for 60 if he’s a day, 
and he’s the kind of guy who can relate stories about how groovy dope and acid 
were in the 1960’s for hours and hours (“Yeah, man. So there I am on the bus 
with Leary and he’s hogging the fucking joint” etc). And they’re very funny the 
first couple of times you hear them but then they start to wear a bit. 

Anyhow, at some time back in the 1970’s Gerry was in some kind of accident, 
possibly involving a car, or a motorcycle or maybe a piece of heavy machinery. 
The specifics aren’t really very specific. But as a result, he’s had one of his legs 
amputated at the knee. Sometimes he wears an artificial limb (“Did I ever tell 
you about the time I smuggled a load of Temple Balls back through customs 
inside my fucking leg?” etc) and sometimes he doesn’t bother. 

All of this incidental detail is important for reasons that’ll become clear in a 
minute.

So a week or two back Gerry has invited himself round to the abode of several 
people of my acquaintance and is guzzling their Tequila and smoking their dope 
like it’s going to be banned or something. Ever notice how so many of these 

self-appointed “elder statesmen” of the dope scene never actually seem to have 
any of their own? Such was the case here, and so old Gerry is getting totally 
fucked on some pretty mighty home grown.

One of the residents of the house, Little Jim, is not only a gardener 
extraordinaire, but he also keeps two white rats and a ferret called Fifi. The love 
of vermin on Little Jim’s part goes hand-in-hand with some good sense as the 
smell of the animals does have a toning down effect on the smell of the grass. 

Little Jim and company are politely listening to the same stories for the zillionth 
time and trying not to scream. After what seems like days of the boring old fart 
droning on, he decides that he’s too fucked to go home so takes off the leg and 
promptly passes out on the sofa. Everyone else thinks “Thank fuck” and retire.

In the middle of the night they’re woken by a wail followed by banging and 
then a loud crash. Little Jim’s first thought is that the house is being busted and 
everyone runs through to see what’s going down. Spanish Gerry’s what’s gone 
down. Little Jim had been so stoned when he went to bed that he forgot to lock 
Fifi the ferret’s cage up. 

So Fifi had got out and eventually had bolted up Gerry’s (empty) trouser leg and 
sunk her teeth into his stump. The pain of course had woken Gerry up but rather 
than think “there’s a fucking ferret up my trouser leg”, the stoned twat got the 
idea that his leg had grown back and had tried to stand up. He fell right on his 
face knocking out four of his front teeth in the process. 

Well it made me laugh, readers. And now I’m going back to bed to wait for the 
painkillers to kick in. 

See ya.

JK
horribly_stoned_boy@hotmail.com

Not A Leg To Stand On   By Joe Kane

trouble at all for the first seven weeks 
only to discover increasing numbers of 
yellow leaves among your plants in the 
eighth week and just one week later see 
your whole harvest lost. The plants have 
obviously fallen victim in the last two or 
three weeks to the ever-increasing levels 
of salts that have been accumulating 
throughout the growth and bloom cycle.

Problems like this hardly come into play 
at all when you’re growing in water, 
because a couple of times a day all the 
water (with the products of the remaining 
nutrients in it) in each of the cylinder-
shaped tubs is completely refreshed. In 
doing so, all the nutrient that has not 
been taken up by the plants never has the 
chance to build up to what would be a 
poisonous level for the plants. 

Because a good feed base must have a 
high level of oxygenation, we pump air 
through the water in the grow tubs with 
great regularity. By doing so we raise the 
oxygen levels in the water considerably, 
and this is much to the advancement 
of the root development and so to the 
eventual growth of the plant. I personally 
am convinced that with no other grow 
technique can you supply your growing 
roots with such a high concentration of 
oxygen. If you have ever been plagued 
with the problem that the roots of your 
plants kept suffocating because the earth 
was not well enough aerated (thanks to 
which too little oxygen gets to the roots), 
with this growing method irritation will 
be banished for good.

Thanks to the high oxygen content 
and our ability to maintain an ideal 
concentration of nutrients (there will no 
longer be any residue left over either) the 
plants we are growing were sufficiently 
well develop to put into bloom after just 
five days of pre-growth.

Of course, attached to any new form 
of growing there will also be some 
drawbacks (most of the advantages 
have already been mentioned). Should 
a sickness break out in the roots (such 
as root rot), then the chance is pretty 
high that the infected plant will also 
infect others. The roots grow like crazy 
in and out of each other and you will 
soon see that sicknesses will pass very 
easily among them. Fortunately there 
are more and more products coming out 
that can help prevent such diseases in the 
first place, and as growers we have the 
greatest confidence in them.

On top of that it is also the case that the 
plant do need to have a very close eye 
kept on them, with special care made to 
make sure that there is always sufficient 
water in the grow tubs, take note the 
lazy growers among us.  When growing 
in soil the odd day here and there when 
they get no water is not so serious, as 
the soil always holds some amount of 
moisture in it and so your plants will 
not die immediately. This is not the case 
when growing in water; no water in the 
grow tubs almost always means the end 
of your plantation. The plants dry out 
with this grow method (if they do not get 
enough water) quite a bit quicker (the 
roots after all have no soil around them 
where ‘emergency back-up’ moisture can 
be wrung from) and so you have to make 
sure the grow tubs are filled every day.

When growing in water you also have 
to keep a close watch for leaks. A lot 
of grow rooms are still discovered 
because the downstairs neighbours end 
up drenched in water. So be forewarned 
and build a with strong pool liner plastic 
a sort of artificial lake around and 
under the grow set up. This is actually 
something every grower should do, 
whether or not they are growing on 

water, rock wool or soil, before they rig 
up the grow space. But especially when 
you grow in water then building a pool is 
an absolute must-do. Now should a leak 
spring in any part of your set up or any 
grow tub, then the spillage will remain 
in our pool and not drown the downstairs 
neighbour and get you busted. It’s a 
definite case of where a bit of extra work 
can potentially save you a whole heap 
of pain.

To finish, it still remains to be said that 
this method of growing is suitable for all 
varieties and hybrids. Even for the long-
blooming varieties, as was explained 
earlier in this article, this is a very 
suitable grow method. Neither does the 
size of the plants play a role, precisely 
because the tubs in which the plants are 
grown are filled with enough water to be 

quite heavy, which in turn makes them 
hard to tip over – provided you continue 
to keep enough water in them! 

One more side advantage is that should 
you get any sick or poorly growing 
plants, they are easy to remove and a 
new, healthy plant put in its place. If 
you’re growing in soil or rock wool 
and you want to remove a plant, this is 
very hard to do without causing severe 
damage to the roots of the other plants, 
so replacing under-performers is really 
out of the question. 

So that’s the end of this article; I hope 
you’ve found this an amusing grow 
story to lighten up the winter days with 
and that you will not underestimate the 
advantages of growing in water in the 
future!

With this special pump you can keep pumping oxygen into the grow tubs, the water is 
refreshed a couple of times per day and 12 times a day liquid nutrient is added to the water.



Whenever I eat a meal, especially if 
it contains animal flesh, starches, or 
junk food, I take a pill that contains 
plant enzymes. This pill greatly aids 
digestion.

An enzyme is a protein (or a molecule 
made of proteins) that facilitates 
chemical reactions necessary for 
metabolism in living organisms. 

Proteins are made of amino acids. 
Deficiencies in amino acids can lead to 
protein deficiencies which can lead to 
enzyme deficiencies. This process can 
also function sideways and in reverse: 
shortages of any individual component 
can lead to shortages of all.

Enzymes are catalysts that help 
transform carbohydrates into simple 
sugars used for energy. Enzymes 
break down proteins into amino acids. 
Enzymes also have an integral role 
in assimilating vitamins and minerals 
from food inputs; they then help 
transport minerals and vitamins in the 
bloodstream.

In humans, enzymes begin working to 
derive nutrition and energy from food 
as soon food enters the mouth. The 
body manufactures and sends different 
enzymes into the saliva, depending on 
what type of food is being eaten. 

The enzyme amylase, for example, 
works on starchy foods. Enzymes in 
the mouth, stomach, and intestines 
are responsible for gathering vital 
components from different types of 
food and beverages, and for making 
those components available to fuel cell 
metabolism.

Enzyme deficiencies are a serious 
problem for humans and plants, because 
enzymes are key catalysts that convert 
raw materials into substances that form 
the building blocks of an organism’s 
physical structure and metabolism.

As humans age, their bodies become 
less able to produce and maintain 
adequate levels of intact enzymes, 
amino acids and proteins. Another 
problem happens because people eat 
food that has been manufactured or 
prepared using processes or materials 

that enzymes and other digestive 
processes are unable to metabolize. 

Many modern foods have been created 
or prepared in such as way as to 
make their vital nutrients chemically 
inaccessible to our natural digestive 
processes. The inability of our digestive 
system to elicit and assimilate nutrients 
from food causes many types of chronic 
disease.

Plants use enzymes to facilitate 
nutrient absorption and other important 
functions. Yes, plants are a source of 
enzymes; when I take my enzyme pill, 
the enzymes in the pill came from 
plants. But plants themselves need 
enzymes in order to thrive, and it is 
often difficult for plants to maintain 
adequate enzyme levels because they 
are grown in environments that do 
not provide the proper substrate for 
enzymatic formation and activity. 

As with human food, the food that 
many growers feed to their plants is 
improperly configured, so that plants 

cannot utilize it. Nutrients in inferior 
fertilizers are “locked up” in the root 
zone and plant roots cannot intake 
them. The root zone substrate, be it 
soil, rockwool or aeroponics, becomes 
a toxic mass of chemically-unavailable 
nutrients that eventually overburden, 
rather than feed, the plant.

In many agricultural environments, 
plants do not receive all substances 
necessary to produce and maintain 
healthy levels of intact enzymes. 
Industrial crops grown in soil often 
suffer because overused, chemically-
fertilized, depleted soil does not contain 
enough nutrients and is biologically 
dead. In many industrial settings, soil 
is so biologically dead that plants are 
unable to utilize any nutrients present 
in it.

In indoor agriculture using sterile root 
zone media such as rockwool, the grower 
must provide a vast range of inputs to 
take the place of what would be available 
naturally if plants were grown in fertile, 
organic soil outdoors. Many growers 
do not fail to provide plants with the 
full spectrum of properly-formulated 
compounds necessary for maximum 
growth and yield. 

As with humans in affluent countries 
who suffer malnutrition, obesity and 
diabetes because they eat artificial, 
toxic foods that their bodies cannot 
digest, many marijuana plants are 
starving, even though their growers are 
dumping large amounts of fertilizer into 
their root zone.

These growers believe that providing 
only fertilizers with nitrogen, 
potassium, phosphorus and a few 
micronutrients is all they have to do. 
And it is all they have to do- if they 
want mediocre or toxic plants that 
produce mediocre and toxic flowers. 

If they want strong, fast-growing plants 
that produce huge amounts of potent 
floral growth, they need to understand 
the crucial necessity of providing 
properly-formulated nutrients, enzymes 
and other components.

Even when growers seek to provide a 
range of nutrients and other materials 
to their plants, they often use 
fertilizers and additives that are poorly 
formulated, which makes it difficult 
if not impossible for plants to uptake 
anything useful from those products.

In many agricultural situations, but 
especially in indoor grow environments, 
enzyme deficiencies harm crop health. 
Enzymes are necessary for important 
agricultural processes. Enzymes support 
metabolism, infrastructure, root zone 
health, maturation, nutrient absorption, 
floral production and immune systems. 
They are essential to cellular function, 
but become depleted as crops mature, 
just as in humans, when aging makes 

it harder for our bodies to produce 
sufficient quantities of quality enzymes.

As plants enter floral phase and direct 
their energy towards floral production, 
they deplete enzyme reserves at the 
same time that their production of 
enzymes is also decreasing. If you 
examine the range of enzymes in plants 
and how they affect plant growth and 
metabolism, you’ll see why you should 
add enzymes to your plant feeding 
regimens.

The enzyme glutathione s-transferase, 
for example, removes toxic substances 
from plant cells and assists immune 
system function when plants are 
attacked by pathogens. 

When plants want to convert nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium into useable 
forms, they rely on dozens of different 
enzymes.

Photosynthesis is dependent on enzyme 
function. The health of the root 
zone, the ability of roots to grow, the 
root’s ability to uptake nutrients, the 
bioavailability of nutrients in the root 
zone, the transfer of water from the root 
zone into the plant, and the transfer of 
water inside the plant- all are dependent 
on enzymatic activity.

Perhaps you’ve heard of the damage 
that renegade “free radical” oxygen 
molecules can do to your body’s cells. 
They cause mutations and interfere with 
cellular metabolism. The same thing 
happens in plants, and when it does, 

plants rely on enzymes to act as “anti-
oxidants” that neutralize free radical 
damage.

The root zone is neglected by many 
growers, even though roots are a 
plant’s “mouth.” In fertile, rich soil 
environments unspoiled by industrial 
fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, 
the root zone contains “beneficial 
microbes” and enzymes that colonize 
the roots and help the roots absorb 
nutrients. Microbes and enzymes 
work together to scour the root zone 
for debris, which helps prevent root 
disease. They break down materials so 
that the materials become bioavailable 
as carbohydrates and nutrients for root 
uptake, and so that the root zone does 
not become “rotten.” 

In naturally-alive root environments, 
enzymes increase the number and 
function of beneficial microbes. 
Together, enzymes and microbes 
clear root zone debris, minimize 
soil diseases, expedite nutrient 
bioavailability, and assist root growth 
and function. 

When crops have insufficient amounts 
of fresh enzymes, they grow more 
slowly and all plant functions are 
impeded. Yields and potency are lower. 
Maturation is delayed. In extreme 
circumstances, enzyme problems kill 
plants.

Growers who experience crop 
difficulties often respond by dumping 
more nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus 
and micronutrients on their crops, 
or by adjusting pH or environmental 
conditions.

In my indoor marijuana gardens, I’ve 
found that dosing my crops from start 
to finish with a product like Advanced 
Nutrients’ SensiZym has produced 
noticeable beneficial results. 

In years past, what I would have 
perceived as a nitrogen deficiency, or a 
genetic defect that caused slow growth 
and small flowers, I now have learned 
to remedy by using SensiZym. The 
product’s manufacturers say it has 80 or 
more different types of enzymes useful 
for plants, and that these enzymes are 
biologically active and potent for a very 
long time after being packaged.

The digestive plant enzyme pill that 
I take with my meals only has 12 
enzymes in it, but I feel how the 
enzymes help me more easily digest 
foods that used to cause digestive 
problems.

The digestive enzymes help me more 
easily derive and absorb nutrients from 
my food, which means I have more 
energy and nutrition.

I believe that if my plants could talk, 
they would thank me for augmenting 
their diet with digestive enzymes that 
help their internal processes and roots. 
What’s good for the grower is good for 
his plants is my motto!

For more info check
www.an-europe.com
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In fertile, rich soil environments unspoiled by 
industrial fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides, 

the root zone contains “beneficial microbes” and 
enzymes that colonize the roots and help the roots 

absorb nutrients. 

Ribbon diagram of the catalytically
perfect enzyme

Enzymes By Steve Davis







Procare was set up in 1987 by Ali 
Küçüksen. In its early years the company 
was mainly busy with establishing 
mushroom cultivating projects in among 
other places, Belgium, Poland, Turkey, 
Romania and China. In 1993 Ali was 
joined by his brother Murat at the business 
and from that moment they threw 
themselves into expanding into growing 
psychedelic shrooms. With around ten 
years of pioneering work behind it, Procare 
now has a production capacity of around 
35,000 kilos per year, which makes it one 
of the world’s market leaders in this field. 

For the harvesting of this impressive 
mountain of shrooms Procare makes use 
of some state-of-the-art technology. The 

growing facility is divided up into various 
extremely clean spaces for all steps 
that are needed in the complex growing 
process. There are sterile laboratories into 
which no-one is allowed without first 
donning sterile overalls and operation 
room mask, and along a long corridor 
there are 16 growing cells, equipped with 
advanced computer-controlled climate 
control. The rooms in the laboratory 
complex are connected with each other 
via an ingenious system of airlocks. This 
is thanks to the fact that although in the 
wild mushrooms grow on dung and other 
rotting substances, absolute sterility is 

an absolute prerequisite if they are to be 
grown in a controlled environment. 

International orders 
Murat and Ali have built Procare 
with much ambition and drive into a 
hyper-modern company where shroom 
growing is taken extremely seriously. 
“Procare is one of the biggest producers 
of hallucinogenic fungi in the world, “ 
points out . Murat. “And with this comes 
a great deal of responsibility. We make 
sure that there is open, clear information 
for all parties involved, whether they be 
consumers, shops, or the authorities. In 
this way we make sure that we always 
have a responsible association with the 
hallucinatory effects of our products.” 

Integrity is also high on the list of 
priorities at Procare. “The sale of our 
products is entirely driven by our 
strenuous efforts towards quality, not by 
marketing tricks,” says Murat. “If we bring 
a new shroom onto the market, you can be 
absolutely certain that we have analysed 
and tested it exhaustively. We do not 
just stick a new, exotic label on existing 
mushrooms. In short, we do not engage in 
any misleading practices. First develop a 
perfect product. Only once we are sure of 
the high quality and a technically-feasible 
growing volume do we put our new 
variety in the stores.” 

The production process as well as the end 
product meet the strictest (ecological) 
quality standards. Procare does not work 
with middlemen, but delivers with its own 
dedicated transport department directly 
to the retail outlets. Super fast and fresh 
daily, every day. Shroom fans who do not 
live near a smart shop (especially those 
outside Holland) can get their supplies 
directly from Procare. Via the web shop 
at www.procare.nl you can arrange in 
just a few clicks of a mouse to have the 
magical universe of the shroom delivered 
directly to your home. Payment is via 
Paypal, Money Bookers, by cheque or 
even with ready cash. And as soon as the 
payment has been received the delivery 
is dispatched out the door. Because use 
is made of an external courier company, 
orders made from within the EU can be 
delivered within 3 work days, and to 
larger international cities it is not unusual 
to receive the package within just one 

day. The freshness of the products is 
guaranteed by special cooling packs that 
keep the packages cool for at least 48 
hours.

Variation
Just as with cannabis growing and 
wine production, in the shroom world 
several varieties are grown. The 
amazing assortment grown by Procare is 
sufficiently wide to keep even the most 
accomplished shroomer interested. “At 
the moment we grow Amazonian XTC, 
Ecuadorian, Mexican, Thai, Colombian 
and Hawaiian Copelandia, and on top 
of that we also make two varieties of 
truffle,” says Murat. 

Five of this range belong to the Psilocybe 
cubensis family, a real cosmopolitan 
that turns up in tropical areas all over 
the globe. But that does not mean 
that every cubensis is the same as any 
other; depending on the place of origin 
each sub-variety has its own distinct 
characteristics, just as cannabis from 
Thailand and Afghanistan are very 
different from each other. The size and the 
colours vary, and the chemical profile of 
each is unique to each sub-variety, thanks 
to which the trip with each variety has its 
won character. 

The strongest is the Hawaiian Copelandia, 
a tiny little shroom and an extremely high 
concentration of active substances. Which 
variety is most suitable depends on what 
you want, says Murat: “If you are looking 
for a heavy trip with hallucinations then 
you are best off doing a somewhat larger 
dose of the Colombians, say 30 to 40 
grams, or 12-15 grams of the Copelandia. 
The latter I would not recommend to 
beginners, because they can be pretty 
dramatic. If you’re looking for a milder 
trip that feels more like a nice dose of 
XTC, then you’re better off maybe going 
for a small dose of about 5-10 grams of 
truffles or Amazonian XTC.” 

Home growing
From our own experience many of us 
know how exciting it is to grow shrooms 
ourselves at home. The problem is only 
that it can be such a hassle: the process 
has to be followed, especially for the first 
steps, under sterile conditions. Something 
that is hard to achieve without your 
own expensive laboratory apparatus. 
Fortunately you can leapfrog these 
annoying early stages, because Procare 
also delivers very user-friendly grow kits. 
All you have to do is open the kit and 
keep it moist and at room temperature, 
and a few weeks later you can start 
harvesting. Growing these wonders of 
nature yourself is not only great – and 
educational – fun, it also allows you to 
make huge savings per portion compared 
with freshly bought shrooms. With the 
EZ-Grow® Pro grow kit for example you 
can get up to 2 kilos of fresh shrooms. 

If you find a kit like this a little too easy 
and are looking for a real challenge, 
then Procare is still the place to go for 
all professional materials you need for 
the establishment of your own magic 
mushroom lab. From spore to mushroom. 
Because pettily secretive about their 
professional secrets is something you can 
never accuse Procare of ever being... 

Info and orders: www.procare.nl
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As recently as ten years ago, if you wanted to enjoy magic mushrooms your best 
bet was to take a trip to some hippie resort or other in Thailand or Mexico and 
order yourself a omelette of shrooms. A few brave individuals might venture out 
into the countryside to scrabble around looking for the native liberty caps – and 
as often as not came home with the wrong sort of mushroom. This situation has 
changed dramatically with the arrival of the smart shop. Thanks to this branch 
of the head business and its suppliers the unique ‘holiday in your own head’ that 
is possible with shrooms is now available for anyone who wants it. Probably 
the biggest producer of magic mushrooms in the world is Procare based in the 
Dutch town of Hazerswoude. Soft Secrets visited Procare for a revealing report 
on the ins and outs of this business. 

A bed of Ecuadorians 
nearly ripe for the harvest.

A glimpse into the a grow cell filled with 
Ecuadorian.

The small but oh-so-powerful Hawaiian.

Rye honey-combed with fungal mycelia, 
ready for re-location to the grow cell. 

The corridor with the 16 grow cells.

 “The sale of our products is entirely driven by our 
strenuous efforts towards quality.”

Procare
Have you been ‘shroomed’? 







only as John, “but I have never before 
seen such a tidy and attractive fair as 
this one. It totally exceeded all my 
expectations.”

The fair was visited by 13,400 people 
over its three days, which was a few 
down on last year. Quite honestly, this 
was disappointing for the organisers, 
since it was their belief that with a top 
location like the RAI Amsterdam there 
would have been more people visiting 
the fair. “Why we managed to attract 
fewer visitors this year than last year is 
something we are still trying to figure 
out. Especially since this year there had 
been a much better coverage. We really 
pushed the boat out with promotion for 
the fair, but unfortunately that did not 
translate in to more visitors through the 
door. On the plus side we did manage to 
attract a lot more international visitors 
because of the location in Amsterdam. 
Thanks to them luckily the stand holders 
still did good business; the international 
aspect really came through.”

Ons Stekje: 
“Good business done.”

The stand holders at the fair endorsed 
this. Jan from head sponsor Ons Stekje 
declared himself very happy with 
the way the fair panned out. “It was 
super; we did good business.” The fast 
growing distribution-wholesaler that was 
established four years ago in Rotterdam 
has in those four years established itself 
as a reliable and totally professional 
supplier company to enterprises that are 
active in both the indoor and outdoor 
branches of the cannabis industry. Thanks 
to their fast service, sharp prices and 
extensive range of quality products, 
the company is growing like crazy, to 
the extent that already by last year they 
had been forced to move to new, bigger 
premises in Capelle aan de IJssel. The 
aura of professionalism that Ons Stekje 
so embodies was also obvious in the 
comment by Jan about the many checks 
and controls from various authorities, such 
as the tax inspection people, at the fair. As 

he put it: “We were very happy with the 
visit from the tax authorities, because we 
have all our business in good order, and 
this is something we are pleased to let be 
seen. As an enterprise we place the utmost 
emphasis on professionalism, and this was 
something else the strict controls allowed 
us to demonstrate.” 

Furthermore, Jan found the whole vibe 
at the fair “absolutely professional”. “We 
support a tidy, businesslike ambience, 
and that is why we were also very happy 
to see how both the organisation and 
the stand holder had really pushed the 
boat out. The floor of the fair looked 
sensational. For us the most important 
aspect of the fair is that it gave us the 
chance to strengthen the contacts with 
out customers, make new business 
relationships and showcase out newest 
products. And these all went outstandingly 
well at this fair,” said Jan.

Hesi enjoys 10th birthday 
celebrations at fair 

The team from Hesi based in Limburg 
also expressed how happy they were. The 
sympatico entrepreneurial duo of Henk 
and Siglinde said things had been “really 
busy”. “Business was good – really 
good,” said Siglinde. “And just look at the 
entrance,” added Henk. “It is now Sunday 
afternoon and people are still coming in. 
We are really very pleased with how the 
fair has gone for us.” The plant nutrient 
company of course had all reason to be 
happy. At the fair they celebrated their 
tenth anniversary with a lot of champagne, 
tasty snacks and the slogan ’10 Years of 
Hesi, 10 Years of Quality’. The happening 

buzz around their stand, 

Endless controls by police and tax 
inspectors represented the deep point 
of the fair, but happily there were 
many high points to compensate. This 
ninth edition of the Highlife Hemp 
Fair was a celebration of the industry 
and the results were clear to see. The 
floor of the fair looked really fantastic. 
Roundabout 130 stand holders from the 
Netherlands and abroad had obviously 
pulled out all the stops in order to make 
their stands as attractive as possible. 
Both visitors who had been to previous 
fairs as well as those coming for the 
very first time to such an event, were 
thoroughly impressed by the chic allure 
of the whole event. “I have been to 
a lot of hemp fairs in my time,” said 
one UK visitor who gave his name 

which also had a cool roulette table set 
up, also showed that their many friends 
and customers thought the same. Henk 
and Siglinde, many congratulations!

Ibo from Bio Ibo was also a happy bunny. 
Just as with many other companies, 
he had a big hit with his stand – the 
imposing Hummer H2 was an especially 
big draw. “Business has been brisk, “ said 
Ibo. “I am very happy with that. It’s just 
been busy, busy, busy. From a business 
perspective the fair has been a big success 
for us.” Another reason why Ibo was so 
happy might have something to do with 
the results of the Highlife Cup, a haul 
of trophies which he had prominently 
displayed on the hood of his Hummer. 
And this imposing black beast, one of the 
most talked about cars of recent years, has 
just been hired for the show, right? No, 
the American monster on four wheels is 
Ibo himself’s proud possession. 

Highlife Cup

Of course, on each day of the fair there 
was a lot of events going on too, among 
them being the announcement of the 
winners of the Highlife Cup on Friday, 
the election of Miss Highlife on Saturday 
and the prize for the best products and 
the loveliest stand on Sunday being 
the most important of them. As with 
each previous edition of the fair, the 
announcement of the Highlife Cup was 
eagerly anticipated and watched with 
much excitement. Many companies had 
sent in samples, which the members of 
the jury had been working their way 
through for the previous three weeks. 
The overall winner of the Highlife 
Cup was Twins coffee shop from Den 
Bosch, which scored the most points 
with its magnificent Super Silver Haze.
More about this and the other winners 
elsewhere in the newspaper. 
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Highlife Fair 2006, Amsterdam 
The biggest cannabis fair ever! 
The ninth edition of the Highlife Hemp Fair was a relaxed and successful event. The visitors as well as the stand holders 
reacted with great chilled-ness to the countless checks imposed on them by various authorities, include the police and 
even tax inspectors. Organiser Boy Ramsahai also pronounced himself very happy with the way the fair had gone. 
Here’s an impression. 

www.onsstekje.nl 
(main sponsor)

www.atami.com
www.biobizz.com
www.bioibo.nl
www.canna.com
www.hashmuseum.com
www.hesi.nl
www.joy-ware.nl
www.nirvana.nl
www.sensiseeds.com
www.sjamaan.com

Sponsors
Highlife wishes to thank 
the following sponsors:   



Miss Highlife 
At the beginning of the evening on Saturday 
the floor of the fair suddenly emptied as 
everyone streamed into the lounge area 
for the choosing of Miss Highlife that was 
taking place on the podium. It was the 
very first time this Miss competition was 
being held, but given its success it will 
clearly not be the last time. Nine gorgeous 
beauties were presented before the public, 
from among them eventually the charming 
Rowena from the Amsterdam coffee shop 
The Greenhouse won the prize. 
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Joep revealed that the CannaResearch 
laboratory, in addition to its regular 
testing of cannabinoid levels (of which 
the best known is THC - Ed.), can 
also be used to measure the levels 
of any pesticide residues present in 
the plants. “The Dutch regulations 
regarding the use of pest control agents 
in agriculture and horticulture are 
particularly strict,” said Mr. D. Kroeze 
from CannaResearch. “But there are no 
real rules for how to grow a crop that is 
forbidden in the Netherlands – namely, 
Nederweed. And yet it is not illegal 
to sell cannabis in the Netherlands. Is 
it then the case that no pest agents, or 
only those already proven to be safe, 
can be used by the Dutch grower? 
Roughly half of Dutch cannabis 
growers use some sort of chemical pest 
control agent. This has already been 
determined as far back as 2001, at the 
request of the government. The random 
survey sample that was taken back then 
was not really representative though. 
In reality, the research gave only a very 
limited picture. Yet the conclusion of 
the report was that there are no major 
health risks for the users of cannabis.” 
But from their own sampling it is 
clear to CannaResearch that there are 
shockingly bad risks.

BioBizz

Jetze from the Groningen-based BioBizz 
also spoke of having had a successful 
fair. “This location is absolutely 
brilliant,” she said. “Especially with the 
international business, we have done a 
lot of good trade. We are very happy 
with how it all went.”

Nirvana

Buddy from Nirvana also praised 
the location, which for him and 
his company represented a ‘home 
fixture’. “It is really great to be here in 
Amsterdam, and that alone has given 
me extra energy. The fair also looks 
really great, and you can see that there 
is a whole load of extra business from 
international visitors. It’s fantastic.”

it must be in possession of some very 
exceptional qualities,” according to 
the organisers. In an emotional speech, 
made by Boy Ramsahai on behalf 
of the organisation, it was revealed 
that no less than Henk de Vries of 
The Bulldog had won this prestigious 
award: “I am very proud to be able to 
award this prize to Henk de Vries. I 
have an enormous amount of respect 
for this man. Henk de Vries is a unique 
personality, someone who has done 
an enormous amount for the Dutch 
cannabis scene. Wherever you go in 
the world, whether it’s China, America 
or wherever, people know the name 
Henk de Vries and The Bulldog.” 
Henk de Vries himself reacted as we 
have come to expect from him over 
the years: with an unassuming and 
short word of thanks for the sign of 
appreciation. He kept it short, partly 
because he had a sore throat. Shortly 
after, he was climbing the podium 
again when The Bulldog won the 
prize for the best stand. Typical of De 
Vries, he immediately called on the 
builders of the stand to step up and 
take the applause, since it was them 
who had really earned the honour. 
In order to spare his croaky voice, 
we asked him to sum up the fair in a 
couple of words. “Really pleasant; it’s 
a been a good fair,” was his response. 
Raymond Maigret from The Bulldog 
Energy Drink division of De Vries’ 
empire added that: “This fair is a great 
opportunity to maintain your business 
contacts. It looks really great and has 
been well organised.”

Atami
Naturally the 
Atami stand 
was once 
again heavily 
visited. As 
usual the 
Brabant-
based
company
had rented 
a nice throng of 
eye-catching promo-babes, and the 
pole dance acts were of course highly 
appreciated. But most important for 
this nutrient concern was of course 
the presentation of the new B’Cuzz 
Premium Plant Powder for hydro, coco 
and soil. “We can’t complain, it has 
been super busy,” said Renze. “We had 
a lot of international interest, for which 
we had already laid the ground work 
for in connection with our new nutrient 
line. All in all, we are well chuffed; the 
location in Amsterdam has been a good 
choice as far as we’re concerned.” 

Canna
Also as in previous years, Canna 
was well represented at the fair. A 
lot of visitors took the chance to 
have their own-grown weed tested 
in CannaResearch laboratory. Joep 
from Canna said about the fair that 
“in addition to the fact that everything 
looks really great, the nice thing about 
a fair like this is of course that you also 
have a lot of contact with those who 
actually use your products. We got an 
amazing amount of feedback, and we 
are very happy about that.” 

Cannabisman of the Year
Another high point took place on 
Sunday, when a very special prize 
was awarded. For the first time in 
the history of the Highlife Hemp Fair 
there was a special prize awarded for 
Cannabisman of the Year. With this 
honour the organisers were aiming 
to pay tribute to people who had 
contributed to the Dutch cannabis 
world. ‘Given the fact that this prize is 
seldom or never awarded, it should be 
clear that the person who is awarded 

The Bulldog, Amsterdam

>> Most beautiful stand 

1 Rowena from coffee shop Greenhouse, Amsterdam
2 Debby from coffee shop Genesis, Geleen
3 Josje from coffee shop Hacas, Soest

>> Miss Highlife
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been the most beautiful looking hemp fair 
they have ever been to. Really, hats off to 
everyone who was involved and made it all 
possible. It was for me personally a great 
pleasure to have worked with everybody 
so closely. The industry has profiled itself 
magnificently with this fair.”
And as a last remark, he had a promise 
to get off his chest: “Next year we will 
be organising the fair for the tenth time. 
And I can tell you now that we are going 
to do something gigantic. We will be 
making a thunderous surprise, something 
that will be talked about for years to 
come. I hope to see everyone back here 
next year. See you then, see you at the 
tenth edition of the Highlife Fair!”

any way, eventually they buggered off after 
a while because it was obvious that I knew 
a hell of a lot more about it than they did.”

Conclusion
All in all we can safely conclude that this 
ninth edition of the Highlife Hemp fair was 
once again a success. From a business point 
of view the stand holders very pleased, 
and in terms of organisation the fair was a 
success too. The last word from organiser 
Boy Ramsahai: “I want to compliment the 
stand holders for the marvellous stands 
they have put together. The fair looked 
fantastic. I have heard from a lot of people 
from both home and abroad that this has 

for it. “It has been a really lovely fair; 
everyone has got something positive 
from it. We have made loads of contacts. 
We have also met a lot of people from 
abroad: French, Italians – I’ve even 
spoken to a couple of Japanese.

De Sjamaan
There was a lot of interest too for De 
Sjamaan’s ‘smart stand’. “It is a good fair,” 
said Ananda. “Organizationaly, everything 
has run smoothly and we are also very 
happy with the business we have done.” 
As for the large presence from the boys 
in blue, he rolled his eyes. “Pathetic. And 
here in Amsterdam too.” But he did derive 
a perverse pleasure in their presence. “I 
talked their ears off about the about the 

current state of 
play vis-à-vis the 
legal aspects of 
hallucinogenic
mushrooms. So 

The Hash Museum
At the excellent stand of the Hash, 
Marihuana & Hemp Museum we spoke 
with Ravi Dronkers, who is currently 
embroiled in a legal tussle with the city 
authorities. For many years now the 
Amsterdam museum has been trying to 
expand in size, but to date the Amsterdam 
council has done everything it can to 
prevent this. “Already for five years now 
we have been paying the rent on the extra 
space but we are still not allowed to do 
anything with it,” said Dronkers. “It’s all 
been very frustrating. The case is now 
with a court of appeal, and pretty soon I 
expect a decision.” As for the fair, where 
Sensi Seeds (the museum’s commercial 
operation) was of course present with 
its own stand, he had nothing but praise 

podium. In addition to this, there were a 
number of companies who were in the prizes 
with varieties hailing from the catalogues of 
both these seed producing giants.

Super Silver Haze
The most remarkable of these was the 
Super Silver Haze, which was in the prizes 
no less than six times, in three different 
categories. This silver champion even 
managed to win both first and second 
prize in the Grow shops Bio category, 
and with the entry from Twins was a 
convincing overall winner (Champion of 
the Champions). Catweazle Coffee shop, 
in combination with the seed company with 
the same name, won six prizes between 
them. They both hail from the South of 
the Netherlands (Tiel and Culemborg 
respectively), and another winner from the 
same region was Haze specialist Cristal 
Garden from Geldermalsen making it six 
prizes won with various varieties. 
Top shop Genesis from Geleen confirmed 
its credentials with (among other prizes) 
yet another first prize for its now-legendary 
Isolater hash, a Nederhash that has now 
more than earned its glowing reputation. 

A Highlife Cup is therefore a guarantee of 
a piece of (international) name recognition 
with which as a company you can long 
profit from. But the man that manages 
to lift the overall award for cannabis 
excellence, for him there is eternal glory. 
This deserved honour fell this year Twins 
coffee shop from Den Bosch.
Many winners of previous editions kept 
up their winning streaks from before; Bio 
Ibo-chief Ibo for example this year once 
again was up and down the podium with 
regularity, and the happiest shop in the 
Netherlands, De Vrolijke Gaper, with a 
haul of four prizes, also performed strongly. 
Old timers too like the seed companies The 
Green House Seed Company and Sensi 
Seeds were to be seen regularly on the 

The company also debuted its own seed 
line, out of which the White Widow 
immediately impressed with a first prize. 
Newcomer De Sjamaan Cannabis Seeds 
soon equalised though, with two places 
of honour for White Widow and Shamans 
High, a variety that is as yet still not very 
common to find in the coffee shops of its 
home country. So too Magus Genetics, 
Paradise Seeds and Soma Seeds booked 
success with unusual varieties, with 
respectively Double Dutch, Dutch Dragon 
and Somani, ensuring some fresh blood 
among the classics that have been popular 
for years now. A positive signal for those 
of us who like to smoke something a little 
out of the ordinary. A top position for Soma 
Seeds’ variety Amnesia that had been sent 
in by other participants made the triumph 
for the charming American cannabis 
breeder with the most well-developed 
dreadlocks in the industry complete. High 
positions for NLX or White Widow, the 
ancestral mother of the white weed family, 
showed that these golden oldies can still 
put a broad smile on the lips of even the 
most hardened of dope connoisseurs.

Microscope
It would have been with red eyes and a sigh 
of relief that the members of the jury filled 
in the last numbers on their score cards. 
Because with around 140 entries sent in, 
their task was made a little harder than in 
previous Cannabis Cups, even if many an 
envious smoker might beg to differ. But 
credit where credit is due: the jury members 
also deserve a hearty slap on the back 
for their conscientious work. Whoever we 
spoke to from the select group of cannabis 
experts, it was clear that this task was taken 
very seriously. Just as the entrants had done 
their very best to make sure their entries 
were in top condition and ready on time, 
so to the members of the jury had been 
under considerable (time) pressure and had 
delivered a great performance. Even so, 
now and again a few corners did have 
to be cut: a jury member who had been 

a pioneer of the very earliest days of the 
sinsemilla culture in the growing industry 
and who still smokes on a daily basis, told 
how he first made a pre-selection based on 
smell and appearance. A microscope was 
regularly whipped out and used, because 
the point of harvest according to this jury 
member, can often betray the workmanship 
of the grower. 
“You have to look at the crystals on the 
buds; if these are brown in colour then 
you are already too late and the best you 
can expect from the weed is to just get 
really stoned from it. The crystals should 
have a sort of milky colour to them, at 
which point the effect of the weed is at its 
very best.” But only if the sample passed 
muster with its taste was it treated with 
real seriousness. “Even if the weed looks 
and smells perfect, it can still be that 
when you take your first drag of it that the 
taste is not up to scratch. Such a variety, 
for me, is losing points immediately.” 
Many smokers would not have any 
serious objection if the weed did not 
smell or taste up to scratch so long as 
the effect was good. But therein lies 
the difference between a real expert and 
your average stoner. “Even though the 
effect is ultimately the most important 
attribute, for me the smell and taste are 
also vitally important. If you compare it 
with wine or food, then you would find it 
important that these also smell and taste 
good and look appetising, right?” Even 
though the potency of the weed is for 
most the decisive factor, again, this expert 
begs to differ. “The stronger the better is 
not always the case, in my opinion. There 
were some  varieties that did not have 
extremely high THC levels in them, but 
still had a lovely effect. For me, that is 
more important.”
In any case, they had a tasty of time of it, 
the jury members. Now the consumer (and 
the grower) is ready. With the results of the 
Highlife Cup 2006 in his hand, he has all 
the knowledge needed with which to make 
enjoyment of outstanding weed a little bit 
easier to find in the coming 12 months!

>> Best Products  

Never before have the scenes on the podium on which the Highlife Cups were 
being presented been quite so delirious as this year. The ladies from De Vrolijke 
Gaper coffee shop in Gorinchem even had to be called to order by the presenter 
when they occupied the whole podium with an exuberant disco dance. Izaak, the 
representative of Catweazle coffee shop, made ever wilder Indian dances with each 
new prize he was called up to receive, which were picked up and copied by his just 
as enthusiastic colleagues in the hall. Exuberance and joy all round then. And there 
was every reason for it too, because the competition this year - with more than 140 
entries - was stiffer then ever before. What organiser Boy Ramsahai had already 
predicted with the awarding of the Best Products, namely that winners would 
profit for a long time to come from such an honour, applies of course for all other 
enterprises that go home with such a fiercely fought for Highlife Cup. A Highlife 
Cup means recognition, respect, and at the end of the day more customers!  

2 Vernevelaar, 
 from Shenro 
 Trading

1 Pi Rack, from 
 Pi Technics

3 Bubbleator, from 
 the Pollinator 
 Company

Super Silver Haze crowned Champion of Champions 

The Highlife Cup 2006, 
Amsterdam edition



Coffee shops Bio
1 Bazaar The Zoo Santa Maria 
2 Splif White Widow 
3 Catweazle White Widow 
    
Coffee shops Hydro
1 Barney’s & Reeferman Cooperation Pink Kush 
2 De Vrolijke Gaper Power Plant 
3 Splif White Widow Rock 
    
Coffee shops Outdoor
1 Sensi Smile Early Skunk 
2 Catweazle Santa Maria 
3 De Vrolijke Gaper Super Silver Haze 
    
Coffee shops Nederhash
1 Genesis Isolater 
2 Cremers WW Hasj
3 De Vrolijke Gaper Neder Hasj 
    
Coffee shops Haze Hydro
1 Twins Super Silver Haze 
2 De Vrolijke Gaper Amnesia x Kristal 
3 Catweazle C.W. Haze 
    
Coffee shops Haze Bio
1  Catweazle Neville’s Haze 
2 Flamingo Ibonasia 
3 Twins Super Silver Haze 
    
Seed Companies Bio
1  Paradise Seeds Dutch Dragon 
2 Sensi Seeds Silver Pearl 
3 De Sjamaan Cannabis Seeds White Widow 
    
Seed Companies Hydro
1 Genesis Seeds White Widow 
2  De Sjamaan Cannabis Seeds Shamans High 
3 Nirvana Master Kush 
    
Seed Companies Outdoor
1 Catweazle Seeds C.W. Haze 
2 KC Brains KC 33 
3 Magus Genetics Double Dutch 
    
Seed Companies Haze Hydro
1 Catweazle Seeds C.W. Haze 
2 Bio Ibo Jack Herrer 
3 Green House Seed Company Hawaiian Snow 
    
Seed Companies Haze Bio
1 Bio Ibo Super Silver Haze
2 Soma Seed Company Somani 
3 Green House Seed Company Arjan’s Ultra Haze # 2 
    
Grow shops Bio
1 Exodus Snowball 
2 Cristal Garden M.F.H. 
3 Bio-G-Power Sweet Flower 
    
Grow shops Hydro
1 Bio-G-Power NLX 
2 Exodus Snowball 
3 Cristal Garden Amnesia 
    
Grow shops Outdoor
1 Cristal Garden Amnesia 
2 Bio Ibo NLX 
3 Sensi Growshop Early Skunk

Grow shops Nederhash
1 Cristal Garden Amnesia 
2 Exodus Isolater 
3 Bio Ibo Ice Pearls 
    
Grow shops Haze Hydro
1 Cristal Garden A.K.H. 
2 Bio Ibo Jack Herrer 
3  Exodus Red Nurse 
    
Grow shops Haze Bio
1  Cristal Garden Super Silver Haze 
2  Bio-G-Power Super Silver Haze 
3  Ganja Man MG Haze

Results of the Highlife 
Cannabis Cup 2006

Highlife Supercup 2006  (Overall winner):   
Twins Super Silver Haze 
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Green House 
Seed Company

Bio Ibo

Sensi Smile / 
Sensi Growshop

Ganjaman

De Vrolijke Gaper Sensi Seeds

Exodus / Genesis / 
Genisis Seeds

De Vrolijke Gaper

Catweazle / 
Catweazle Seeds

Cristal Garden

Twins

Barney’s & 
Reeferman Co.

Cremers

De Sjamaan 
Cannabis Seeds

Magus GeneticsBio-G-Power
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wonders

Cook with Weckels

Many people still consider eating space 
cake as dangerous, because you never 
know if the THC has been evenly 
distributed through the cake mix. What’s 
more,  it also takes a little while before the 
effects are felt (usually between 60 and 90 
minutes) when you’ve eaten space cake, 
by which stage you might find yourself 
incredibly stoned or high. A lot of people 
have had a poor experience with this 
because they’d been scoffing back the cake 
like it was some sort of yummy pudding 
and end up completely wasted for the rest 
of the day as a result. There is a certain 
risk in this for all the greedy guts among 
us; don’t eat too much, certainly not of a 
good space cake. The number of slices you 
can gobble, is naturally dependent on the 
strength of that particular space cake. In 
this article I’ll give you a number of cake 
recipes and will clearly state the dosages 
for each. Stick to these guidelines and you 
are guaranteed a nice, safe trip! 

Trim waste

Before we actually get down to making 
the space cake, the first important thing 
we have to do is gather together sufficient 
trim waste. This is actually the most 
important  part of the cake, given how 
space cake differs from ordinary cake. In 
contrast to what is stated in many recipes, 
I almost never use the large leaves of a 
plant for making a cake from. I prefer to 
use only the richly THC crystal-covered 
small leaves. These contain considerably 
more THC and so we do not need as much 
to make a good space cake. Were we to 
set to work using only the large leaves, we 
would need (a hell of a) large volume with 
which to achieve the same effect. Having 
said that, here is an exception to the rule. 
Some varieties of weed, particlularly 
indoor grown, make so much THC that 
even the larger leaves are richly sprinkled 
with it. It is plain for anyone to imagine 
in this case that the large leaves can be 
treated the same as the smaller ones 
regarding THC concentrations.

First off, we let the trim waste and 
the THC-covered large leaves if we 
have them, dry out thoroughly. This is 
important because then we have only 
to use 20% of the original weight of 
vegetation. In other words: 80% of the 
wet trim waste will disappear in the 
form of moisture when we dry it out. So 
of course there will be a much smaller 
volume to cook in the pan. What is 
more, the dried out trim waste has the 
big advantage that we can easily store it 
without risking it going mouldy.

Once we have sufficient trim waste 
prepared in advance, we can actually get 
to work. We place a large pan (with a 
content of about 10 to 12 litres) on a gas 
hob, electric plate or other heat source and 
fill the pan with water. Now we weigh 
out about 100 grams of trim waste and 
toss this in the pan. Soak the trim waste 
well in the water, so that it is thoroughly 
drenched. Now let the trim waste heat up 
in the water. You will notice that after a 
little while the water begins to foam. This 
is how it should be, because the water 
is almost boiling. Once the water has 
reached boiling point, reduce the heat a bit 
so that the bubbling water stays in the pan 
and does not boil over. 

Text & photos: Weckels

How to bake a space cake 
I will be focussing all my attention in this article on how to make a great space cake. For those of you who prefer to eat their
intoxicant rather than smoke it in a joint, this article offers a real result. On top of that, space cake has the great advantage
that it does not make you feel queasy so quickly, and what’s more, it does no damage to your lungs. Often, you will remain 
stoned for longer by eating space cake than if you had smoked a spliff. This is because all the THC that is ingested via space 
cake into our bodies is taken up by the bloodstream and so little gets lost. This is not the case when it comes from smoke.

We first carefully 
weigh the trim waste, 
before we start out.

Next we fill a large soup 
pan with water and toss 

the trim waste in.

Make sure that the 
trim waste is good and 
drenched in the water. 

The trim waste is most 
easily dunked with the 

aid of a wooden spoon.

Once the trim 
waste is good and 

wet, add the butter 
to the mixture.

Keep stirring well during the 
cooking. After about 2.5 to 3 hours 

on the stove, the trim waste, the 
water and the butter turn into a 

green sludge.
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By cooling down the water and butter 
the THC crystals will attach themselves 
to the butter and separate out with it, as 
this begins to re-solidify. The sollidifying 
butter therefore effectively sieves out 
the THC crystals from the eater for you. 
Once the butter has return to a solid, in 
terms of colour it no looks like butter 
at all. It is basically a green to brown 
colour. The trick now is to get the butter 
as carefully as possible out of the water. 
This is most easily done by using a sharp 
knife to scrape the butter of the sides of 
the pan. Once we have scraped the butter 
off the side, it can be carefully ladled 
out of the water with a large spoon. You 
have to take a bit of care when doing this 
task, given that we don’t want the butter 
to sink or worse, fall on the floor.

outside on a gas stove, the kind you might 
take camping. By doing this we have no 
smell problems indoors and the strongly-
smelling odour will rapidly disperse in 
the breeze. If you do this, make sure you 
are not too conspicuous and prefereably 
cook your trim waste in a sheltered 
spot, free from wind, rain and/or curious 
neighbours. After all, it would look a little 
suspicious if you were to be seen in the 
middle of winter cooking over a gas stove 
in your garden, and pretty hard to keep 
your secret recipe to yourself!

Cooking the trim waste, the butter and 
the water does take quite a bit of time. In 
total, you should set aside a good 2.5 to 3 
hours for the sludge to cook. By doing this 
you make sure all the THC crystals have 
broken free of the vegetation. Once the 
green sludge has cooked for this long, pour 
the mixture of butter, water and trim waste 
through a sieve. It is important that you 
sieve all the trim waste out of the sludge, so 
that all we’re left with is a mixture of water 
and butter. With a wooden spoon press the 
remaining moisture out of the trim waste 
that is left behind in the colander or sieve.

Cooling off

Now we let the pan with the water and 
the water melted butter quietly cool down. 
This happens easiest when you place the 
pan in a cool place, such as in the cellar, 
the garden shed or in the fridge. Of course, 
we put the lid on the pan no contaminants 
can get in.  The butter will take the best 
part of the whole night to cool down fully. 

Weed butter

Once the whole process is good and 
finished, we will have from 400 grams of 
butter and 100 grams of trim waste ended 
up with about 300 grams of weed butter. 
This butter is in fact all we need and forms 
the base for all kinds of space cakes, 
bonbons, cookies, bread or pancakes, all of 
which are intended for getting high on, or 
indeed getting nicely spaced. In this article 
I will only deal with baking space cake. 
The other possibillities of the wonderful 
weed butter I will certainly return to at 
a future date. The weed butter will keep 
fresh for years and this is of course ideal, 
given that storing a tub of weed butter 
takes up so little room compared with 
freezing a whole batch of space cakes. 
Naturally there is no real need to prepare 
the weed butter in a complicated recipe for 
consumption there are even real diehards 
who just spread their weed butter straight 
on a piece of toast or a slice of bread, as 
they find baking a space cake too much of 
a hassle and / or because they find it nice 
and tasty to eat simply. I personally prefer 
to make the effort of making a good space 
cake, and so I’ll now get on with telling 
you how you can make one.

Keeping butter and weed butter

For making and baking a space cake I 
always use about 50 grams of weed butter 
per cake. In my opinion this is the ideal 
quantity, as long as we have used a decent 
quality of trim waste for the butter in the 

Now add a lump of butter to the water 
and the trim waste. If you’re using 100 
grams of trim waste, add about 400 grams 
of butter. The butter will slowly melt from 
the heat and the trim waste, the butter 
and the water will quickly form a green 
sludge. At this point it important to keep 
stirring the pan continuously, so that 
everything mixes together smoothly.

While you are cooking the trim waste 
there will be quite a bit of odour given off, 
something like a cross between spinach and 
weed. It is not an especially pleasant smell, 
so you do have to do something about it. 
Bear the neighbour situation in mind; in 
some cases it might be worth not switching 
on the cooker’s ventilator hood, when this 
vents it air for example just outside the 
wall or near the front door. Otherwise we 
run the risk of the whole street knowing in 
the shortest possible time that something 
cannabis-esque is a-brewing round at 
your place, from the distinctly hemp-y 
smell exiting. For the same reason, be a 
bit sensitive and only cook up your trim 
waste in an area where you do not suspect 
someone else (or even you) has their own 
cannabis garden growing. It is in any case 
always good to minimise all risks. It does 
not bear thinking about – that you might 
have your plantation busted just because 
you were cooking up a bit of space cake, 
however nice.

Gaspitje

We can of course also choose to just do 
it all in peace and cook up the trim waste 

After cooking, pour the mixture through 
a colander or sieve so that only the liquid 
is saved.

The liquid that is left over is coloured a 
dark brown/black. It is clear that the trim 
waste was of good quality.

Once the weed butter has solidified, scrape 
it off the sides of the pan with a sharp 
knife.

To speed up the setting of the weed butter, 
we place the soup pan in the fridge. The 
solidification process can easily take the 
whole night.
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previous preparation process. Naturally the 
size of the actual cake is also important, but 
for a normal cake tin (one that will make 
of about 15 slices) I use about 50 grams of 
weed butter. Adding more butter than this 
to the cake is not something I recommend. 
If you’re nicely used to the experience by 
all means have two slices; this is better than 
making a really strong cake. What’s more, 
it will also be easier for others (who are 
maybe not as experienced with hash and 
weed) to try a slice of the cake, without 
them immediately feeling as if they’ve just 
been shipped off to another planet.

Also keep in mind that you should be 
careful where you store the space cake 
and especially the weed butter (since 
this is more powerful). I’m thinking here 
of small children and / or other people 
who might be tempted to innocently take 
a couple of slices of cake, as this can 
have severe consequences, if we’re not 
completely meticulous about it. Also be 
careful if you let a slice of cake fall on the 
floor that you don’t the dog go wolfing 
it down. Should a dog eat a couple of 
slices this can be quite dangerous for 
the animal, even fatal. If you let weed 
butter fall on the floor, this can be even 
more serious given how much stronger 
the concentration of THC is compared to 
space cake. In short, take good care! 

Before we actually make the space cake 
it is important that we first of all make 
sure that all ingredients are at room 
temperature. Also, get the oven on, set 
at about 160°C and place the grill shelf 
one notch under the middle of the oven. 
Just to give you the temperatures of other 
kinds of oven, set a hot air oven at 140°C 
and a gas oven at mark 2-3.

Next we can grease the inside of the cake 
tin with butter and then sprinkle some flour 
on the fat. We do this so that the space 
cake with fall easily out of the tin once it 
has been baked. Once we have completed 
these short preparations we can begin.

For baking the space cake we use the same 
pack of cake mix that we would use for any 
normal cake. A 500 gram pack is enough 
to make two cakes from. We then add three 
eggs, 0.5 dl of milk (= four tablespoons) and 
add butter. Because we are also adding 100 
grams of weed butter (for two space cakes) 
to the mixture, we reduce the quantity of 
normal butter added by 100 grams. If we 
did not do this, then the whole mix would 
be too sloppy and would be tricky to make a 
decent space cake from as a result. In short, 
we add to the mix 300 grams of normal 
butter (instead of 400 grams) and 100 grams 
of weed butter, so that eventually we are 
using 200 grams of combined butter in each 
cake (as we’re making two cakes from one 
500 gram bag of mix).

For preparing the mix we use an electric 
food mixer, as I reckon this is many 
times quicker than beating everything by 
hand. What’s more, using a mixer gives 
us more certainty that the weed butter 
is being well distributed throughout the 
cake mix. By making sure of this we also 
ensure that each slice of baked cake has 
the same potency. When we fail to mix the 
mixture properly and go ahead and bake 
the space cake, there is a large chance 
that for example, the first part of the cake 
has absolutely no weed butter in it and 
the second part a double concentration. I 

can assure you that that is anything but 
pleasant, given that one time you will 
get nothing off a slice while the next 
slice will make you totally shit-faced. 
To prevent this it is therefore really 
important to mix your cake very well.

Once you have set up the food mixer, toss 
the normal butter and the weed butter, 
sugar and vanilla sugar in. Fort a slightly 
extra taste to your space cake you can add 
the grated zest of an orange or a lemon to 
the mix. This gives the space cake a much 
fresher flavour.  Once we have done this, 
mix all the ingredients to a light-coloured, 
creamy paste. Then add to the mix the 
eggs, one by one. Once the last egg has 
been added, let the mixer run at full speed 
for a good five minutes. Now it is time 
to add the cake mix and the milk to the 
mixture. Once we have added these, we 
keep mixing until the mixture is really 
smooth. The cake mixture is now ready 
to be split into the cake tin(s). Once this 
is done, smooth out the surface of the 
mixture with a knife or spatula. In this way 
we spread the cake mix as evenly (through 
the cake tin) and the cake will have a 
lovely, even shape when it’s baked. 

We leave the cake in the oven for an 
hour and 15 minutes (= 75 minutes) until 
it has baked a lovely golden brown.  The 
space cake is done when if you prick the 
centre with a saté stick or a skewer this 
comes out clean with no mixture sticking 
to it. If the cake is done, take it out of the 
oven and leave it to cool for five minutes 
before removing it from the tin.

For making a chocolate space cake, my 
favourite, we also add cocoa powder to 
the cake mixture and mix this thoroughly 
in. If I do this I usually leave out the 
citrus zest. As for how much cocoa, this 
depends on your own preference. I tend 
to just go by the colour: the more powder 
you add, the darker the mixture and the 
more chocolatey the cake.

Once we have taken the space cake out of 
the tin, you will see that space cake looks 
exactly the same as any other cake. This 
raises the immediate danger of leaving the 
cake around the place for anyone to take 
an innocent fancy to without knowing 
its true nature. There are a lot of people 
who have tried this just for a joke, by for 
example allowing an unsuspecting teacher 
or a bunch of tedious work colleagues to 
tuck in to a slice of space cake. The result 
is frequently a totally disoriented teacher, 
colleague or other selected victim who 
thinks they are going to die – for several 
hours. Make no mistake, for people with 
no experience of marihuana, space cake 
or whatever form of being stoned, it can 
be an extremely frightening experience 
when you do not know what has happened. 
What’s more it is strongly punishable by 
law and so a great way of allowing a little 
joke to escalate way out of hand. Being 
fired from your work and / or being kicked 
out of school are mild consequences by 
comparison. Going before a judge will 
cost you money, reputation and even your 
liberty, and that is the last thing any of us 
want. So take my severe warning against 
messing about with this tuff seriously!

The cold winter months offer a great 
opportunity to bake space cake. Once you 
have its making down, there is nothing quite 
so good as your own baked space cakes!

With a large spoon we ladle the weed butter 
out of the water.

Here is the end result, a lovely chocolate and a normal space cake. Cake 
enough for getting spaced for hours! 

Here is what we have been after: a good 
quality weed butter!

Now that the weed butter is ready we can 
get to work. We first get all the necessary 
tools ready.

We put the cake mix, 100 grams of weed 
butter (for two space cakes) and the rest of 
the ingredients in the food processor.

For a fresh taste we grate the zest of an 
orange into the cake mixture. A lemon will 
also do fine.

Once the mixer is turning, grease the inside 
of the cake tin. Doing this will help the space 
cake slip out of the tin when it is done baking.

Once the cake mix is well and truly mixed, 
pour it into the cake tin. Then smooth the 
surface down nice and level.

Then we bake the space cakes in the oven.
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Grow with B
art B.

So this time I’m not going to heat my 
grow room during the winter months. I am 
curious as to how the plants will perform. 
That they will produce something is 
certain, but the question remains whether 
this will result in a massive difference or 
not. How is the THC production of the 
plant at such temperatures? In any case, 
I’ll get the chance to learn something new, 
and if seeing is believing, then it’s by 
doing that you learn.

Prior to the bloom period, the plants were 
given a week of pre-growth. The outside 
temperatures was swinging between 14 
and 18 degrees. The pre-growth serves 
as the basis of a successful harvest, by 
taking the tiny clone with its minimal root 
system or the new-born seedling and in 
a minimum of time turning them into a 
strong plant that is ready for blooming. 
By giving your plants such a period, you 
get to know them better, because you get 
to follow the development of their growth 
pattern better. By giving them too short a 
growth period you cannot tell immediately 
whether it is the tendency of the plant 
to be by nature wide, more branchy or 
determined to grow as high as it can. 
So too is the growing force of the many 
plants harder to distinguish. You must trim 
your growing style to fit the properties of 
the plant in question. Otherwise you will 
be growing the same whether you have 
a slow-growing or fast-growing variety. 
In any event, I would advise you before 
getting down to business for the first time 
with a new variety to give it a minimum 
of a week of pre-growth. The knowledge 
that you will gather will pay dividends in 
terms of yield in any future crop of the 
same variety.

Root stimulator

The plants were planted in a coco 
medium and each given a dash of water 
with root stimulator added. Prior to that 
they had been dunked in Nova-Star-T, a 
beneficial mould that comes in powder 
form from Bio Nova that you mix with 
water. Better a good mould in your 
medium introduced by yourself than 
wait until a bad mould decides for itself 
to pay an unwelcome visit to your grow 
space. I mention this because it is still a 
big problem that many growers pay so 
little attention to prevention. Critters can 
always rear their ugly heads, and even 
an over-confident grower who has never 
had any trouble with them will one day 
find unwelcome visitors to his patch. You 
never check your plants for visitors, and 
when they do eventually show up you’re 
already a good way into your bloom 
and there are shimmering buds on your 
plants. In the worst case scenario you 
begin straight away spraying all kinds 
of noxious products that do not exactly 
promote good health. 

Or you could approach the problem 
another way, by preventative spraying 
during the growth period or at the 
beginning of the bloom period with an 
organic pesticide. If you did have critters 
already then they would be here already, 
only you would not know. Preventative 
spraying is the best option to make 
sure that no plague breaks out to force 
you into breaking out the heavy duty 
chemicals. And why would you do that? 
Because your yield will be much higher, 
because the plants have never had any 
bug trouble. 

So the plants are watered once and 
after this you wait as long as you can 
before giving them any more water. 
The medium can now dry out nice 
and slowly, and at the same time the 
root system of the plants will develop 
wonderfully well. With the medium 
drying out more and more the roots have 
to grow deeper and deeper in search of 
moisture. So it is well worth leaving 
them to dry out for four or five days. It is 
not very logical to give another watering 
after just a few days, because the plants 
at this stage cannot take up very much 
water anyway, and neither do they need 
very much either. As the size of the 
plants increases and their development 
progresses, so too will their need for 
water increase. Before then, remember 
that too wet a medium can be damaging 
to the growth of the roots. 

Lovely ladies

Because cold conditions during the 
growth is certainly disastrous for the 
plants’ development, the lamps were 
programmed on a 24 / 7 regime. In 
layman’s terms this means we have 
the lamps on continuously. In this 
way we ensure that there is a constant 
temperature in the space without us 
having to use extra heating. By switching 
from a 24 / 7 to a 12 / 12 as we switch 
over to the bloom period, you get a 
strong and sudden drop in the number of 
light-hours, which serves to strengthen 
the bloom of the plants. 

When you work with clones and grow 
them on a nutrient-poor medium, then 
you can see signs of the leaves turning 

lightly yellow. This is a good thing and 
nothing to get concerned about. What 
they are trying to say is that the clones 
are doing well and have begun their 
growth. They need nutrients in order 
to achieve a good growth and for that 
reason they are sucking the nutrients out 
of their own leaves. Simply giving them 
a light feed with liquid nutrients for their 
growing will solve this problem in no 
time. The plants develop further very 
nicely and after a week of growth will 
have grown into lovely young ladies that 
are just bursting to bloom…

Adjust-a-wings

With all the new products that are coming 
onto the market it is not getting any easier 
for the grower to make choices. This is 
why I am going to do my best to take a 
closer look at some of these products and 
compare theories with practice in order to 
ascertain with my own eyes what might 
be beneficially used for future harvests. 
Since everyone wants to maximise their 
harvest I thought I’d start by giving the 
‘Adjust-a-Wings’ a twirl, given that I like 
the sound of the whole concept. A better 
reflector is a simple way of stimulating 
the bud production, I reckon. So it was off 
to the local grow shop... 

The ‘Adjust-a-Wings’ are very light in 
weight and simple to install. On each 
side of the wing there are four holes 
with which you can determine the span 
position of the wing yourself, from very 
wide to concentrated. In this way you 
can determine the strength of the light 
by letting the wing reflect onto a large 
surface area or to rig it so that it shines on 
just a single square metre. I opted to set 
my wing’s span at the third hole, because 
the plants would then get the full does of 

light. Because it does indeed seem that 
the wing can be allowed to hang much 
lower than a regular reflector. It should be 
mentioned here that I also used the heat 
shield that could be mounted beneath the 
lamp.

Icy cold nights are no longer the exception, since for some time now it has been winter. The temperature during the hours of 
darkness has fallen. Gardens are being upgraded with extra lamps and heaters are being hauled out of storage so as to make 
sure the tropical climate in grow spaces can be maintained. Because the green herb, as many of us know, is primally powerful 
and grows and blooms without any problem and without any major intervention from humans, even when the cooler nights 
begin to penetrate deep into the grow space. 

Frosty nights with Jack Herer 
Experimenting with cold temperatures By Bart B.

You can clearly see the difference after 
just a week. The plants on the drier coco 
are much further in their development.

The plants that are right under the lamps 
are still the biggest, despite the presence 
of the heat shield.

An overview of the garden full of Jack 
Herer after 3.5 weeks in bloom..

After four weeks of blooming lovely 
buds start to form, despite the cooler 
temperatures.

Too wet a medium 
hinders the growth of 

the roots. 
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The wing in any case covers a much 
larger area than a regular reflector. 
The heat shield makes sure that there 
is almost no strong, dry heat produced 

under the lamp, which in turn would 
force the lamp to be hung higher. Just 
stick your hand under a lamp and you 
can feel the heat beating against it. The 
lower you move your hand, the less heat 

it can feel. So there is an optimum height 
at which to hang your lamp so that the 
highest buds of your plant do not come 
into contact with the really hot, dry 
heat, otherwise you will burn them, and 
this is not something that advances the 
development of your buds. Strangely but 
true, a heat shield does really reduce the 
impact of this heat considerably. 

Good air circulation 

A 600 Watt system can be hung as low as 
20 cms above the top buds without any 
problems. I have tried to hang one as low 
as 15 cms, just to see how far I could push 
things. Even at this height I did not get any 
burning of the buds, but even so this height 
is too low because there were signs of heat 
stress. You could see that the buds were 
producing fewer white hairs and that they 
were being distressed by the heat. With 
a regular reflector at this height the buds 
would have been completely dried out, 
crinkled up and burnt. So it is true that a 
wing can be hung much lower. The closer 
you can hang a reflector to your plants, the 
stronger the intensity of the light will be. 

What’s strange is that the heat shield 
means that the plants directly under the 
lamp get less light and that the light is 
scattered more to the plants around the 
edges, which ensures that you get a more 
even garden with more plants of the 
same height and size. True, the plants 
just under the heat shield appeared to 
still be the biggest, but that could have 
been coincidence; only the future will 
tell. But in short, the fear that the plants 
under the heat shield would develop 
worse seems to be unfounded. 

Of course it is also important that there 
is good air circulation in your grow 
space. This determines to a large degree 
how low you may hang the wing. With 

good ventilation and air circulation you 
automatically ensure that there is less 
heat that has to be dissipated by the 
wing. It is most likely that it is thanks 
to the heat shield and the shape of the 

wing that the heat that is produced does 
not get reflected down towards the plants 
but upwards. If the wing has been placed 
at an ideal height of between 20 and 25 
cms, then with just a small Honeywell 
ventilator you can blow breeze between 
the buds and the wing, to lessen the 
stress for your plants even more.

But I still cannot say for definite 
whether the adjust-a-wing will deliver 
a clear improvement in yield. This is 
thanks to the fact that I have not been 
using any heating during the cool 
nights, thanks to which the temperature 
fell below what is considered suitable. 
So no perfect climate, and so it would 
be dishonest to have an opinion for 
definite. But I will come back to the 
wing in future editions. Either way, I 
am in a position to state that a wing 
does deliver at least as good a yield as 
with a regular reflector, and so it does 
represent an outstanding purchase for 
any growers who are having trouble 
with heat stress. A wing with a heat 
shield produces much less heat – and 
that is a certainty. 

Experimenting with cold

The plants developed at a rapid pace 
during the bloom, and the Jack Herer 
displayed plenty of white hairs. Once the 
fourth week was well and truly underway 
there were reasonably big buds sitting 
on it. Certainly not bad and at the same 
time promising. During the nights the 
temperature fell to around 8 degrees, 
which is not what you’d call perfect, but 
I did still want to see the difference in 
yield this would produce.

 At first sight the plants seemed to 
blooming quite powerfully. The THC 
production was running flat out, so it 
seems that not only does a plant protect 
itself by making loads of THC on hot 
days, but also during colder days too. 
The result did not disappoint either, as 
there was an abundance of sticky THC 
on the small and on the large leaves. So 
there’s no need to fret about the quality 
of your plant. Whiter than white. 
It was noticeable that the plants were 
a little smaller than usual thanks to the 
lower temperature. As you already know, 

the plants grow strongly during the first 
three weeks of the bloom, after which 
the bud development takes precedence 
over size increase. This also depends to 
a large extent on which variety you are 
using. One variety develops very quickly 
in those first few weeks, while another 
variety only starts to put most of her 
weight on in the last weeks. Generally 

speaking, it is the fourth, fifth and sixth 
weeks that are the most important weeks 
of the bloom. During these crucial weeks 
the buds really explode and you can 
already see what the eventual harvest is 
going to look like. 
The eventual yield was pretty good, but 
of course it was no record breaker. But 
I did still get more than 0.5 grams per 
Watt. The nutrients were eased right off 
in the last weeks and the plants drew 
everything they needed from the leaves, 
which were turned yellow as a result. 

Organic feed

The Jack Herer was grown in coco and was 
fed with organic nutrients. With organic 
nutrients you cannot stick to regular grow 
plans as regards the ec levels. Ec is the 
measured contamination of the water and 
the strength of your feed that you’re giving 
to your plants. Most pH and ec values stated 
in plans are formulated for bio-mineral 
nutrients. Bio-nutrition contaminates the 
water quite a lot more, which means you 
immediately start off with a higher ec. If 

you now start following the ec values as 
laid out for bio-mineral nutrient, then within 
a short time you will be dealing with a 
nutrient deficiency. So if you have an ec of 
2.0, make up the bio-nutrients at half the 
recommended strength. That is why you 
should never blindly follow certain grow 
plans and stick to the stated values. A plan 
is a good guide, but no more. Also when it 
comes to growing styles and techniques 
you are best off listening to as many 
growers as possible and getting your hands 
on as much information as you can. All 
this disparate information you can then use 

to find your own path through the growing 
maze. Listen well, and work on the points 
that you think are worth incorporating 
into your system. In this way you will be 
able to find out in practice what works for 
you. There are nowadays so many grow 
methods, techniques and products on 
the market, and there are more and more 
coming out. Furthermore, the technology 

of growing never stands still, so it is not 
possible to try everything out for yourself 
in any short space of time. So start off 
with a simple basic growing set-up and 
a few products – a system that you feel 
happy with and will enjoy. Once you have 
this under your belt then you can start to 
introduce new ideas and products in your 
grow space. The best and only way that 
works to really experience the effects of a 
product is with a side-by-side comparison 
grow. This is to say that a only certain area 
or half of your plants is given the new 
product, while the other plants stick to the 
good old tried and trusted method. All of 
course in the same space with the same 
climate. This is all too infrequently / rarely 
done. At least this way you know whether 
your money was well spent and whether 
the product is worth using in the future or 
not. The most important thing of all is that 
you share any useful information with your 
fellow growers in order to help save them 
the waste of money on useless products. 
Or alert them to something that really 
does offer advantages. Either way, let you 
comrades know the results of your tests…

A ripened plant with buds crammed with THC. 
Thanks to the ventilator a few strands of coco 
have been blown on to the lower-most bud.

There’s nothing wrong with this baby! A collection of dried buds, ready for 
being graded.

They need nutrients to achieve a good growth and so 
suck the necessary nutrients out of their own leaves.

The plants develop at a rapid tempo during their 
bloom; the Jack Herer is already covered with 

white hairs.

After eight weeks of bloom the time is 
ripe for some trim work.

A close-up of a tasty bud.
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the name given to low quality hashish, 
which when transported inside the tanks 
of heavy-goods vehicles, takes on an 
imparted diesel taste and odour]. Finding 
a clean piece of resin became a bit of an 
effort in places. Many people remember 
“The Droughts”- they lasted for months 

in some places, in other places near 
on a year. The lack of home-growers a 
decade ago meant that many shoeboxes 
were emptied in attempts to keep up 
with localised demand. Supplies ran 
short. As a result the quality of cannabis 
dramatically deteriorated to the extent 
that many avenues ran completely 
dry. The avenues that did open often 
comprised of low-grade Afghan resin 
and/or even lower grade Colombian 
grass. In turn and in truth, many youths 
facing these UK droughts turned and/or 
were prodded into dissimilar avenues of 
recreational pleasure, including crack 
cocaine and heroin. Like some sort of 
post-war bread shortage, the selection 
and availability of cannabis resin 
became less and less… more and more 
infrequent.

Transportation

The trade and supply of cannabis resin 
and hashish are ancient practice- in 
places centuries older than the present-
day laws that prohibit their wholesale. 
Since antiquity caravans of people, 
packhorses, and camels have transported 
cannabis resins and flowers from Asia 
into Europe along ancient silk roads. 
Likewise the shipping lanes of the 
Mediterranean Sea have long since 
ferried kif and hashish from N. Africa 
and the Middle East into Europe. 
Automobiles, Planes and Trains have 
since governed these dusty trade routes, 
but the basic methods of transportation 
have always remained the same.

For obvious reasons we cannot go into 
the transportation of hashish into the 
UK in any depth. Besides, treading 
old ground, we might unavoidably 
trend on someone’s toes, which could 
jeopardize the wholesale operation of 
many an unbeknown (more importantly 
it may leave someone without a smoke)! 
Let’s just say that transportation can 
range anywhere from walking through 
customs with personal in your pocket, 
to driving onto a ferry with a van full 
of hashish (not advisable). Methods of 
transportation really haven’t change that 
much, so we’d rather not rock the boat. 

There has, however, been a noticeably 
downfall in the regularity (perhaps 
popularity) of hashish importation into 
the UK since the year 2000, especially 
out of Asia. We highlight Asia because 
hashish from Northern African is still 
transported into certain parts of the UK in 

relatively large quantities. This is mainly 
due to socio-economic circumstances 
and the close proximity of Morocco. To 
understand the cultural processes behind 
hashish transportation, we must then 
consider the production of hashish in 
relation to its typography and treatment.

Topography and Treatment

Different types of hashish descend from 
different types of landscapes. In this way, 
hashish holds its own topography. Hashish 
is often named in accordance with its place 
of origin, motherland, or region. Thereafter, 
localized names may further reflect quality, 
methods of manufacture, and/or treatment. 
This means that there is lots of variation 
between hashish products depending upon 
how and whereabouts in the world they 
were made. For example, the texture of 
hashish may range anywhere from sticky 
gum-like resin to fine powdered kif (with 
many grades of texture in between). 
Likewise the coloration of hashish (which 
depends upon a number of things) may 
occur in many different shades, anywhere 
from jet-black, to earthen brown, to sandy 
gold. All of these factors depend upon 
topography and treatment. The best way 
to understand a piece of hashish (besides 
smoking it) is to figure out the methods via 
which it was made. Then we can place a 
finger on its country of origin, perhaps its 
former topography and treatment. 

The following provides a rough guide 
to identifying the topography of some 
popular types of imported hashish and 
highlights some of the cultural practices 
involved in production:

Afghanistan/Pakistan: Afghani/Pakistani is 
a soft black/red type of cannabis resin that 
comes in many different grades of quality. 
This type of resin is produced ‘dead’ from 
indica flowers. Ripe flowers are usually 
bashed and gently heated to create a sticky 
substance of resin. The resin is then set 
into pliable slabs for transportation. Slabs 
of Afghan and Pakistan resin sometimes 
carry an emblem, motif, or pattern. This 
may further denote its tribal origin, and/or 
maker. Normally this type of resin is further 
wrapped in a plastic seal to keep it fresh. 
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Supply and Demand

Those that are old enough to remember 
the days of ‘Acid House’ will remember 
a time when hashish smoking reached 
an apex here in the UK. Many people 
will clearly remember travelling across 
town to buy a particular type of hashish, 
from an equally particular type of dealer. 
Ranging from soft to hard grades of 
‘hash’, people would pick and choose 
between; Afghani or Pakistan Black, 
Indian Manali, Nepalese Temple Ball, 
Lebanese Gold, Rocky Slate, Double 
Zero, or Formula (formulated hashish). A 
trip across town could therefore descend 
into a transcontinental and transcendental 
journey- accessing the practices (and 
principles) of distant cultures, ancient 
customs, forgotten peoples.

During the early 1990’s the hashish scene 
within the UK was at an all time high. 
People were counting the hot rock burns 
in their T-shirts and levels of consumption 
were out-smoking levels of supply. The 
Criminal Justice Act of 1991 (the anti-
Rave Act) like many an act since and 
before was far from ‘Just’. The Police 
started a hounding policy of ‘Stop and 

Search’. Alas where liberty is removed 
rebellion is born. The smoking of hashish 
amid British teenagers quickly gathered 
momentum and became somewhat the 
norm. Everyone (well ok not everyone) 
was at it. Baking cakes, mixing yoghurts, 
building pipe-mix, heating hot-knives. 
From the enclaves of the local squat, 
the scented fragrances of hashish smoke 
filtered above ground into the nostrils of 
mainstream masses. Words like ‘teenth’ 
(1/16th oz) and ‘draw’ (hashish) slowly 
became an unaccepted part of the day 
to day phraseology mumbled across the 
UK (much like the words ‘eighth’ and 
‘skunk’ are today). Terms like ‘ash’, 
‘ecstasy’, and ‘rave’ came to hold several 
meanings. Slowly it seemed the cultural 
tide was turning. 

Sometime during the middle of the 
1990’s (perhaps 1994-95) UK hashish 
smokers suffered the effects of the worst 
“cannabis-drought” in recent history. Any 
younger readers will note that in the past, 
getting your hands on something sticky 
to smoke wasn’t always plain sailing (all 
that ‘Stop and Search’ policing). Many 
people ended up smoking dried-out 
hashish or worst still ‘Diesel’. [Diesel is 

During the last part of the 20th century, the transportation, distribution, and 
consumption of imported hashish supported a multimillion-pound industry 
across a global nexus. More recently however, there has been a noticeable 
downfall in the type and quality of imported hashish commercially available 
within the UK. In general the availability of imported hashish within Northern 
Western Europe has been fading for some time. The fashion and popularity of 
consuming imported hashish, it could therefore be argued is in decline. So it 
begs to ask the question, “What Happened to Hashish?”

By Lazystrain

Within the UK, the numbers of puritan hashish 
smokers (besides those that follow the Goldie 

Lookin Chain) are gradually fading

What Happened to Hashish?What Happened to Hashish? 

Himalaya Cream
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The colour of the seal (clear, green, blue, 
gold, or red) may further indicate the quality 
of the resin, its maker, and/or the name 
beneath which it is sold. 

Turkmenistan: Turkmenistan resin is no 
longer as popular as it was a couple of 
decades ago in the UK. This type of resin 
is dark and soft much like resins from 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iran. Telling 
Turkmenistan resin from Afghan resin is 
best left to serious hashish connoisseurs.    

Nepal: Nepalese resin is rare in the 
UK. Nepalese is often dark in colour 
(sometimes with a whitish mold). Nepalese 
resin isn’t as pliable as Afghan or Pakistani 
resin. This type of resin is produced ‘live’ 
when ripe flowers are rubbed by hand to 
create a mass of plant resins (the most 
labour intensive method). Balls, lumps 
or slabs of the resin are then left to dry. 
Nepalese resin has been made infamous in 
the UK by ‘temple ball’ (cannabis-incense).

India: Indian resin is often brown in colour 
and textured in consistency. This type of 
resin is produced ‘live’ when fresh sativa 
flowers are worked in the hands; bashed 
against sheeting; or against people to 
collect plant resins. The collected resin is 
then worked together, like putty, to form a 
piece of charas (the name given to Indian 
resin). Indian charas is very regional in 
character. For example, Manali charas is a 
firm type of resin that is rubbed into fingers 
or sticks, (each weighing approximately 
10g). Since, Manali fingers are exclusively 
rubbed by hand they carry a high 
percentage of the plant material as well as 
the resin itself. This type of cannabis resin 
is often soft to firm and requires very little 
heating. It’s scent and taste are unique.  

Lebanon/Turkey: Lebanese and Turkish 
hashish is now rare in the UK. This type 
of hashish is lighter in texture and brighter 
in colour than Asian types of resin since 
it is normally made exclusively from kif 
(or a kif/resin mix). Lebanese and Turkish 
hashish is produced much in the same 
way as Moroccan (see below). Usually, 
yellow, red or gold in colour, this type of 
hashish fluffs-up when heated, and carries 
a very subtle scent. Beware of Moroccan 
imitations!

Morocco: Moroccan is a hard type of 
hashish that comes in many different grades 
of quality. This popular type of hashish is 
made when dried flowers (male and female) 
are bashed against a fine grade screen or 
sieve to produce a substance of powdery 
trichomes called kif. The sandy coloured 

kif is then compressed into blocks (soap 
bars) for transportation. The appearance 
and quality of the hashish further dictates 
the name beneath which it is marketed. For 
example, in the UK high-grade Moroccan 
hashish is often called “blonde”, “polm” or 
“double zero”, while low-grade Moroccan 
is called “rocky” or “soapbar”. 

Hashish Politics

Hashish is all about little people farming 
large crops, making a product, and selling 
it for profit. Politics is all about little 
people in large coats, dividing an even 
larger world into neat little shapes- again 
for profit. Where and when the neat little 
shapes loose pattern and the farmer begins 
to make headway, hashish and politics 
converge. The most fertile breeding 
ground for the marriage between hashish 
and politics are sadly the lands most 
ravaged by war. An example and case 
study would be present day Afghanistan. 

Smokable evidence (or the lack of it) 
suggests that, following the political and 
military invasion of Afghanistan in October 
2001, the availability of Afghan hashish 
within the UK began to decline. It was 
believed that the wholesale production 
of hashish by Afghan Warlords directly 
funded terrorism. So a focus of the 
original ‘War Against Terror’ was aimed 
at the demise of the Afghan farmer. As a 
result, the farmer started to plant poppies 
producing opium instead of hashish. Sales 
of Afghan heroin within the UK during 
2002-3 climbed- to the point that the UK 

‘heroin market’ became saturated- a gram 
of Afghan hashish costing more than a 
wrap of Afghan heroin! To combat the 
sudden insurgence of opium growers 
within Afghanistan, the “Coalition” agreed 
that Afghan Farmers could once again 
grow cannabis to produce hashish… under 
one (age-old) condition… that the hashish 
wasn’t to be sold beyond Afghanistan (?).   

Without going into a global debate about 
the socio-political and cultural-economic 
ramifications of hashish and heroin 
production, it doesn’t take a genus to 
figure out a pattern of continuity across 
all the major hashish/heroin producing 
countries of the world. In the countries 
where hashish production is a traditional 

pastime, yet recently outlawed (either 
by religious or political ideology), the 
production of heroin steadily increases. We 
are thinking primarily about countries like 
Iran, Turkmenistan, and Turkey, whom no 
longer manufacture hashish in quantity, 
rather grow poppies to produce opiates for 
sale in Russia and Europe. As worryingly, 
the remaining hashish producing countries, 
such as Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
Morocco are following suit by planting 
poppies not cannabis. Whether through 
cultural, political or military pressure, the 
global fashion for producing hashish it 
would appear is waning…      

Hashish Demography (?)

Producing a demographic of hashish 
smokers has never been easy. In places as 
culturally diverse as the UK, it never will 
be. Demographics are all about populations; 
the who’s, the what’s, the where’s, the 
why’s, and the when’s- the haves and the 
have-nots. Population statistics are thus the 
subject of Statisticians (people that like to 
count)- those that like to base general facts 
upon general assumptions. To talk about 
hashish demography therefore involves 
assumption, stereotyping and ethnocentrism. 

For example, we could easily assume that: 
people in Cardiff only smoke “Soapbar” 
(you knowz it), or that the Scottish only 
smoke Afghan in “half-quarters” (eighths). 
That Londoners don’t smoke hashish, only 
£50 sacs of “ses” (sinsemilla). Or that 
people in Liverpool only smoke dock-land 
polm in “flins” (sticks). That Cyber-punks 

in Hampshire only toke upon “new-age” 
bubble (ice-hash), or that the hippies in 
Glastonbury only smoke natures harvest 
(organic charas). Such would and could 
ignorance draw us to believe…

If and when we look towards the facts 
surrounding hashish demography within 
the UK, one fact is often overlooked. That 
is that ‘junkies’ also smoke hashish in 
conjunction with heroin. They do this so 
as to increase appetite and prevent nausea. 
Demographically speaking, you can 
therefore be sure to find sources of hashish 
alongside sources of heroin (and visa versa). 
Irreparably, hashish and heroin often sit at 
the same underground juncture, the crossroad 
whereby soft and hard drugs converge.  

We can then suggest that, in certain places 
hashish consumption still remains as 
popular as it ever has been. In other places 
we can definitely suggest that hashish 
consumption has dwindled. In some areas 
new hashish smokers (for better or for 
worse) are always learning about “the 
art of hashish”. For example, if we look 
beyond the UK into Eastern Europe towards 
the post-Soviet Block, we notice that the 
downfall of the Soviet Union dropped many 
a hot rock onto a whole new generation 
of hashish smokers. Hashish naturally 
followed capitalism into Poland, Hungary, 
the Czech Republic and Russia (much 
in the same way as Soviet kalashnikovs 
find route into Asia). Eurasia sits upon 
the fringes of Asia and the worlds’ finest 
hashish producing countries. Perhaps then 
we need look no further than our neighbors 
in Eastern Europe to understand the who’s, 
the what’s, the why’s, the where’s and the 
when’s of hashish demography. The present 
lack of Asian resin within the UK perhaps 
indicates a decline in the trade of hashish 
between Western Europe and Asia. Put 
simply, transporting hashish half way round 
the globe is perhaps no longer as lucrative 
as once was…there being new competition 
much closer to home.

The truth is that the demography of 
hashish smokers within the UK is ever 
changing. It is impossible to keep tabs 
on hashish smokers, much like it is 
impossible to guess how many people are 
growing their own. Its all about unknown 
figures across unknown audiences, so 
at the end of the day there is no way of 
telling what type of hashish the person 
down the road is smoking…

The future: 

Within the UK, the numbers of puritan 
hashish smokers (besides those that follow 
the Goldie Lookin Chain) are gradually 
fading. Those that out-rightly refuse to 
smoke anything other than top-quality 
hashish import, those that carry a stash-
tin in one hand and a hooker-pipe in the 
other, are now thin on the ground. Even the 
word on the straat in Amsterdam indicates 
that connoisseur smokers are making the 
most of the imported hashish scene before 
supplies become clouded and run dry. 

Besides the actual decline of hashish 
importation, the popularity of home 
growing has itself over-simplified many 
of the processes (and mysteries) behind 
hashish production and consumption within 
the UK. In years gone-by hashish was 
considered a magical substance, full of 
essence, harmony and fragrant flavor (and 
the odd piece of plastic)! These-days people 
grow their own ganja and make their own 
types of hashish from the trim waste. There 
is such an advanced range of DIY hash 
making equipment available- trimmers/
clippers for harvesting scissor-hash; screens/
spinners/tumblers for collecting kif; buckets/
bags/sacs for ice/water extraction- that there 
just isn’t the call for imported hashish like 
there used to be. 

The idea that the next generation of 
smokers might never smell the subtle 
scent of Lebanese Kif, the spicy perfume 
of hand-rubbed Indian charas and/or 
the heavy aroma of Afghan Black is 
somewhat disheartening. Perhaps, it’s 
just another one of those things that we’ll 
have to learn to live with….

It was believed that the wholesale production of 
hashish by Afghan Warlords directly funded terrorism. 

So a focus of the original ‘War Against Terror’ was 
aimed at the demise of the Afghan farmer
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Pre-flowering

Pre-flowers, described by Robert Clarke 
in Marijuana Botany as “primordial,” are 
the first indication of a plant’s sex. The 
pre-flowers grow at branch internodes 
just behind the leaf spur or stipule about 
the fourth week of vegetative growth, 
when the plant is six to eight weeks 
old. This is the point of sexual maturity, 
the first sign a plant is preparing for 
flowering–the next stage in life.

You can see pre-flowers with the naked 
eye, but a 10 to 30X magnifier will 
make viewing easier. You can accurately 
determine plant sex after eight weeks. 
Using this method, you can distinguish 
sex before inducing flowering.

Image shows a male plant after 24 days 
of vegetative growth at 18/6 day/night. 
Staminate flowers are located at the node 
between the stipule and emerging branch.

Early male flowers are easy to spot with 
the naked eye. They are located at branch 
internodes.

Male pollen sacks hang like little balls. 
Each pollen sac has enough pollen to 
pollinate all the females in the average 
grow room.

Male Pre-flowering

Male pre-flowers are normally visible 
when plants are six to eight weeks old, 
after the fourth week of vegetative 
growth. The preflowers emerge behind 
the stipule at the fourth to fifth branch 
internodes and generally do not turn 
into full flowers. But, according to 
Bongaloid (www.overgrow.com),
“a male plant will develop mature 
staminate flowers after prolonged 
periods of vegetative growth.”

Always wait to induce flowering 
until after pre-flowers appear. 
Inducing flowering with 12 hours of 
uninterrupted darkness and 12 hours 
of light before pre-flowers develop 
will stress the plant. This stress could 
cause peculiar growth, and plants might 
develop into hermaphrodites. Inducing 
flowering before pre-flowers form 
will not expedite flowering. In fact, 
flowering will occur at about the same 
time as if you had waited for preflowers 
to show! Plants grown from seed under 
an 18/6 day/night photoperiod will 
generally show pre-flowers before 
plants that are given a 24/0 day/night 
photoperiod. Once preflowers are 
distinguishable as male or female, 
plants can be induced to flower with a 
12/12 day/night photoperiod.

Male flowers develop quickly on the tip of 
this male plant. Keep an eye out for male 
plants, and separate them from females as 
soon as they are spotted.

A word of caution from bc-trichome-farmer 
(www.overgrow.com): “Do not try to sex a 
seedling based on the very first pre-flower. 
Wait and make sure. The time between 
using a 25X (loupe) to spot the very first 
pre-flower and the plant dropping pollen is 
at least 10+ days away, so it’s safe.”

Male Flowering

When given a 12/12 day/night 
photoperiod, male cannabis reaches 

maturity and flowers one to two weeks 
before females. However, male plants 
do not necessarily need a 12/12 day/
night photoperiod to dawn flowers 
and shed pollen. Males can flower 
under long days and short nights 
as well, but they generally produce 
fewer flowers. Once male calyxes 
show, pollen develops quickly and can 
disperse within a very short time. There 
is always an early opener that sheds 
pollen, often within 24 hours or less! 
To avoid pollination problems, remove 
males as soon as they are distinguished. 
If growing male plants, always isolate 
them from females, so they will not be 
pollinated. See Chapter 5, “Harvest,” for 
more information on harvesting males.

Males continue flowering and shedding 
yellowish, dust-like pollen from bell-
shaped pollen sacks well into the 
females’ flowering stage, which ensures 
pollination. If you are making seeds, 
pollinating females too early, before the 
girls have developed many receptive 
female pistils, will result in a small 
seed crop. See Chapter Seventeen, 
“Breeding,” for more information.

Male flowers are about one quarter-
inch (6 mm) long and pastel green 
to yellowish in color. Flowers first 
develop near the top of the plant. Pollen 
sacks develop on a short spike and 
hang in clusters at the base of branches. 
Gradually, flowers develop towards the 

bottom of the plant. After two to six 
weeks of the 12-hour photoperiod, fully 
formed floral sacks split open and shed 
pollen.

Males are usually taller than females 
and have stout stems, sporadic 
branching, and fewer leaves. In nature, 
wind and gravity carry pollen from 
taller males to fertilize (pollinate) 
receptive females. Male plants produce 
fewer flowers than females, because 
one male plant can pollinate many 
females. Males also contain less THC 
and overall lower cannabinoid levels.

Males fertilize females, causing them to 
stop high THC production and start seed 
formation. Remove and destroy males, 
except those used for breeding, as soon 
as their sex has been determined. The 
instant they show sex, separate male 
plants used for breeding from females. 
Do not let them shed pollen. Premature 
pollen sacks often form and open early 
or are hidden under foliage and go 
unnoticed until it is too late. If growing 
from seed, take special care to ferret out 
male flowers and plants.

Growers have reported that 
bouncing the photoperiod around 
and dynamically raising or lowering 
the temperature have the effect 
of producing more male plants. 
Note that each stimulus involves 
creating a climate that causes plants 
to suffer stress. Also, the stressful 
environment does not necessarily 
turn the entire plant male; it turns it 
hermaphrodite. The most susceptible 
plants already have a predisposition to 
hermaphrodism. See Chapter Sixteen, 
“Breeding,” for more information.

There are several ways to promote 
male or female plants during seedling 
growth. (See “Grow More Female 
Plants from Seed” in Chapter Two). 
During vegetative growth you can 
get a good idea of a plant’s sex from 
its genetic background and growth 
characteristics. The most dependable 
way to deduce sex is “Cloning for Sex” 
(see Chapter Three). For a complete 
discussion, see Chapter Sixteen, 
“Breeding.”

Female Pre-flowering

Near the end of normal vegetative 
growth, plants grown from seed 

Sex is 
Everything!

This male plant is in full bloom. Flowers 
open over the course of a week or 
longer to ensure females are completely 
pollinated.

Grains of pollen are miniscule. This close-
up of a grain of male pollen is magnified 
4000 times. Eirik (www.overgrow.com)
captured this image on a scanning electron 
microscope.

The red arrow shows where pre-flowers 
develop on both male and female flowers.



Did you know that you 
should never give your 
young clones liquid 
nutrients (mixed with 
water) immediately 
on planting? The small 
roots of the clones at 
this stage are not able 
to stand it and will be 
irreparably damaged. 
In the first few days we 
only give them a little 
water, possibly with a 
little root stimulator 
added.
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develop pre-flowers. This is when 
female calyx formation initiates, and it 
is not contingent upon photoperiod. It 
occurs when a plant is old enough to 
show signs of sexual maturity, about 
the fourth week of vegetative growth, 
or six to eight weeks from germination. 
The pre-flowers emerge behind the 
stipule at the fourth to fifth branch 
internodes.

A pre-flower looks like a regular 
female flower; most have a pair of 
white fuzzy pistils. Pistils normally 
form after the light green seed bract 
part of the pre-flower has formed. Wait 
until pistils have formed to ensure the 
plant is a female and not a male. The 
preflowering stage lasts from one to 
two weeks. A little patience is in order 
now!

Plants grown from seed under an 
18/6 day/night photoperiod will 
usually show pronounced pre-flowers 
before plants given a 24/0 day/night 
photoperiod. And, under a 16/8 
day/night regimen pre-flowers show 
more quickly and are often more 
pronounced. Once pre-flowers are 
distinguishable as male or female, 
plants can be induced to flower with a 
12/12 day/night photoperiod. 

Always wait to induce flowering 
until after pre-flowers appear. 
Inducing flowering with 12 hours of 
uninterrupted darkness and 12 hours 
of light before pre-flowers develop 
will stress the plant. This stress could 
cause odd growth, and plants might 
grow into hermaphrodites. Inducing 
flowering before preflowers form will 
not speed flowering. Flowering will 
occur about the same time as if you 
had waited for pre-flowers to show!

Pre-flowers on 
this ‘Puna Budder’ 
from THSeeds are 
nearing the end of 
the pre-flowering 
stage that lasts 
about two weeks.

The pre-flower on 
this ‘Mr. Bubble’ 
female is very easy 
to spot with the 
naked eye.

The green calyx 
supports two very 
small pistils on 
this pre-flowering 
‘Flo’ from DJ 
Short.

This is an excerpt from 
Marijuana Horticulture: 

the Indoor/Outdoor Medical 
Grower’s Bible

by Jorge Cervantes, 512 
pages 1120 full color photos 

and drawings, 
ISBN1-878823-23-X.

The book is available in 
English and will be available 

in Spanish, German and 
Italian in the fall of 2006. 
For More information see: 

www.marijuanagrowing.com

Did you know that with 

a Skunk variety, such as 

Super Skunk, you can 

achieve considerably 

larger yields? There 

are credible stories of 

up to 500 grams per 

plant being managed. 

Of course, these plants 

have been allowed to 

grow for much longer

than normal and have 

been illuminated with 

more than one lamp.

Did you know that 
making clones is 
nowhere near as hard 
as it looks? With just 
a little bit of effort, 
such as removing the 
growing shoots on the 
lower-most branches 
by just slicing them off, 
keeping them moist
and then dipping the 
ends in rooting powder 
and popping them in a 
block of stone wool, 
we are already well on 
the way. A humid seed 
tray and a small lamp 
completes the picture.





Original Breeder: 
Serious Seeds

WHITE RUSSIAN
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A Glossary of Growing Terms By Lazystrain 

The language of cannabis growing is often very confusing. Where most ‘growing terms’ find root in horticultural 
practice, other words tend to be specific to cannabis cultivation alone. For the inexperienced grower simply 
understanding the ‘phraseology of growing’ can be an issue. Likewise, these days there is now so much jargon 
associated with cannabis cultivation, that even some old and experienced growers are getting a little confused. 
Soft Secrets UK therefore thought that ‘A Glossary of Growing Terms’ might prove useful.   

Aeroponics - The practice of air cultured cultivation in soil-
less mediums using mist sprayers.

Auto-flowering – A strain that displays pubescence during the 
early stages of vegetative growth.   

Back crossing – The inbreeding/back-breeding of a species 
aimed at preserving ancestral traits.

Balls - The common name for the stamen/pollen sacs of male 
cannabis plants.

Bio – [Biological]: refers to the use of structures and 
applications that are living/alive.

Bubble hash – Water or ice extracted trichomes formed into a 
pliable piece of resin/hashish.

Burnt-tips – The result of over-fertilization related to 
excessive nitrogen application. 

Bush – [Bush weed]: Slang term for low quality cannabis flowers.

Calyxes - The clusters of sepals that collectively form a 
flower or bud.

Cannabinoids – “The psychoactive ingredients of cannabis” 
[Steve Davis, SoftSecrets].

cF – [conductive Factor]: Measure of conductivity in relation 
to food parts, see EC and PPM.

Chinense - A generic term for a species of the genus Cannabis 
descending from China.

Clone – A ‘sexually-produced’ descendent of a single plant 
/‘Mother’ taken in cutting form. 

Cola – The main flower/s (also called buds or calyx)  

Commercial - Cannabis that is grown on a large scale 
(compare Homegrown).

Control – A ‘Control’ is a standard (plant) against which a 
scientific study can be observed.

Cultivar – A variation within a species that is the result of 
selective breeding (‘Haze’ is a Cannabis sativa cultivar).

Cuttings – Clones taken from one or more mother plant.

Dutch – Compressed cannabis flowers that are imported from 
Holland (also called Neder-weed).  

Dwarf – [Dwarfed plant]: A small plant that exhibits stunted 
growth patterns.

Drip-feed - A method of slow periodical irrigation used in soil 
and hydroponics.

EC – [Electro Conductivity]: A measure of electrons in 
relation to food parts, see PPM/CF.

f1 – [1st filial generation]: The resulting offspring of two 
individual parent plants, see Hybrid.

f2 – [2nd filial generation]: The resulting offspring of two f1 
parents of the same cultivar.

Fans – [Fan Leaf]: The largest leafs of a cannabis plant used 
in solar collection. 

Feminization/female seed – The artificial process of 
producing “female seeds” via inter-sexual, reverse and/or 
hermaphroditic manipulation.

Flood & Drain – A system of hydroponics that waters plants 
from a main reservoir periodically. 

Flos - [Fluorescent lights]: Low wattage lighting used indoor 
during early stages of growth.

Flushing – The forced watering of plants with the aim of 
removing unwanted nutrients. 

Genus – The genera or family into which an order or 
classification of plant/animal belong.

Genotype – The genetic makeup of a plant as determined by 
its parents.

Greenhouse/Glasshouse – Cultivation conducted using 
natural light under glass.

Guano – Fossilized manure fertilizer procured from bats and 
seabirds.

Hairs – The common name for the stigma of female cannabis 
flowers.

Haze - A euphemism for a sativa based strain of cannabis 
originally developed in California.

Hermaphrodite – A hermaphrodite is a plant that displays 
both male and female organs (clusters and flowers) in the 
same structure.

Homegrown – Cannabis that is grown on a small scale 
(compare Commercial). 

HPS – [High Pressure Sodium]: Bulbs/lamps with red 
spectrum used indoor during flowering.

Hybrid – [Hybridization]: The result of a cross between two 
separate ‘species’ and/or cultivar. 

Hybrid vigor – Hybrids display phenomenal growth potential 
termed ‘hybrid vigor’.  

Hydroponics – The practice of water-cultured cultivation in 
soil-less mediums. 

IBL – [In Bred Line]: Collective of seed that have been 
maintained via inbreeding.

Inbreeding – Inbreeding is the process whereby individual 
species/cultivar are crossed with their siblings (brothers/
sisters) in order to preserve specific genetic characteristics. 

Indica – A generic term for a species of the genus Cannabis 
descending from the Indus Valley region of Asia.

Indoor - Cultivation conducted inside using artificial light 
sources (Flos, MH, HPS).

Internode – The anatomical position where leaf branches join 
stems.

Internodal spacing – The distance between internodes 
(described as short or long). 

Kif –Powdered resin glands collected from dried plant material.

Landrace strain – A species of cannabis that descends from a 
geographically specific location. 

LST – [Low Stress Training]: A method of internodal 
manipulation that produces plants with short profiles and high 
yields.   

Medium – A substance in or upon which plants grow. 

MH – [Metal Halide]: Bulbs/lamps with blue spectrum used 
indoor during growth period.

Mites – [Spider Mites]: Pest species of arachnid insect that 
feed upon the undersides of leafs.

Mother – A plant from which clones/cuttings are taken in 
order to replicate a genotype.

Nederhash - Cannabis resin manufactured in the Netherlands.

Nederweed – Cannabis flowers cultivated and manufactured 
in the Netherlands.

NFT – [Nutrient Film Technique]: A hydroponic method that 
circulates a thin film of water solution across plant roots from 
a supporting reservoir.

NPK – [Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and (K) Potassium]: Primary 
nutrients associated with fertilizer. 

Nutes – [Nutrients]: Synthetic fertilizer compounds made 
available in water solutions.

Nute-lock – [Nutrient lock out]: When mediums are over-
fertilized and plant growth ceases.

Organic – Organic refers to growing methods that do not use 
chemical fertilizers or pesticides. 

Out-breeding – The process whereby individual species/
cultivar are crossed with different species/cultivar in order to 
isolate specific genetic characteristics. 

Overgrow – The position where cannabis growing becomes 
unmanageable and unpredictable.

P1 – [Parent1]: A stabilized/homogenized landrace strain/
cultivar or IBL.

pH – The acidity or alkalinity of a solution or medium is 
measured in pH.    

pH meter – A hydroponic meter that records relative pH in 
water solutions.

Phenotype – The observable physical or biochemical 
expression of a plant, determined by both genotype and 
environmental influences.

Photoperiod – The daily amount of light-time and nighttime 
that a garden/plant receives. 

Photosynthesis – The production of carbohydrates within green 
plants synthesised from carbon dioxide, water and light energy. 

Pistils – Another term for female flower parts 
(stigma, style, and ovary).

Pollination – Pollination occurs with the transferal of pollen 
from male stamen onto the stigma of female flowers.

Poly-hybrid – The crossing of two (or more) hybrids results 
in poly (multiple) hybridization. 

PPM – [Parts Per Million]: Measure of EC/cF. 

Propagator – A portable enclosed nursery designed for 
seedlings/cuttings

Rogue – A plant that displays unique inherent characteristics 
and/or observable traits, which differ from sibling plants and 
the overall genre/cultivar.   

Root ball – The mass of roots that sits at the base of a plant.

Run-off – Excess water solution after flooding, sometimes 
measured for EC and PPM/cF

Ruderalis – A generic term for a species of the genus 
Cannabis descending from Europe/Russia.

Sativa - A generic term for a species of the genus Cannabis 
descending from S.E/ Central Asia.

Skunk – A euphemism for indica based strains of cannabis 
originally developed in California.

Seed-line – A collection of seeds with shared genetic 
characteristics, hereditary, parent plants.

Seedling – A germinated seed

Sepals – The small individual leaf parts housing stigmata 
which collectively form a calyx. 

Scissor-hash – Resin and plant hairs collected from scissors 
while trimming. 

SCROG – [Screen of Green]: A method of internodal 
manipulation using a mesh or screen to produce a horizontal 
canopy of multiple bud sites.

Scuff – Kif, Sepals, Resin and/or Scissor-hash, mixed together 
for smoking. 

Shade leafs –Middle sized leaf aiding temperate control in 
plants via transpiration.

Sibling – A brother or sister plant descending from the same 
Seed-line.

Sinsemilla – [Spanish for “without seed”]: Mature cannabis 
flowers that are seedless.

Smoggers/Smokers– Insecticide candles used to control 
thrips, lacewings and mites.

SOG – [Sea of Green]: An intensive method of cultivation 
using many clones per meter square.

Species – The sub-group of a Genus to which shared genetic 
characteristics and/or representational traits are easily observed. 

Standard – A plant produced from seed that remains free 
from pruning, clipping, or training.

Stigma – Stigma are the white/yellow/orange/red pollen 
receptive hairs found on female flowers. 

Stomata – Plant pores used in transpiration. 

Strain – The common name for a collection of cultivar, and/or 
a breed-type of cannabis.

Tea – Concoction of biological compounds (guano, manure 
and worm castings) brewed in water.

THC – [Tetrahydrocannabinol]: A psychoactive type of 
chemical Cannabinoid.

Transpiration – Transpiration is the release of water vapor 
from leaf pores called stomata.

Trichomes – Resin and resin glands containing plant oils and 
complex cannabinoids. 

Trim [Trim waste]: Leaf clippings produced during harvest 
often used to make hash

True breeding – Offspring that consistently exhibit the same 
generic trait(s).

Truncheon – Probe used to measure EC, CF and PPM of a 
water solution.

Viability – The success rate or germination percentage of a 
seed-line.

Worm castings – Soil based fertilizer procured from by-
product or ‘casts’ of feeding worms. 



grainy rather than black and sticky.  As 
we have said, bonding requires pressure 
and heat.

…and Heat

One bonding method that was commonly 
used in Afghanistan was to fill a 
cellophane bag with powder, wrap it 
in a cloth or similar and then beat it 
with a bat.  The repeated blows agitate 
the resin glands, heating them with 
friction and a well-bonded smooth black 
patty is formed.  Alternatively, gently 
warming the resin before pressing makes 
it possible to get a nice even bonding 

throughout the piece. This process is 
not very precise as each piece of hash is 
slightly different and the amount of heat 
required varies.  In some cases the vice 
is heated prior to pressing but usually, 
and more successfully, the resin itself 
is warmed either with steam or on hot 
rocks from the fire.

Pressing Hash at Home

Here are a few simple and effective 
bonding methods that you can do in the 
comfort of your own home:

Note: Most of these processes require 
Natural Cellophane to work properly. 
Unlike normal cling-film, Natural 
Cellophane allows moisture to pass 
through it, which makes it ideal for 
bonding with steam heat. Another 
advantage is that even the stickiest high-
grade hash and oil will not get stuck to 
it, making it about the only way to store 
your pieces; Essential stuff for any hash 
maker.      
Here are two processes that originate 
in Turkey and are simple and highly 
effective at bonding Bubblehash at home:  

Shoe Bonding

For the higher grades make a parcel 
from the Natural Cellophane and fill 
with dry resin gland. If the gland has 
been extracted using ice and water, make 
sure it is properly dry (NB proper drying 
should take 5 to 10 days in a warm dark 
place).  Simply place the parcel in your 
shoe and walk on it for a good few hours 

Names like Red Leb, Gold Seal, 
Nepalese Temple Ball, Afghani Black 
and Moroccan Double Zero all conjure 
up memories of rich and exotic flavours 
and transcendental highs that were 
unique to each distinct and diverse piece. 
So what is it that makes a Temple Ball
black and soft but Double Zero paler and 
sandy? Naturally the plants themselves 
and the conditions of the region play a 
part, but it is actually in the preparation 
of the THC glands for smoking where 
the magic takes place. With a few simple 
methods learnt and adapted from hash 
producing regions around the world it is 
possible to recreate the great hashes of 
the world in your own home and create 
a myriad of different high quality hashes 
that any head would be proud of. 

Why Press? 

Extracted resin glands are not Hashish.
Only once the gland has been processed 
and prepared in some way does it 
become a piece of hashish. Molecular 
changes occur when pressure, heat and 
oxygen are applied to THC. We refer to 
this transformation as Bonding, although 
it is tempting to call it Alchemy.
Pressing with heat and pressure bursts 
resin glands, which oxidise in the air and 
bond together. This process can increase 
the potency of the hash by activating 
psychoactive compounds and dissipating 

volatile terpenoids. Different hashes 
require different methods of pressing to 
realise their full potential. Whereas the 
finest grades will adequately bond with 
the heat of the body and the relatively 
light pressure of the thumbs and palms, 
lower grades that contain more plant 
debris require much greater heat and 
pressure to activate the resin and bond 
the hash.

Bonding

Perfectly bonding a piece of hash 
requires just the right amount of heat and 
a lot of pressure.  If not enough heat is 
applied the outside of the piece may look 
black and bonded but the inside will be 
pale and un-bonded (hash smokers will 
be familiar with pieces of this type as the 
majority of low-grade Moroccan hash 
is pressed this way), however, apply too 
much heat and much of the flavour and 
some of the potency will be lost.  A piece 
is perfect when it is homogenised, that 
is when it is equally bonded throughout.
A good quality piece of hash becomes 
darker as it is prepared not due to heat 
but rather to the oxidisation of the THC 
as it bursts out of the glands.  As the 
THC comes into contact with the air it 
turns black.  A piece of hash that has 
been worked in the hand will be black all 
over because all of it has come in contact 

with the air whereas a piece pressed as 
a slab or brick will have only exposed 
the outer layer of THC to the oxidisation 
effect.  

Pressing by Hand

Hand pressing can be done with dry resin 
glands extracted from a Bubblesac or 
Hand Screen but to be done successfully 
should be reserved for the highest grades 
and done in small amounts at a time, in 
the tradition of the Temple Ball. This 
method requires patience and involves 
a technique that can only be learnt with 
practice and will involve trial and error.  
However, hand-pressing high-grade is 
something any enthusiast will appreciate 
as it puts the maker into direct tactile 
contact with the hash. As Hashish author 
Robert Connell Clarke says: “Hand 
pressing fresh resin and experiencing 
its transformation from a pile of golden 
dust into a fragrant, dense, earthy mass, 
produces great satisfaction.” Smoking it   
produces even greater satisfaction.

Applying Pressure…

In Afghanistan and Morocco, where the 
majority of imported hash in England 
originates from, the demand for large 
quantities for export resulted in various 
solutions. Often slabs of resin known 
as, amongst other things, pollen would 

find their way to England that had been 
mechanically pressed into a bar shape 
cold. This meant that less of the resin is 
bonded leaving the hash dry and sand-
like rather than black and sticky. Local 
producers would sell un-bonded resin 
at a lower price due to the relative ease 
of cold pressing compared with real 
bonding.  When the process is done cold 
or with minimal heat the resin glands are 
simply very tightly compacted together 
rather than bonding properly.  This is 
why hash of this sort looks sandy and 

(you may want to put the parcel inside 
a baggy to stop unpleasant foot odours). 
Keep checking the hash. The warmth 
from the foot coupled with the pressure 
gently squashes the resin glands and 
bonding takes place.

Steam Bonding

For lower grades again make a parcel 
and fill with resin. Wrap this parcel in 
newspaper a few times and quickly dip 
into boiling water. Next wrap the wet 
parcel in tin foil and heat over a flame 
or on a hot surface being careful to 
regularly turn the package so that the 

heat is evenly spread. After a short while 
the parcel will expand due to the water 
soaked in the newspaper boiling and 
releasing steam. At the moment when the 
package begins to deflate place it on a 
hard surface and press either with your 
foot or a heavy object. The amount of 
force depends on the size of the parcel 
and quality of the hash. Allow to cool, 
and smoke.

Boil in the Bag

This time the cellophane parcel is placed 
in side a zip-lock plastic bag and placed 
in a pan of very hot / boiling water for 
a couple of minutes. The exact amount 
of time will depend on the hash and the 
plastic bag etc and should be watched 
carefully to make sure it is not over-
done.  A small amount of pressure can be 
applied once it is taken out. You can tell 
the piece is perfectly bonded when both 
surfaces are glassy and reflective.

Vice Pressing

As we mentioned earlier, hydraulic jacks 
can be used to apply lots of pressure to 
the hash.  All sorts of vices can be used 
from hydraulic car jacks to G-clamps or 
screw clamps.

* This article has been brought to you 
by www.Bubblesac.co.uk Hit the site 
for all your hash making needs. We 
hope you enjoy the article as much as 
you will enjoy making the purest hash 
known to man!

Pressing Hashish 
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Dope Cultur
e

Extracted resin glands are not Hashish.  Only 
once the gland has been processed and prepared in 

some way does it become a piece of hashish.  

One bonding method that was commonly used 
in Afghanistan was to fill a cellophane bag with 

powder, wrap it in a cloth or similar and then 
beat it with a bat

Fortunate smokers will remember the time, before the influx of low-grade 
adulterated hash, when it was fairly common to smoke fine hashish from all 
around the world.   Some of these became legendary and can still be found today.  

Boiled pressing Dry water hash
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Hash bag boiled for 2-3 minutes, until soft Hand made hash from India Hash wrapped in natural cellophane

Low heat pressed Low heat More pressed water hash

Part bonded by hand Pressed water hash Same hash pressed in different ways

A standing press Unbonded Unpressed dry water hash
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music

move through musical realms providing a 
unique take on contemporary psychedelia 
without the pretensions of the supposed 
avant-garde. It is impossible to expose 
the full complexity of the album here or 
its beautiful immediacy, wait with baited 
breath, this is a stone cold classic, after all 
these years Coldcuts latest cut may well be 
their deepest.  Respect.

Compilation – ‘Back To 
Mine’ - Roots Manuva   

(DMC)

This release 
provides Roots 
Manuva to join 
the long list of 
contemporary
artists who 
have graced this 
‘influences and 

favourites’ series, giving us a unique 
insight into the formative sounds of his 
South London upbringing. An almost 
faultless collection of early electro, 
eighties soul and hip-hop and timeless 
reggae.  Its joy is its lack of pretension 
with old classics like Wayne Smith’s 
‘Under Mi Sleng Teng’ mixing easily with 
the more obscure tracks, thankfully LL 
Cool J’s horn driven classic is dragged 
back into the contemporary mainstream; 
whilst  ‘Nightclubbing’ by Grace Jones 
reminds us of her early genius and 
forms a beautiful end to the collection. 
A compilation to play at YOUR party; 
your GUESTS will dance; you will look 
COOL, not an easy combination.  BUY.

The Greenhornes – 
‘Sewed Soles’

(V2 Records)

Rock music is in 
paralysis, despite 
its static state 
it still sells.  If 
the best selling 
emotional slurry 
and stadium sludge 
of Cold Plays 

music provides the vacuous soundtrack 
to your life, then all the pity available 
is yours. The lack of futurism, ambition 
and ability to incorporate technological 
progress leaves rock music on a constant 
retreat back to its fundamental core; 
blues, r n’b, folk and gospel.  There are 
very few artists who can strip bare the 
cadaver of rock and roll, draw strength 
from its marrow and exhume from its 
shattered corpse a fresh skeleton of work. 
It seems we’re all gravediggers now.  
Thankfully The Greenhornes, an Ohio 
based three piece much feted by Jack 
Black at least have the temerity and talent 
to pick the sinews of the bloated body, 
their impeccably realised take on the 
Trans- Atlantic mid-sixties garage sound 
captures both the difficult balancing act 
of youthful raucousness yet keeping the 
balladic soulful kernel of an intrinsically 
black musical form.  The constant echo 
of bands like The Yardbirds, Kinks and 
lesser known sixties nuggets of gold does 
not make them sound like a reverential 
parody or carry the stigma of pastiche. It 
confuses in the sense that the quality of 
the album makes it sound timeless within 
rocks limited pantheon, when listening 
the decades drift like floes of ice on ever 
warming seas, is there a future in the past 
or the sad echoes of long gone voices? 

The Liars – 
‘Drums Not Dead’  

(Mute)

This ambitious 
third album 
attempts an audio 
and visual fusion; 
with thirty-six mini 
films providing a 
panorama to the 
musical tableaux. 

Conceptually, the music juxtaposes a 
dialectic exchange between two fictional 
characters, ‘Drum’ and ‘Mount Heart 
Attack’; rhythmic convulsion and 
progression set against quiet introspection 
and melancholy.  This does not make 
for easy listening and its production 
occasionally fails to create the necessary 
tension between the contrasting sounds.
However in its finest moments the 
band manage to create an other worldly 
symphonic beauty not heard since 
“Spiritualized” later work, which is 
high praise. A beautifully packaged, 
challenging if not fully realised project.

Coldcut – ‘Sound Mirrors’ 
(Ninja Tune)

On the road for 
nearly twenty 
years now, Coldcut 
have never 
failed to absorb 
developments in 
both electronic 
and cutting edge 

contemporary sounds, their musical 
palette being uniquely wide-ranging 
and their kudos amongst other artists 
providing them with a dazzling range of 
collaborators. ‘Sound Mirrors’, the new 
album, amply showcases this diversity 
and extent of creative inventiveness 
with twelve equally excellent yet 
totally different tunes.  The beautifully 
disconcerting opening track-‘Man In A 
Garage’ manages to match the paired 
down drive and vocal frailness of New 
Order at their minimal best, this traverses 
into the London dancehall sound vocally 
driven by fellow label mate, Roots 
Manuva.  The legendary Robert Owens 
vocals frame ‘Walk A Mile’ the most 
soulful, uplifting deep house record 
this year, a euphoric celebration of the 
unashamed idealism and potentiality 
of the early rave scene.  The social 
awareness of this outfit remains as ever 
consistent and features on various tracks, 
‘Everything Is Under Control’ featuring 
Jon Spencer and rapper Mike Ladd is a 
virulent hip-hop rock cross over pouring 
scorn on everything from control of the 
media to third world debt, a back to basics 
hard core attack. Conversely the album 
features tunes such as ‘A Whistle And A 
Prayer’ and the closing ‘Sound Mirrors’ 
demonstrating the fearless ability to 

Various artists – 
‘The Biggest Reggae 
One-Drop Anthems’ 

(Greensleeves Records)

Traditional style!  
Back-a-yard one-
drop classics of 
the moment. A 
bit of a slow start 
with Jah Cure’s 
‘Jamaica’, but then 
it leaps in with 

one of the most played tunes in Jamaica 
over the last year, ‘Handcart boy’. A 
strident rhythm, which has been borrowed 
by many, and sums up the life of the 
struggling folk in Jamaica in these times 
and times gone by. A hot tune. ‘Serious 
Times’ by Gyptian is a beautifully written 
and thought -provoking work, on a par 
with the depth instigated by the late, great 
Mr. Marley. These are my favourites, but 
the whole collection, including tracks by 
the inimitable Sizzla, Chuck Fender, Buju 
Banton and many more, are all classic 
rewinds. It’s nice to hear music with a 
strong message and this double album 
carries many a poignant lyric in a strong 
traditional Jamaican vibe. It’s one that you 
could leave on from beginning to end, 
although some of them you might just 
have to REWIND! Nuff good vocals.

Zion Train – 
‘Natural Wonders of 
the World IN DUB’ 

(Universal Egg)

To celebrate the 
15th anniversary 
of the mighty 
Zion Train and 
their wonderful 
Wibbly Wobbly 
World of Music 
comes the re-

release of the remastered second album, 
‘Natural Wonders of the World In Dub’. 
Consisting of fifteen heavyweight tracks, 
each a dubbed out soundscape depicting 
different awesome phenomena found on 
planet earth, the album loses no impetus all 
these years down the line.  We are treated 
to a musical magick carpet ride around the 
globe visiting such astounding places as the 
great barrier reef, Kilimanjaro, Sargasso 
Sea, Chomolungma (the Tibetan name for 
Mount Everest meaning ‘Goddess Mother 
Of The Universe’), Krakatoa, Zion Canyon 
and the Giant Redwood Forest of Sierra 
Nevada.  A personal favourite for this 
listener is ‘Tassilli Plain’, an eerie labyrinth 
of stone corridors shaped by the wind.
The Tassilli-n-Ajjer plateau was the sight 
of a sophisticated ancient culture based 
on pastoral agriculture and the shamanic 
use of psychoactive mushrooms. Current 
new releases from the Universal Egg 
stable include ‘Surviving’ by Love Grocer 
featuring the soulful vocals of Earl 16 
– Abassi All Stars Discomix

Afro Celt Sound System 
– ‘Anatomic’

(Real World Records)

Afro Celt Sound 
System and the 
blissful marriage 
that they have 
created between 
African musical 
traditions and 
Celtic are now 

ten years old.  Like the symbolism that 
is common to the two cultures despite 
geographical difference, the band have 
forged together these mighty musical 
influences, fusing world sounds with 
electronica and alchemically created one.
‘Anatomic’, the fifth album relates to 
the structure of organisms and delves 
deeper into their hearts and souls and 
the universal mind.  “The way we 
make music is by presenting an organic 
whole out of millions of minute parts” 
says Simon Emmerson, guitar and 
bouzouki player.  With a natural ebb and 
flow, pace seamlessly moves from the 
exquisitely beautiful and mellow ‘Sene’ 
to the uplifting and dance inspiring 
‘Dhol’.  A richly embroidered arras of 
brilliant instrumentalism and percussion, 
feverishly rhythmic drum programming 
and keyboards along with ardent and 
energetic tunes and vocals, this album is 
totally absorbing.

Salif Keita – ‘M’bemba’ 
(Universal)

Out of Africa 
come life, rhythm 
and passionate 
expression. This 
new release from 
Malian artist Salif 
Keita will not fail 
to excite fans from 

around the world with its lushly upbeat 
sense of joy. Known around the world as 
“The Golden Voice of Mali”, Salif Keita’s 
unique sound blends the traditional 
styles of his West Africa homeland with 
influences from Cuba, Spain, Portugal 
and the Middle East.  The instrumentation 
that accompanies his singing represents 
a fusion of European and African music 
ranging from guitar, organ and saxophone 
to traditional African instruments 
such as Kora, balafon and djembe, 
often synthesized and sampled. In the 
making of ‘M’bemba’, his core group 
of musicians is more or less unchanged.
Kante Manfila, his old colleague from 
the Malian supergroup Les Ambassedeurs 
brings back his beautifully realised 
arrangements and distinctive instrumental 
voice on guitar. The albums title is very 
apt, as the song of the same name pays 
tribute to one of Keita’s most revered 
ancestors and founder of the mighty 
Mande Empire eight hundred years ago, 
the illustrious Sundiata Keita.  ‘M’bemba 
is the pivot around whish the rest of 
the world revolves, its swooping and 
potently haunting female chorus and 
fabulously powerful lead performance 
ring in the ears and in the mind long after 
its finished leaving one with the distinct 
impression of having been in the presence 
of royalty. This album, a rich tapestry of 
majestic vocals, sharp, rhythmic, looping 
guitar sounds and inspired percussion 
makes for completely compelling 
listening.

A STONED SELECTION

HOT WAX
By Kaz Peet
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Made in Hol
land

Luc: As a plant breeder, I think it would 
be interesting if Dutch growers would 
grow more frequently from seed. Then 
you’d get a bit more variety in the coffee 
shops and the end consumer would be 
astonished at the tasty varieties that have 
escaped his notice. The market is, certainly 
at a local level, often saturated with one 
and the same product in the Netherlands. 
In one province it is the White Widows, 
in another the whole K2-family, in this 
town Santa Maria and in another Power 
Plant or Skunk. Thanks to this the quality 
of the plants slowly but surely slides away 
towards disappointment, because nearly 
everyone uses clones. Of course, it does 
save time using clones for growing, but it 
is a pity that a wider range of varieties is 
not available. Just as with wine and beer 
there is much variety among the weeds 
and this is very rarely represented into 
the run-of-the-mill coffee shop. Here you 
tend to get three or four similar varieties, 
the same ones as at the neighbour’s coffee 
shop over the road. I do not wish to 
suggest that they are poor varieties, but a 
couple of them always end up dominating 
the market and the choice available to the 
customer is limited as a result. Of course, 
there are many other decent varieties, ones 
that are very tasty and unique, but just 
not as well known to the general weed 
public, such as Sensi Star and Nebula, or 
Sheherazade and Belladonna. It would be 
a positive development if these varieties 
were also available in the coffee shops.  I 
can recommend to everyone that once in 
a while they choose something new from 
the huge variety that are available as seeds. 
See our website for example: 
www.paradise-seeds.com 

The majority of the seed on the market 
yields both male and female plants. You 
can allow your favourite plant to develop 
seeds that you can then sow the following 
year. It’s a fun thing to experiment with. 

A good alternative to using clones is to use 
female seed. The development of female 
seeds has not turned out as well as was 
once anticipated, but I have managed to 
develop a method that gives good female 
seeds. Sadly, there are also so-called 
female seeds on the market that really also 
have a part male bloom to them. This is 
obviously not something any grower sits 
around dreaming of. Some people swear 
that it is female seed they are selling, but 
all too often it turns out that they were 
actually hermaphrodites. It is just not very 
easy to get hold of real female only seeds. 
Many people are experimenting on it; they 
create stress, play around with light and 
nutrients. All tricks that will not yield any 
good results.

A female fertilises a female…

You can also set about the problem in 
a different way. There are a number 
op companies busy with it, including 

ourselves. We are managing to bring 
reliable, female seed of a very good 
quality onto the market. How exactly 
the process works is too complicated, 
and for most people / readers also too 
uninteresting, to be gone into here. What’s 
most important is that it works! What I can 
say is that we don’t do it with hormones 
or with acids, and we also don’t use stress. 
The weed plant has two sexes, male and 
female. A female plant put under stress 
that remains female is 100 % female, with 
our method the female plants also produce 
male flowers and male pollen, which is 
used for fertilising the other female plants. 

In this method we’re talking about female-
made seed. A female fertilises a female 
and so produces female-made seed that 
generates 100% female plants. 

I am happy that consumers are discovering 
and valuing the difference between the 
Indica and the Sativa varieties. Thanks 
to the positive change in tastes, it was 
possible for us with our Indica-ish Sensi 

Star and the more Sativa-ish Nebula, to 
win the 2004 and 2005 Highlife Cannabis 
Cups in their respective categories.

As a developer you really have to remain 
aware that growers want plants that do not 
take too long to bloom.  For a really pure 
Haze that takes 15, sometimes 16 weeks 
and sometimes even longer than that. I 
have searched far and wide for a shorter-
blooming type that manages to maintain 
the characteristics of Haze and yet takes 
on the bloom time of an Indica, together in 
one plant. This dream cannot be perfectly 
realised, but it can be approached to some 

extent, and then the bloom period last a 
mere 10 – 12 weeks. The Indica variety 
can be harvested around the 50 day mark, 
and it is this that most growers will choose 
by preference. They choose the shorter 
blooming time, certainly if there is money 
is being made and maybe they are trying 
to get two harvests in one year. As a rule 
of thumb, a Sativa-dominant variety will 
yield more as a compensation for the longer 

bloom period. That is certainly the case for 
varieties that lean more towards the Sativa 
such as Nebula and Swiss Bliss, which are 
both very potent and have high yields, as 
well as tasting remarkably good.

More than 20% THC…

Paradise Seeds varieties can contain high 
percentages of THC. Certainly our Sensi 
Star, Sheherazade and Swiss Bliss are very 
potent plants with more than 20% THC, 
providing they have been well grown, 
obviously, because that is where it all 
stands or falls. I personally prefer to grow 
organically, as this yields - in my opinion 
- the best weed.  This is something best 
achieved on soil, If you have created a 
good mix, then every nutrient the plant 
needs is there in abundance, and it will 
also give your weed the fullest, most 
natural taste. A good soil can be mixed up 
yourself mixing blood meal, bone meal, 
fish meal, guano etc. in the soil before 
you plant your seedlings. These are rich 
in the right nutrients. These days I am not 
so busy with growing, but more oriented 
towards the development of wonderful 
new varieties, and I do my best to make 
these available to people as seed.

You should not expect that after doing a 
couple of crosses you have created your 
own new variety. Doing this will produce 
something similar to “Four Way”, a nice 
plant that can go in four directions, but 
which you as a grower do not have much 
to latch on to. You have to be selective in 
your crossings, and it can take a whole 
load of generations before you can talk 
of a new variety.

After a few generations your weed will be 
more stable, you pick out the best seeds, 
the most potent, those that taste the best…
Then you back-cross these and the more 
times you do this the more stable and the 
more the characteristics that you want to 
keep become more noticeable. Those that 
are not welcome, you try and select out. 
Selection on top of selection. In doing this, 
the plant will lose some of its power thanks 
to the problem of inbreeding – something 
you may well have heard of. This is no 
real biggie in the world of seed breeding, 
because it does not happen so very quickly. 
There is power in an F1! These are varieties 
that you develop from stable sorts. By 
combining these together, the ‘fresh blood’ 
can be used to inject some favourite genetic 
material to create powerful new varieties!

You can for example combine native 
varieties, these are no so well represented 
these days. If you combine these together 
you come up with something new, and 
perhaps something lovely. Natives 
are the original varieties from nature 
growing in Nepal, in the valleys of India, 
Colombia, Pakistan and Mexico. This is 
where the ‘natural’ adults have evolved 
and where they have developed for 
generations and so they are well suited 
therefore to the environment and climate 
in their respective homes.

In the ‘60s and ‘70s people began to 
smuggle the original seed out on a small 
scale. Hippies and weed smugglers 
brought these genetically pure natives 
home with them and then began to 
experiment and further develop them. 
In the beginning this was mostly in the 
United States, especially in California.

The majority of the seed on the market yields 
both male and female plants. You can allow your 

favourite plant to develop seeds that you can 
then sow the following year. It’s a fun thing to 

experiment with. 

The genetics of Paradise Seeds Part 3
In each edition of this series for the organic grower, a different Dutch cannabis farmer is put under the spotlight. In this 
third part we are offered a glimpse into the kitchen of Luc from Paradise Seeds, a 40-year-old cannabis plant breeder and 
seed trader. As long as they have been well cultivated, his varieties easily achieve THC percentages of 20% and more, and 
henceforth they have won many international cannabis cups. What makes Luc’s seeds so special?  

Text: Smiley Grass
Photos: Smiley Grass and Paradise Seeds

Luc at work in one of 
his storage rooms
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In 1984 I began smoking and growing. 
Since then my life has changed. The 
first time that I smoked I found it so 
wonderful that I immediately wanted 
to get hold of my own plants. The first 
seedlings I got hold of I planted in my 
parents’ back garden, of course. Now 
that’s a long time back! 

At the end of the ‘80s, I started to save 
my own seed. Around the same time I 
began my very first small weed growing 
set-up, in an Amsterdam squat. The 
“coffee shop” phenomenon had not yet 
taken off in a really big way and there 
were still not that many coffee shops 
in Amsterdam. At first we only had a 
local neighbourhood coffee shop, where 
actually the goods that were passed over 
the counter were not of any real quality. 
This situation changed because we were 
growing something new and our varieties 
were seized upon eagerly. The we started 
up The Weed Brothers, a group of friends 
who had a common interest in tasty weed, 
and who were keen to develop their own 
varieties and produce seeds. The local 
coffee shop was very happy with the 
quality we were producing. But the first 
coffee shop in the centre of Amsterdam  
- a “foreign” shop, run by two Canadians 
- was the first outlet for our seeds. Lots 
of Americans came here too and also 
wanted to get their hands on the seeds 
that produced this ridiculously good weed 
from this little country of clogs and tulips 
that was legally sold in these  so-called 
coffee shops. So instead of taking home 
tulip bulbs, these first drugs tourists took 
our seeds back home to the US of A. 

So I’ve been busy now for more than 
15 years with these plants, and up until 
a short while ago I still had some seeds 
from a primal variety obtained from a 
far-flung country. These we now want to 
carry out some quality tests on and see if 
they still have any potency with which to 
cross breed and further develop. That’s 
the idea anyway. There are always people 
sending us seeds; from the Paraguayan 
bush, out of Africa and from Thailand, or 
more recently developed varieties from 
Canada or America from other breeders.

It’s just a wee mite...

In order to successfully raise a seed 
you are best off letting it germinate in 
the dark at about 20 degrees. You need 
to keep the growing medium moist; on 
cotton wool wads or directly in the soil 
is the easiest. Use lightly- or un-fertilised 
soil and don’t go adding any other 
nutrients to begin with, as you might be 
used to when growing from clones. It’s 
just a wee mite, and you have to be gentle 
with it. In the beginning, water on its own 
will be sufficient, but pretty quickly the 
seedling will be ready for its first, light 
feed. Just make sure that the EC value 
does not rise above 0.5 at the beginning.

Allowing your seeds to germinate in 
rock wool is a bit more hassle because 
sometimes it presents problems with 
moisture regulation, so pay attention 
to this if you are planning to use rock 
wool. There are many, many growers 
who do let their seeds germinate in rock 
wool who have the technique off pat, 
but there’s more to worry about than just 
moisture. Rock wool is basic, and has a 
pH of about 8- 8.5, and in order to lower 

the pH they have to be soaked in water 
with a pH of 5.5 in order to bring the pH 
of the wool block back down to about 
6-6.5.

Once the seeds have germinated, a good 
rule of thumb is to give them about 1/8 of 
the normal recommended dose of hydro 
nutrition for weed plants in the growth 
phase. After a week this can be raised 
to about a quarter dose, and after two or 
three weeks up this again to about half 
the recommended dose. Only after four 
weeks should you start feeding them the 
full dose, but often this is not necessary 
because the plants will already be moving 
on to bloom feed. For the bloom phase 
you are best off starting them on half the 
recommended dose, and gradually over 
the course of three to four days build 
up to the full dose. Further still, there 
is a difference between the Indicas and 
Sativas. Young Indica plants generally 
need more nutrient than the Sativas 
because they grow more vigorously at the 
beginning. Sativas grow harder later on 
in their cycle, and only then need extra 
nutrient.

The Swiss Connection

Paradise Seeds officially began – 
however crazy this might sound – thanks 
to a police visit in 1994 that one of the 
seed production rooms in the Netherlands 
received. I had some fine plants growing 
there, fully in seed. When the court case 
came around, I was apparently a seed 
producer and breeder, and I was released. 
So now we could continue with our seed 
production with the best wishes of the 
judge!

Sadly, in 1999 the law changed. It had 
come to the attention of the authorities 
that large commercial growers were 

raising a single male plant among their 
crops to technically be seed producers 
too, and a number of big police busts 
had come to nothing as a result. That is 
most probably the reason why a ban was 
introduced in the Netherlands on seed 
production. So from one moment to the 
next we went from legality to breaking 
the law. No more seed could be legally 
produced from then on.

I went in search of possibilities abroad.... 
In Switzerland, weed could be legally 
grown and there was no ban on seed 
production, so we decided to pack up and 
move to the that wonderful and (then) 
still legal, weed-friendly country in the 
Alps. There I was able to carry on my 
research and my breeding programme. 
Sadly, there too the law was changed, 

in 2002 and sharpened up. We ended 
up having a bit of a run in with the 
strong arm of the law. We only just 
got off, but it signalled the end of our 
very professionally set-up gardening 
adventure.

The production of weed was legal, and 
it was sold in small, pungent bags as an 
aromatherapy product. It was still illegal 
to consume, but it was legal to produce. 
This created a lot of possibilities for 
people who on the one hand worked 
legally and on the other sold the product 
illegally. Switzerland would appear to be 
more liberal than the Netherlands, but 
looks can be deceiving. A lot of weed was 
grown for the cosmetics industry and for 

essential oils, and a lot of hemp seed oil 
was produced too. The quality and taste 
of these oils is both really good and really 
healthy too! There is constant research 
being undertaken into how this can be 
improved even more. But of course there 
are also plenty of growers who used 
the favourable weed laws to produce 
cannabis for consumption. Swiss justice 
has in the meantime got wind of this, and 
now, if you’re caught growing cannabis 
there is a thorough investigation as to 
whether you are indeed in possession of 
the legal permits. This was less the case 
in the past and Switzerland can no longer 
be called the weed paradise of Europe.

So where can you go now if you still 
want to experiment on a large scale? In 
Poland, despite all the cowboy stories 

about huge greenhouses managed by 
corrupt mayors and police churning out 
weed night and day, there are very strong 
punishments. Belize would appear to 
be a good country. From there you can 
ship seeds and buds all over world. It is 
a continuous job to be on the lookout for 
new possibilities and reflect once more 
upon how things sit in the ever-changing 
legal situation. It’s a question of finding a 
country with favourable laws, preferably 
in Europe, where we can produce seeds 
legally. In the Netherlands you can sell 
and import seeds, so happily there are 
still possibilities and we continue to 
provisionally carry on doing what we do 
best as we endeavour to keep making 
people happy with our seeds! 

A female plant put under stress that remains female 
is 100 % female, with our method the female plants 
also produce male flowers and male pollen, which 

is used for fertilising the other female plants

The clone room from Paradise Seeds Smells like Paradise: a room for Mothers

The room were the seed is being produced Paradise’s Swiss set-up for selective breeding
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The latest creation of the Green House 
Seed Company, The Doctor, is about 
to enter the international markets. 
Arjan took extra care in selecting this 
amazingly high-yielder, a sweet strong 
indica with an incredible production 
and a strong character. 

The Doctor is a true indica with very 
peculiar characteristics. Short, bushy 
plant, it develops with a typical round 
shape; the strong branches can easily 
support the heavy-weight buds. The 
lower branches tend to stretch out of 
the profile to reach the light and the 
internodes stay short, around 6-7 cm. 

It is a very easy-to-grow plant, one 
with a very strong stem structure. It 
is good for low-ceiling indoor grow 
rooms as well as for outdoor. The 
leaves are thick, with short and bulky 
overlapping fingers. A leaf structure 
that reveals the true indica pedigree 
of this strain. The flowering time is 8 
weeks, with great resin development 
during the last 2 weeks. For this reason 
it is advised to let the plants mature 

fully before harvest. At the Green 
House Seed Company we often like 
to give it an extra week to achieve 
better sweeter taste and more physical 
CBD effect, heavy stoned. The flower 
formations are massive and round, 
compact and very dense, with big pear-

shaped calyxes. The high calyx-to-leaf 
ratio guarantees low chlorophyll and a 
sweet taste. 

Already in the 5th week of flowering 
the glandular trychomes will start 
turning mat, but new trychomes will 
appear well into the 8th week, creating 
a strong high followed by an extra-
strong stoned effect on the body. Red 
eyes and heavy legs are guaranteed. 
The high CBD content makes the 
Doctor a great medicinal plant for both 
pain relief and MS.

The smell of the Doctor is intense, 
sweet but very berry-like; a complex 
bouquet and a very mouth-filling taste. 
Many smokers noticed a prevalence 
of the Great White Shark flavour. 
The THC content is up to 18%, with 
very high CBD as well. The CBD 
allows a smooth body-feeling that hits 
after the first 10-15 minutes, giving 
the Doctor an edge on the regular 
indicas. At the Green House Seed 
Company we like to grow the Doctor 
in different ways, but the best results 
are achieved in hydroponic systems, 
using 20 liters container and rockwool 
flakes as medium. The plants are 
given 2 weeks of 18 hrs, then they are 

flowered, finishing at around 120 cm 
at harvest. The Doctor can take high 
concentrations of feeding, up to 2.2 EC 
during the peak of flowering in week 
3-4 of the 12 hrs period.

Outdoor the plant will be a dream for 
all growers. It finishes at the beginning 
of October, with amazing yields up to 
1000 grams per plant. It is resistent to 
pests and it tolerates cold temperatures 
at night. 

The Green House Seed Company 
“Grow DVD”, available in January 
2006, shows the Doctor followed week 
by week, with detailed information on 
all environmental factors necessary 
for a perfect development and great 
results. This double DVD, soon 

downloadable for free on 
www.greenhouseseeds.nl, will reveal 
some of  the soft secrets behind all 
the strains of the Green House Seed 
Company, week by week from clone to 
harvest and beyond.

After the great feedback given by 
the medical patients in Holland and 
by many judges of the High Times 
Cannabis Cup, in 2006 this great plant 
will be available to all growers. Come 
visit our stand at the next Spannabis 
expo in Barcelona on 24, 25 and 26 
February 2006 to learn more about this 
amazing champion directly from Arjan 
and the Green House crew of creators 
of champions!

The Doctor By Franco Lojacono

Red eyes and heavy legs 
are guaranteed. 

The high CBD content 
makes the Doctor a 

great medicinal plant 
for both pain relief 

and MS.

The story of a world champion 
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Choice is luxury, and given that the 
clone market is mostly dominated by 
a limited range, there’s little else for 
it but to roll up the sleeves and get to 
work with some seeds. Because if you 
like variety and enjoy a new taste every 
couple of months, then growing from 
seed is strongly recommended. Of course, 
as with everything else in life, there are 
advantages and disadvantages attached. 
Seeds remain viable for a very long time 
and can be safely stored in a dark, cool 
place. Stored in a fridge, for example, 
they can be germinated after several 
years. Compared with clones, seeds are 
also much easier to transport, of course, 
making them easy to take across borders.

It remains a source of fascination to me 
that packed into such a tiny seed there 
is such enormous life force. The whole 
trajectory of that life, from seed to the 
final smokeable end-product, is a thing 
of wonder to the eyes. In any case, as 
a cannabis lover you are spoilt with at 
least several hundred varieties of top 
class genetics to choose from, with more 

coming onto the market all the time. It is 
quite clear that there simply is not enough 
time in one lifetime to raise and test every 
variety yourself. Shame. Unless you are 
totally hardcore and have an enormous 
space at your disposal in which to grow 
many varieties at the same time, and this 
is a situation few people can claim to be 
blessed with. 

A delicate process

There is a great deal of difference between 
growing from seed and growing with 
clones. The knowledge is so limited that 
many growers do not see the difference 
between a plant grown from seed and a 
plant raised from a cutting. Just as a clone 
has to struggle for survival in the first 
few days it is transplanted outside to your 
growing patch, something that happens 
more successfully with one grower 
than the other, so too the germination 
of the seed remains a delicate, touch-
and-go process, one which with a bit of 
experience can go a bit more smoothly. 
A seed needs sufficient moisture in order 

to germinate so that the rootlet can burst 
through the seed husk, begin to develop 
and set off in search of more moisture. 
Sufficient oxygen ensures a decent root 
development, so oxygen-rich media will 
therefore create more rapid development. 

At the same time it is important that there 
is not an excess of moisture. An excess of 
moisture will limit the growth of the root, 
since why should it go wandering off in 
search of water when there’s plenty of the 
stuff right where it is? Keeping things too 
wet can severely retard the growth of your 
root system, or in the worst possible case, 
even lead to root rot.

Different methods

There are different methods for 
germinating seed which all work well, but 
of course one method is better than the 
other. Especially for beginners I advise 
against the kitchen paper method. This 
is simply because it is really easy to give 
the seed too much water, and if you then 
compensate and give it too little water, 
the seed easily dries out. The majority of 
growers manage around 80% germination 
with this method, but it is certainly not 
foolproof, which means that many people 
will fritter away quite a bit of seed using 
this method.

Temperature

Do not forget either than one of the most 
important factors in germination of seed 
is the temperature. A constant temperature 
of 22 to 25 degrees C. gets the seeds 
bursting forth, higher temperatures of 
27 or 28 degrees C. can create a more 
rapid development. Some seed varieties 
need an even higher temperature to 
germinate properly. A simple plastic tray, 
also called a clone box, is a must-have if 
you’re going to work with seeds. A clone 
tray serves to help seeds take root by 
promoting root development. Thanks to 
the high air moisture content and suitable 
temperatures found in such a tray, they 
create a mini-tropical climate. And as 

you know, tropical plants shoot up like 
lightning. In other words, you will save 
a lot of time and ensure healthier and 
stronger seedlings if you use a cloning 
tray. You do not necessarily need one for 
germinating your seed, because this will 

occur just as well without. But the quality 
of the seedlings that sprout will be much 
higher. And a good germination is half 
your work done for you. 

Stronger development 

So what you have at this stage is small 
seedlings with a limited root system, 
but when these are compared with 
clones, their development is stronger. 
So seedlings can stand up better to the 
high power HPS lamp than a clone 
that has just been planted. A seedling 
is still fragile, and does not need many 
nutrients. In fact too strong a dose of 
nutrient will be more likely to retard 
the growth of the plant than have any 
positive influence. So stay your hand 
and use a very weak solution if you are 
growing on a nutrient-poor medium, to 
which you do have to add additional 
nutrients..

Variety

Every seed is unique, which means 
that every plant you raise will and its 
harvested smokable end-product will 
be different. It is just one variety, but 
with different tastes, heights, yields, 
appearance, and so forth. The more 
uniform the strain, the less variety there 
will be, but you will always find different 
phenotypes within a particular variety. 
Every smoker will have his or her own 
preference for a phenotype within a 
particular variety. Many growers have 
never grown from seed, especially the 
more commercially-oriented ones. This 
ensures that they are missing a huge 
chunk of knowledge. Because if you have 
never grown from seed, then you will 
not be able to properly recognize and 
appreciate the quality of a good clone. 

Grapefruit from Female Seeds
Bart B’s test grow 

To much moisture will limit the growth of the 
roots, because why would the roots want to 

wander off in search of moisture when there’s 
plenty right here where it is now?

Grow with B
art B.

It’s the time of the year in which seeds are more popular than clones. 
Many outside growing sites are planted with exotic varieties, because of the 
long outdoor growing season it has become more of an advantage than a 
disadvantage to grow from seed plants. Because an indoor garden has to be 
productive and every plant preferably a female in order to achieve really 
explosive yields, this time around I’m going to take a look at female seed, and 
wonder: is it a dream come true or just a nightmare?

After the seeds have spent a few days in stone wool in a warm, dark place, you will get 
lovely seedlings like these.

The seedlings undergo a smooth development, shown here after one week of growth. 

By Bart B
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A clone is a copy of the mother plant 
from which the clone is taken from. 
The clone will have more or less the 
same properties during its growth 
and blossoming, and so grow and 
bloom more uniformly. The choice of 
the mother plant is therefore of great 
importance. Because anyone can learn 
how to make a clone, but learning to 
select a good clone takes a bit more 
experience. And this is something that 
is absent in many growers. If you then 
would take the time to try and raise a 
few seed plants then it would be much 
clearer to many growers what is most 
worth looking for in a good mother 
plant. Because which clone would you 
rather have in your garden: one that 
yields 20 grams or its better selected 
sister who in the same circumstances 
yields 40 grams? 

Raising yields

If you want to strongly improve your 
yields then you do it not by hanging 
extra lamps or planting extra plants, 
but make sure you are starting with a 
good clone as your basis. Growing with 
inferior plants leads to inferior yields. A 
commercial grower can also achieve top 
harvests growing from seed by changing 
his growing methods drastically. Rather 
than working with a large number of 
tiny plants you can do just as well to 
grow a few mamoth plants with a longer 
growth period that can take advantage 
of higher levels of light. Then you have 
plants 1 metre x 1 metre x 1 metre, 
which will produce enormous quantities 
of smokeable material – certainly 
enough to warrant the longer growing 
period. These plants will also be 
healthier and stronger thanks to their 
better development. Thanks to these 
qualities they will be better able to 
withstand and flourish in the great heat 
that many grow rooms generate.

Female seed

100% female seed: a utopia or something 
that is realistically achievable? The  
‘Female Seeds’ seed company produces 
female seed, among them varieties such 
as Grapefruit, Easy Bud, White Widow, 
and so on. Since around the world a lot 
of these seeds have already passed over 
the counter, with very good results and 
the seeds have also in actuality been 
females, it seemed to me at a certain 
moment that I would also like to give 

these new female varieties a twirl. 
Because I too have bought female seeds 
from which eight female plants appeared 
and two hermaphrodites, plants of two 
sexes in other words, otherwise known as 
the hidden evil that tries to fertilise your 
female garden. This is not something you 
want to have to deal with. 

Not a bad start

I always assume that when working 
with female or feminised seed there will 
be some hermaphrodites among them. 
The difference from regular seed is that 
you can assume that you will always 
get a high percentage of female plants, 

and then all you have to do is seek out 
the hermaphrodites and weed them out. 
You do the same with regular seeds 
to weed out the male plants, but then 
you are not always guaranteed a high 
number of female at the end. Planting 
female seeds and walking away without 
taking a closer look at them is asking 
for trouble. You have to always check 
up on them to make sure you have not 
been the unlucky one who has ended up 
with an hermaphrodite in his garden. So 
my grow patch is currently filled with 
female plants of the Grapefruit variety 
from Female Seeds which should 
therefore be 100% female. 

Of the 20 seeds I had, 17 germinated. 
I could see that the others were also 
germinated but that they were evidently 
not going to develop much further. So 
not a bad start then; a score of 100% 
is of course always nicer, but you are 
working with living seed and so you are 
never guaranteed total success. 

From stone wool to coco
In any case, the seeds were germinated 
in stone wool blocks. A few days 
after they had germinated they were 
transplanted into a coco medium. The 
well-aerated coco ensures a good root 
development in the plants. Once they 
were planted they were doused once 
only in water with Hesi Supervit root 
stimulator mixed in, along with a double 
dose of enzymes and no nutrients. The 
reason why I add a double dose of 
enzymes is that the coco had been re-
used from a previous grow.

The seed plants developed very well 
and according to the growing plan. In 
this respect they appeared very positive, 
and they showed signs of very good 
growth development. Whether the final 
experience will be positive depends 
eventually on degree of femaleness 
of the plants themselves. In any case 
the Grapefruit is a sweet weed with 
a strong, pleasant odour of grapes. 
Wonderful. I know this because other 
growers have been here before me. 

Before I can produce an objective report 
on these seeds I need a bit more time. 
A golden start has been made. I look 
forward to telling you how it all turns 
out with my Grapefruit in the next 
edition.

Stay tuned! 

Do not forget that one of the most important 
factors in germination is the temperature

After a week and a half of growing the seedlings really start to pick up speed. They are 
already real plants.

A close up of a plant after a week and a half of growth.
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First I have to say that Flo is a special 
part of the Blue family. This report is 
based on 1 seedpack that was started 
indoor but was later grown on differend 
locations. The best optical lookin’ seed 
was saved and is not a part of this report.

Germination: 9 seeds were started 
directly in soil (moist and pH tested) in 

small pots. All germinated nicely in a 
week. Only 1 was a bit slow responding 
and appeared a few days later.

Seedling/Veg: Some seedling were 
purple/pink colored. Plants were 
stabilized in a good week and veg stage 
has begun. One was growing big like a 
queen, she overgrowed all, while 1 other 
was showing anomalies on the leaves 
and was working slowly. These 2 plants 
were moved on the balcony (it was 
late summer). The others were more 
or less similar in structure, lookin’ like 
most sativa dominant varieties in their 
young stage. Indoor plants were vegged 
1 week, this means after good 2 weeks 
(seedling+veg) under 16/8, I turned the 
lights on 11/13. Healthy leaves appeared 
on the mutant after a week of sunlight. 
The so called queen was bigger & 
bigger every day. This variety simply 
loves the sun.

Flowering: Indoors they were growing 
taller and had a tendence to branch out, 
some plants more than others. Almost 
green calyxes, only a few turned purple, 

starting at the beginning of flowering... 
Some colors also on the leaves. First 
buds were ready in 45 days, some were 
harvested after 50 days, others a week 
later. A few buds were ful matured 
(cloudy/amber trichomes) while many 
parts of the plant were making new, 
fresh nuggets with white hairs & clear 
trichs. This variety has a force for 
flowering and can be multi-harvested. 
The plants will not die if the conditions 
are fine. A relative constant pH and 
racional watering will care for a happy 
root system. Organic fertilizers are 
recommended and generally lower 
levels of nutrients for the Blue family, 
plant/pot/size dependent.

Outdoor (balcony): Flo flowering was 
an interesting process. The bud density 
is overall higer than indoors. The 
“mutant” was small with a very thick, 
deep purpled stem. The first nuggs 
from the queen were harvested while 
this mutant was in the preflowers stage 
and smelling fresh in the tropical way. 
The stem from the queen’ was green, 
also leaves, but she produced small, 
rock hard nuggs with deep purple/red 
colors and a hashy aroma, a little 
rough. Later were also leaves & stem 
purpling because of cold nights in the 

last weeks of flowering. The “mutant” 
was obviously a late flowering flo 
pheno. A nice colored beauty with 
fat calyxes, coated with a high 
concentration of small trichomes. Deep 
lovely fresh/floral aroma. This was by 
far the best smelling/tasting Flo.

A word about The Smoke: Phenos 
and environment are resulting with 
differend aromas and types-of-High. 
The deep colored buds from the queen 
had a bit hashy taste but no so sweet 
and the high was not good in relation 
with indoor plants. Indoor buds were 
tasty, some kind of a fruit mix. Soft 
smoke and delivered a productive up 
‘high which is stimulative, comfortable 
and enjoyable, but rather more 
intensive than long lasting. The best 
came out of the late flowering flo 
pheno. Excellent taste & great appeal. 
Smile-Up effects, ideal for doing any 
kind of stuff, for a happy nice day or 
active parties in the evening, but it 
can get complex if smoking much in a 
short time.

Overall a very strong plant. The quality 
is in the experience, not so much in the 
yield, which is average. Nice colored 
variety!

Original Flo from Dutch Passion
By Nature Freak

I got a pack of 13 seeds and out of 
that I got 7 females. The phenotypes 
varried quite a lot. 2 Finnished in 10 

weeks, they were similar in taste/
smell, spicey/piney. They were not 
that stretchy and grew as four main 

tops with lille branching after i had 
topped them once. One was a better 
yeilder with a more indica high, the 
other had a much nicer high but was 
not a great yeilder.

I had one super stretchy bitch. she 
ended up at like 2m tall. Loads of 
side branches and a very poor yeilder. 
Finnished in 12 weeks. Very nice high, 
all in the head no body stone. Super 
racey, u can feel your heart pumping, 
it also made me very paranoid. Quite 
a headfuck really. It had a really nice 
smell/taste after drying and curing like 
sherbert and spice. I would of kept this 
one if it wasnt for the poor yeild and 
super stretchyness.

I had one trifolite which i had to 
harvest at 12 weeks but would 
have gone to 14+ weeks this pheno 
stretched the least and grew nice top 
buds with little branching. It had the 
most amazing clear sativa high. Tasted 
like sweet spices and it yeilded ok. 
The other 3 were all quite similar 
in looks and taste and smell. They 

all stretch for about 3 weeks but 
are not that branchy and grow nice 
long dagger like top buds. The taste 
and smell of these 3 were out of 
this world. Super fruit spice with a 
mountain air freshness to it.

One had a bit of a body stone coming 
hrough in the high after about 2 hours 
of smoking but before that was all in 
the head. Very clear and up.

The other 2 were pretty similar in 
high. All in the head no body stone 
at all. Very motivational. Gets me 
hyped up and i cant sit still, after 
smoking it i just have to get up and 
do something. 

Out of all of the my keeper was one 
from the last 3 it had the best high/
taste /smell of the lot.

Technical details: 2 x 1000w air 
cooled hps lights in 2m x 1m. 8” 
extractor fan with carbon filter, 6” 
intake fan. Organicly fed using guano 
and bio-bizz allmix soil.

Super Silver Haze Seeds from 
Green House Seeds
By Hashstar

My favorite strain for the moment. 
The genetic of these cross is 75% 
Cinderella 99. All the seeds popped 
well and they were 100% female. Look 
carefully on the seller website, these 
seeds (Grapefruit) are female and no 
feminised. Easy to grow, but need more 
attention than an indica! Of course.

I had 4 pheno on this batch, one 
short and squat at the beginning more 
indica than the others (4 a sativa), 

with a typical Dutch smell and taste 
(grapefruity and shitty at the same 
time). Big harvest.

One perfect pheno quite sativa with 
a perfect grapefruit smell and taste. 
The one I finally kept . Not the best 
producer but quality & taste and high 
are everything!

One super fruity than can turn purple, 
and another one more spicy with 

big buds (like C99 F2 from the GN 
collection). The trichome level is 
amazing on all these plants! The high 
is hot and warm and takes you far, 
and can be trippy like haze. My best 
smoke since a while!

Garden information: 
Lamps:
410w – 1000w. Style SOG. 
Nutrients:
Mix of chemical and organic

Grapefruit Seeds from 
Female Seeds By the Skunkist

With thanks to overgrow.com
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Many people within the UK smoke cannabis. For the majority most of these people 
first experienced cannabis as youths. Cannabis use, it could then be argued, is often 
part of a wider youth culture, perhaps in places part ‘right of passage’. This column 
will discuss the subject of youth culture and cannabis.

In the UK our youth now inhabit a world of grime music, hoodies, and happy-
slapping. Modern youth is schooled into a ‘consumer society’ whereby everything 
has value and little has worth. This gives rise to a “ah well, it’s broken…so what, 
we’ll buy another one” culture. It spawns a whole generation of people that 
couldn’t care about what went before or what will come after. As one contemporary 
MC comments:  “I’m from the ghetto half-an-hour from the suburbs, where the 
foods white, just like the flower in the cupboards. Kids with more heat than a high-
powered oven, rowdy young’uns that are so proud to be stubborn.”

As young minds develop into those of adults, it is only natural that curiosity shall 
lead certain youth to experiment with prohibited substances. This behaviour is 
typical of youth in general, not just those youth that decide to smoke cannabis. 
A lack of educational investment within the UK however misleads many a youth 
into an underground “drug culture” about which little is known. Through their own 
negligence, ill-informed critics then tend to lump cannabis alongside Class A drugs 
suggesting that one and another are the same. 

Personally, I’d have to agree that a ‘poly-drug culture’ has existed within the 
UK for sometime. A culture whereby teenagers smoke, drink, snort and swallow, 
anything they can lay hands on. (This may have always been the case?) The 
government doesn’t help things however by producing such a mixed-message 
about the position of cannabis in relation to other drugs. 

The “Just Say No” campaign clearly didn’t work… neither did “Stop and Search”. 
They just spawned generations of youth that said, “Yes” and learnt how to hide 
their stash better.

Many older smokers, let alone our youth, are very confused over the present stance 
on cannabis use/possession/cultivation. Perceptions between what’s “Right”, 
“Wrong” or “Acceptable” always vary, but the line is now so blurred. Generative 
divisions between young and old cannabis users are slowly creeping in. Our youth 
are being blamed for all sorts of things that they themselves are not to be held 
responsible for. They are not responsible! They are youths! Makes you wonder 
which responsible adults are going to step in and take the blame? 

If yesterday’s smokers are growers today, then today’s smokers are growers 
tomorrow. You get the picture? Our youth, as with everything, inherit our shared 
passions (roots and culture). So as it happens that as we continue to ignore our 
youth and their culture, it appears that we extinguish our passion for cannabis in 
the process. It’s like placing a packet of viable seeds in the cupboard, upon shelve, 
until they’re no longer viable. It’s non-productive! 

Things aren’t all negative. There are many positives. Organisations such as Drugs 
Scope [www.drugscope.org.uk] adopt a refreshing approach towards the issue of 
cannabis and youth culture within society- preferring to provide youth with more 
open answers than closed questions. And they’re not alone. Rehabilitation Centres, 
Educational Psychologists and Youth Workers are ALL beginning to respect 
youth and their existing relationship with cannabis. Slowly people are starting to 
understand that grouping ‘youth’ alongside ‘cannabis’ alongside ‘hard drugs’, from 
the outset is counterproductive… and downright stupid!

…Playing sociologist, I recently asked a senior community leader a simple 
question about her youth club and its policy towards cannabis use (one to which 
I expected a very formal reply): “What happens when you find youths smoking 
cannabis?” I asked. Her answer was unique. “Nothing” she said. “Our ‘older teens’ 
know that smoking inside the youth club is not allowed because of the ’younger 
children’. They respect this rule and smoke what they smoke outside”. 

Youth Culture   By Lazystrain

highlife rai

Highlife Fair 2006,Amsterdam
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Country Rep
ort

By Chris Marchand

In 1980, Paul McCartney was arrested at 
Tokyo’s Haneda Airport for attempting 
to smuggle 219g of marijuana from the 
U.S. into Japan whilst on a Wings world 
tour.  Despite his god-like celebrity status 
in Japan, he was subjected to nine days 
of interrogation by Japanese authorities 
until he was finally released only after 
the intervention of US Senator, Ted 
Kennedy. 

Less than a year earlier Bob Marley had 
travelled to Japan also to play dates in 
Tokyo.  The Marley entourage knew they 
would inevitably be searched and brought 
nothing, leaving the band in Tokyo with 
no smoke.  Luckily for Bob, a Japanese 
fan, growing the herb in his tiny flat under 
lights, contacted him and offered to share 
his crop. Bob took up the offer and stayed 
with the grower the entire time he was 
in Tokyo, preferring the freedom of the 
apartment to the hotel expensive hotel.

These stories demonstrate the huge 
range of diversity found in the Japanese 
Pot Experience. On the one hand there 

is massive authoritarian control over 
all drugs and cannabis is afforded no 
leniency or separate classification.  And 
yet, on the other hand it has been a part 
of Japanese culture since it began and 
continues to be in spite of modern day 
prohibition.  Today Japan is amongst 
the world’s leaders in research and 
development of cannabis and hemp as 
environmental and medical alternatives.
Until recently if the average Japanese 
person has ever smoked choko (ganja) it 

would have normally been just a couple 
of times whilst at college or on holiday.  
In the cities smoking weed is seen as a 
fashionable Westerners drug that people 
may experiment with in their youth but 
quickly give up as they get older and their 
personal responsibilities grow.  There are 
no “grow-shops” as we know them, rolling 
papers are almost impossible to find and 
though occasionally you may come across 
a head shop selling tie-dye and cannabis 
leaf emblazoned merchandise, mention the 

stuff itself and you’ll more than likely be 
met with confused and blank expressions.
The Japanese Authority’s strict attitude 

towards all drugs is certainly largely to 
blame for cannabis being forced so far 
underground.  Simple possession can 
get you up to five years and smuggling 
or cultivation up to seven years 
imprisonment.  Japanese prisons are 
notoriously tough and said to be one of 
the few remaining holdovers from the 
days of military dictatorship before World 
War II.  If arrested, you can be held in 
custody for up to 20 days for suspicion 
of possession.  For a foreigner any drug 
conviction however minor can get you 
instantly deported with no possibility of 
re-entry.

Soap Bar

Despite the risks it is of course still 
possible to score cannabis on the streets 
in Tokyo and other big cities, but without 
local knowledge or connections you’re 
not going to be that lucky.  The easiest 
way is to check out the guys who lurk at 
the cities busier subway stations around 
ShinJuku’s seedier quarters.  These guys 
are never Japanese but usually Middle 
Eastern or African immigrants. They sell 
almost exclusively to young Westerners 
and will often try and hustle you into a 
Hostess Bar in the process.  For between 
_2000 to _5000 (£10 - £25) per gram 

they will sell you a bit of hash on a par 
with our dirty old soap bar.  Japan is a 
notoriously expensive country and the 
hash is no exception.

If you are lucky enough to have a contact 
in the city it is possible to score weed of 
a reasonable standard.  At the right time 
of year it is possible to get bud that has 
grown entirely naturally on Japan’s north 
island of Hokkaido.  A variety of hemp 
has grown wild here for millennia and 
it is believed to be the most northerly 
known landrace variety.  Whilst it will be 
nowhere near as rich in THC as cannabis 
from other parts of the world it is good 
enough for people to drive to hills and 
fill their cars.  One of Japan’s biggest 
ever seizure’s of cannabis was found in 
a car driving back to Tokyo after being 
filled with Hokkaido cannabis.

Hemp cultivation

Cannabis is undoubtedly growing in 
popularity with the new generation. 
More and more young Japanese are 
travelling to the West and taking 
advantage of the readily available 
quality herb, especially the thousands 
that go off in search of surf and snow 
to California and Canada each year.  It 
is these types that are likely to set up 
their own grow rooms and make up the 
underground cannabis community, just 
as we have seen happen in Europe over 
the last couple of decades.     

Cannabis culture is not just reserved 
for the new generation or indeed 
inherited from the West.  Cannabis 
has been growing in Japan since the 
first people settled there and has 
always been a part of the culture as 
it developed.  Tokyo is on the same 
latitude as Afghanistan, Mexico and 
Morocco, which means that a wide 
variety of strains can be grown with 
great success in rural areas. Up until 
the Second World War hemp grew in 
abundance in many regions.  Artefacts 
show that the cultivation and use 
of hemp in Japan dates back to the 
Neolithic Jamon period  (10,000 BC 

to 300 BC) and was almost certainly 
imported from China, where cannabis 
is thought to originate from. 

Hemp was cultivated and used for a 
variety of purposes in the past.  These 
varied in importance, from everyday 
practicalities such as sandal straps and 
rope, to sacred highly symbolic ceremonial 
hemp garments.  Hemp seeds formed part 
of the staple diet whilst leaves and flowers 
would be burnt at numerous Shinto 
ceremonies.  Some of these continue to 
be performed today in the mountainous 
rural regions. One describes a festival in 
which the men stood with their backs to 
a column of hemp and tossed flaming 
torches over their shoulders igniting it and 
causing it to collapse in a deluge of sparks 
and shrouding the congregation in potent 
smoke.

Cannabis Culture in Japan  

Today Japan is amongst the world’s leaders in 
research and development of cannabis and hemp 

as environmental and medical alternatives.

Tokyo is on the same latitude as Afghanistan, 
Mexico and Morocco, which means that a wide 

variety of strains can be grown with great success 
in rural areas.

Harajuku Headshop

Shinto ceremony includes the use of hemp

Cultivated hemp in Tochigi prefecture

Cave painting from Jomon period showing 
two hemp plants

Hemp poster Tourism poster for Miasa, a beautiful 
hemp village
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In the Shinto religion, Hemp is associated 
with the central practices of Purification.
For example, a baby’s umbilical cord 
would be tied off at birth using hemp string 
as it encouraged healing and cleansing.

Hirohito

The significance of hemp in Shinto 
ritual was demonstrated when Emperor 
Hirohito died in 1989 and his son was 
to be crowned as his successor.  As 
the recognised symbol of purity, the 
new Emperor would only have worn 
hemp garments; anything else would be 
unacceptable and especially unthinkable 
for the coronation.  However during the 
course of Hirohito’s reign the cultivation 
of hemp had been made illegal by the post-
war American occupation. This created a 
problem.  The Emperor needed his hemp 
garments but no one had grown a crop of 
hemp for many years, or so they thought.

In fact, a group of Shinto farmers in 
Tokushima-ken on Shikoku, the smallest 
of Japan’s main islands, had anticipated 
the problem and planted a symbolic yet 
subversive crop of hemp. They presented 
the Emperor with his new and much 
needed clothes made of pure local hemp.
Religion and Politics collided and an 
embarrassing predicament arose.  To 
accept the clothes would be to overrule 
the laws of the state but to refuse and 
have no hemp garments would contravene 
religious doctrine.  Not surprisingly, 
Religion overruled and the Emperor 
accepted the garments whilst the farmers 
were granted the first ever licence to grow 
hemp and are still producing this hemp 
crop for the exclusive use of the Imperial 
family to this day.    

Ninja’s use it too

Hemp has not just played a role in religion 
but in all aspects of Japanese culture 
including martial arts, as demonstrated in a 
well-known Japanese children’s adventure 
story:  In order to improve his jumping 
skills, the learning ninja plants a batch 
of hemp when he begins training and 
endeavours to leap over it everyday. At first 
this is no challenge, but the hemp grows so 
quickly that the ninja must jump higher and 
higher each day. By the end of the season, 
the warrior can clear the full-grown stand 
of hemp ten or fifteen feet tall.    

Also, to this day, in Sumo wrestling 
during an elaborate pre-bout ceremony 
called dohyo-iri, in which the reigning 
Yokuzuma (grand champion) carries a 
giant hemp rope around his ample girth to 
purify the ring and exorcise evil spirits.

Yet despite being a celebrated and integral 
part of both everyday life and religious 
belief hemp cultivation was made illegal 
and strict laws were drawn up making 
possession of cannabis a serious offence.  
The explanation for this dramatic U-turn in 
attitude towards cannabis can be found by 
looking at World events of the time.  

Reefer Madness all over again

After the Second World War when 
Japan had surrendered as a result of the 
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
the American occupying forces moved 
in to control the country.  It wasn’t long 
before somebody noticed the fields and 
fields of industrial hemp growing all 
across the countryside.  In the true spirit of 
ignorance leader of the occupying forces, 
General McArthur was shocked to see the 
same weed that had been banned in the 
USA in 1937, at the request of Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics chief Harry Anslinger, 
growing in abundance all over his new 
territory.   America was in the grips of 
Reefer Madness and McArthur feared 
the dangerous narcotic would turn his 
occupying troops into bloodthirsty, raping 
maniacs.  The result was the Cannabis 
Control Act passed by the occupation 
government in 1948, which completely 
outlawed the cultivation and possession of 
the cannabis plant and still stands today.

Today it seems that Japan is a long 
way from reconnecting itself fully with 
the cannabis plant, but there is hope.
Growing hemp activism and research 
in the country are beginning to change 
attitudes towards the plant. The increasing 
demand for alternative energies and 
materials has put the cannabis plant into 
the spotlight for Japan’s technological 
and medical communities.  Much of the 
cutting edge research into hemp as a 
material for use in car manufacture and 
as a replacement plastic is taking place in 
Japanese laboratories.

One hemp activist, Yasunao Nakayama 
recently drove from the north to the 
south of Japan’s four main islands in a 
car run solely on hemp fuel and has the 
first government granted license to grow 
hemp for research, as well as attending 
conferences all over the world extolling the 
virtues of hemp for ecology; he even has 
established what he calls “a Jomon energy 
center” on Oshima. Its aim is to investigate 
the history and properties of hemp and 
discover how ancient people used it to 
better understand what we can use it for.

In the field of medical research, scientist 
Dr Yukihiro Shoyama from Kyushu 
University and his laboratory lead the 
world in their isolating, purifying and 
understanding cannabinoids and their 
receptors.  It was Dr Shoyama and his 
team who first managed the purification 
of the actual THCA, CBDA and CBCA 
synthase enzymes; something he considers 
as his most significant achievement in 
terms of understanding the cannabis 
plants medicinal potential.  At present 
they are using what they have observed 
to develop a side-effect free cannabinoid 
based treatment for cancer patients.

In spite of its first appearances as non 
pot-friendly place, it is just possible that 
Japan could lead the world in bringing a 
new understanding of this most versatile of 
natural resources.  With so much research 
currently being carried out in an already 
very ecologically conscious society it is 
more than likely that the hemp/cannabis 
plant will continue to feature prominently 
in the future.  Perhaps we can look to The 
Land of the Rising Sun, hopeful that it 
will lead the world by example in realising 
some of the plants huge potential. 

For a foreigner any 
drug conviction 

however minor can get 
you instantly deported 
with no possibility of 

re-entry.

Interview with a 
Japanese Cannabis 
and Hemp Activist 

“Hempman”, as he likes to be known, is one of Japan’s leading Cannabis 
and Hemp Activists.  He runs www.taima.org an extensive and informative 
website devoted to changing attitudes towards cannabis and hemp in Japan.
I caught up with him to ask him about the grow scene in Japan and to get a 
locals perspective.

SSUK: Hempman, are people growing cannabis indoors here in Japan?

HM: Yes…we don’t directly seek out people who grow because we don’t 
want to turn ourselves into a target. Nevertheless, we occasionally do get 
information about growing or inquiries that suggest that people are willing to 
make the necessary investments.

Do people use HPS lights like we do in Europe and North America? 
I haven’t seen any grow shops around; can you find places to buy 
equipment?

Yes, growing under HPS can be found here in Japan, but also under
fluorescent tubes. I haven’t actually come across any stores yet that sell HPS 
lights, other than for commercial installations, but importing equipment from 
the US, Canada or Europe poses no major challenges. Electrical stores in 
Akihabara Electric Town in Tokyo sell transformers that convert the voltages. 
One European expatriate had a HPS ballast, lamp and reflector shipped from 
Europe for about 60 EUR, which is a relatively modest charge on top of the 
cost of the equipment or the electricity bill.

Fluorescent tubes may not be as efficient as HPS or MH lights, but they can 
be bought anywhere. I suspect they are more common here with personal use 
growers than in Europe or North America. Also, they make it possible to grow 
in tight spaces, as the tubes can touch the leaves without burning, so you can 
use small closets that are too tight for a HPS. Space is always a big issue here 
in Japan.

In the past Japan has led the world in Hydroponic technology for growing 
fruit and vegetables.  Has this carried over into cannabis growing?

I really don’t know how common hydroponic setups are. I haven’t heard 
anyone discuss them yet, except some foreign guy who was wondering about 
setting up a commercial grow op. I don’t know if he ever did it. I wouldn’t 
stay in touch with people who grow for selling. I don’t want any trouble.

I suspect people here are more into low-tech setups, with soil and hand-
watering. You even hear about people growing on their balconies, even though 
this is very risky, which is how one hears about such cases, as some get 
busted. People do know what the plants look like.

Drug laws here in Japan are pretty strict. Do you hear of many growers 
getting busted?

Indoor grows are fairly safe. I have only heard of two busts involving 
Japanese indoor grows. One was a few years ago, by a guy in Akita prefecture 
who got busted for having sex with a 15-year old (the Japanese Lolita 
complex...) and the cops came round; the other was more recent and involved 
two Thai nationals who ran a grow operation in someone else’s empty house. 
If you don’t give police a reason to search your home and you’re not caught 
selling your harvest I believe growing is a reasonably safe way to provide 
one’s own stash, certainly less risky than mailing it from abroad, which is how 
far too many guys end up getting busted here.

Can you give any indication of how popular growing cannabis is in 
Japan?

You may be interested to hear that Japan is actually the second biggest foreign 
market for Cannabis seeds for Marc Emery in Canada, after the US.

Finally, can you estimate how many cannabis users there are in Japan?

I interviewed one senior Japanese hempster and asked him for his estimate. 
He says, if one includes those who have been smoking cannabis while abroad 
but do not currently smoke it in Japan and others who have smoked at some 
time in the past then the total should exceed two million users. One in fifty 
Japanese would be a current or former cannabis user. But even if only a third 
of that were current users and if only one tenth of these were jailed, Japan 
would have to release every thief, rapist, murderer or other criminal in prison 
today to make space for these marijuana users.





Milwaukee ec/pH meters: 
handy, quick and reliable

A good harvest 
without keeping a 
close watch of the 
soil conditions? 
Come off it! And 
just how are you 
supposed to achieve 
this? With the handy 
ec- and pH meters 
from Milwaukee, of 
course! Then it really 
is a doddle. And of 
course Hy-Supply has 
these user-friendly 
testers in its range. 
The Milwaukee 
pH600 is a pH 
meter that makes 

it dead easy to check the acidity of the water. The pH600 is an outstanding 
choice and really not expensive. The qualities of this pH600: range: 0.0 to 14 
pH, calibration: by hand in 1 step, solution: 0.1 pH, accurate to within 0.2 pH. 
On the apparatus is an automatic temperature compensation of 0 to 50º C. The 
lifetime of the battery is 700 hours. Dimensions: 150 x 30 x 24 mm.

Then there’s the Milwaukee CD600. Measuring the conductivity is the best 
way to determine the quantity of salt and dissolved (nutrient) substances. The 
Milwaukee CD600 puts you in the position of being able to measure extremely 
low as well as extremely high conductivity of a liquid, complete with automatic 
temperature compensation. The qualities of the CD600: range: 1990 ppm, 
solution: 10 ppm, sensitive to ± 2%. The apparatus has an automatic temperature 
compensation of 5 to 50°C. The lifetime of the battery in continuous use is 350 
hours. Dimensions: 150 x 30 x 24 mm.

In the 
water
reservoir
and ... 
bubble
away!
In addition to the 
well-known growth 

stimulating CO2 tablets there is now something that works even better, but which 
is also much easier to use ... the electronic CO2-maker! That plants take up CO2 
via their leaves, most growers already know. That plants also take up CO2 via their 
roots is something new to most people. This is what the CO2 tabs are used for. 
But... Hy-Supply has something even newer! A wonderful alternative! No more of 
that fuss getting the tablets out of their box and wrapper. No, just stick the plug in 
a socket, put the electronic CO2-maker in the water reservoir and... bubble away! 
New carbon plates are available separately.

By Dr. John Dee

Recently, someone gave me a copy of a book 
called “Whiteout: The CIA, Drugs and the Press” 
by Alexander Cockburn and Jeffrey St. Clair. 
They said “Enjoy”, without a hint of irony. This 
has got to be one of the most depressing books 
I’ve ever read.

I’ve read a number of books along these lines, but 
where generally speaking they investigate specific 
drugs; “Whiteout” takes a broader view and covers 
pretty much the whole lot, and in the process takes 
a number of diversions to discuss other shameful 
occurrences such as American (and British) 
governmental involvement in smuggling some 
heinous Nazi scientists out of post-war Germany 
and into tenured university posts, jobs on space 
exploration programs etc. 

And guess what? According to Cockburn and St 
Clair, the skeletal hand of the CIA is involved 
to some extent in most of what’s consumed in 
the way of illegal drugs – with one of the few 
exceptions being locally home grown weed 
(though who knows?)

Many of the psychedelics available were developed 
at the behest of the Agency back in The Cold 

War when they were looking for “mind control” 
or truth drugs. Before the CIA took an interest 
in this kind of thing, Acid was pretty tricky to 
manufacture, relying on a number of quite scarce 
base compounds. The Agency put an end to 
all that when it poured millions of dollars into 
developing a way of making masses of LSD but 
without the need for ergot, an ingredient of the 
original Sandoz Acid but very difficult to come 
by in significant amounts. They managed it and 
the CIA recipe is what’s been used by kitchen 
chemists ever since. The same seems to be true of 
a whole range of amphetamine and “amphetamine-
like” drugs, such as Ecstasy.

Even cannabis use has been shaped to a degree by 
the Spooks; high-potency cannabis oil seems to 
have been a development overseen by The Agency. 

But of course all of this pales into insignificance 
when Cockburn and St Clair look at CIA 
involvement in the international heroin and 
cocaine trade. These of course are the big two in 
terms of the generation of obscene amounts of 
money. Where the markets for these didn’t exist 
the accomplices of the CIA created them, and the 
money made went to buy weapons and supplies 
for anti-communist “freedom fighters” all over 
the world. 

There’s a twisted genius at work here when 
one thinks about it: flood the market with two 
(supposedly) highly dangerous and addictive 
substances, take the money from the users’ and then 
bust the same people for using in the first place. 

And again, develop loads of new psychoactive 
substances; allow them to “escape” from the labs and 
proliferate.

Cause the problem and then make a fortune out 
of a cure (the “War on Drugs”) that doesn’t work. 
Perfect.

Sorry to finish on a downer, but here’s something 
cited by the authors; Dr Louis “Jolly” West, a CIA 
sanctioned and funded “researcher” and one of the 
top dogs of MK-ULTRA (that’s “The Manchurian 
Candidate” project, people. Look it up on the net if 
you’re interested) wrote in 1975:

“The role of drugs in the exercise of political control 
is also coming under increasing discussion…Control 
can be imposed either through prohibition or supply. 
The total or even partial prohibition of drugs gives 
government considerable leverage for other types 
of control. An example would be the selective 
application of the drug laws…against selected 
components of the population such as members of 
certain minority groups or political organisations”

Now there’s something to think about.  

John Dee can be contacted at 
dimethyltryptamine777@hotmail.com

Just Because I’m Paranoid, 
It Doesn’t Mean…  
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products

Got a problem with floppy tubs?
Got a problem with 
floppy tubs? This is 
in any case a sturdy 
one! Hy-Supply 
delivers it... the best 
known grow tub in 
growersland. And 
naturally, for the very 
best prices. This 1 
metre-long plastic 
plant container, fitted 
with two outlet pipes, 

is known under a variety of different names, but we just call it simply the grow tub. 
The grow tub is available in two quality standards: first of all the normal –good 
and respectable – which is used by most growers. On top of that is the extra UV-
resistant exit pipe for use in the most extreme climate conditions.

For info on all Hy-Supply products: 
Tel: +31 (0) 481 452 290 
Fax: +31 (0) 481 452 910
E-mail info@hysupply.nl
Web:  www.hysupply.nl
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Jack Herer comes with a big 
reputation. A special plant with lots 
of vigour.

Seeds are usually all viable. Small 
seedlings mature into large plants 
very quickly, which makes mother 

plants ready to clone in a few 
weeks. As mother plants Jack Herer 
out performs many other strains. 
With semi-hard wooded stems she 
can take lots of abuse when cloning 
and usually produces a healthy 
vigorous stock of cuttings. 
In her vegetative cycle, Jack 
Herer grows quickly. So for the 
in-experienced grower Jack Herer 
could be a bit of a hand full! 
Typically she’s a large plant that 
likes little food, medium amounts 
of water and lots of light during 
her early stages of growth. Cuttings 
can be flowered when rooted. But 
for maximum yields they should 
be grown on for 2-3 weeks before 
placing them into 12/12. Seedlings 
may take a week or two more to 
establish themselves before being 
put into flower.
In flower Jack Herer comes into 
her own. Pre-flowers are visible 
after 2-3 weeks 12/12. During this 
time the plants grow dramatically in 
height (2/3 in height by harvest) and 

side branches grow up to surround 
the main stem. At this point stakes 
are added to the pots for support. 
From 4-8 weeks the plant takes its 
structure producing many bud sites. 
At 8 weeks Jack Herer blooms for 
3-4 weeks more, finishing between 
70 – 85 days depending upon 
phenotype. The extra couple of 
weeks really make the difference 
when it comes to harvest. Rather 
than producing fat heavy colas, 
Jack Herer’s elegance is in her long 
branches of flowers. If left to fully 
mature each individual sepal swells 
to create a series of elongated calyx 
(each looking like an ear of corn). 
This makes trimming an easy job. 
The leaf to sepal ration is quite 
even, but since most of the trim-leaf 
contains THC, this isn’t a bad thing. 
Brilliant for making scuff, bubble 
and kif. 
As a party starter (or party finisher) 
Jack Herer has it all. Beware of 
imitations that don’t quite live up to 
the original standard. 

Haze#19xSkunk is a large hybrid that 
likes lots of space, light and big pots 
of soil. 
Seeds are extremely viable (98% 
over 100 seeds). Seedlings tend 
to start leggy and find balance as 
they gain more height. Because 
Haze#19xSkunk grows so quickly 
in 12/12, the vegetative time can be 
reduced to 10-15 days (if conditions 

are right). A normal 50/50 ratio of 
male to female seeds is displayed and 
males are visible at 14-21days 12/12. 
This all means that Haze#19xSkunk 
works very well from seed.
Once placed into 12/12 
Haze#19xSkunk really takes-off and 
starts growing into bushes. They start 
drinking water early on, and like good 
clean air and a dose of fertiliser every 

other watering. Most plants produce 
many large fan-leafs that can be pruned 
roughly if needed. The taller plants 
sprout lots of side branches which 
need stringing together to stop them 
flopping on the floor. Canes are also 
used to hold up the heavy main colas. 
Usually there are three phenotypes 
displayed. Some small skunk plants 
(25%), many hybrid plants (50%) and 
some tall haze plants (25%). 
The main problem with this strain is 
the height of the haze plants. Some of 
the top colas need to be trained to stop 
them growing into the lamps. Mites 
can also be a problem if they take hold 
early on. Haze#19xSkunk produce lots 
of old/dead leafs during the later stages 
of bloom, which need removing every 
couple of days to stop mold. 
Harvests are spread over several 
weeks with Haze#19xSkunk (between 
9 and 14weeks).
Just wait until the hairs are 60-70% 
orange and they are ready to cut down. 
The time between harvests allows space 
for trimming, drying and curing the 
many flowers. It also lets you smoke 
some buds while you wait for the others 
to finish. The first plants down are squat 
indica types (40-50g per plant). Two 

weeks later the true Haze#19xSkunk 
hybrids are ready with heavy buds (50-
100g per plant). One of these hybrids 
reached 128g when dry! Again, several 
weeks later, the tall bushy haze types 
are mature (60-120g per plant). Make 
sure your scissors are sharp and ready 
to collect resin. With this strain there’s 
lots of work when the trimming because 
most plants are so big.
To smoke, the indica buds are sticky 
and sweet with a mild skunk aroma 
nice to toke in the evening. The 
hybrid buds are big and hazy, with a 
musky undertone of fruity skunk and 
a nice buzz (if cloning these are the 
plants to look out for). The later haze 
types produce many much smaller 
buds with a cerebral trippy high. 
This dope is very good for storing 
and sharing with friends. Beware 
the scissor-hash is trance-like, and 
extremely heady, almost narcotic. 
Overall Haze#19xskunk is cheap and 
cheerful, and a nice hybrid to grow and 
smoke. If you have plenty of room, can 
give her lots of light (and not too much 
loving), don’t mind a staggered harvest 
and big yields, If you’re a haze fan, 
then this is the strain for you. In fact 
more people should be growing it!!!

Haze #19 x Skunk 
from Nirvana Seeds
by Mr. Clumsy/Photo by Nirvana

Skunk Special isn’t all that special. 
It is a good cheap and easy strain for 
beginners.
Seeds are slow to hatch. Once 
sprouted they have quite close 
internodes. The females tend to stay 
low and root, while the males shoot 
up quickly. After 3 or 4 weeks they 
were placed into the flowering room 
in small pots.
Spotting the males was easy when 
re-potting, but the females take a 
while to show sex. Skunk Special 
does NOT like too much water 
or fertiliser, and likes a mild 
environment with fresh air. Then the 
plants start to smell of skunk. 
With too much water and high 
humidity some plants in the centre 
of the room developed mold. 
These plants had to be removed at 
45days bloom and destroyed. The 

other plants were OK and flowered 
quickly. Some were done at 55days. 
Most took 60-65 days. There where 
still some white hairs down low, but 
these went red when hung. The plants 
grow low and tend to level out at two 
heights.
The plants were hung in a dark room 
for 10-14days. One lot was trimmed 
before drying which was easy. The 
rest after snipped after hanging which 
was difficult. The top buds where 
dense. The lower buds where a bit 
fluffy, but very sticky and filled the 
jars. The scent is skunky with a hint 
of lemon on some buds.
Skunk Special is an average smoke 
for a skunk strain. The stone is mild 
and happy. Some plants are flat and 
boring to smoke everyday. Every 
now and then you find a couple of 
plants that are a nice smoke on.

Skunk Special
from Nirvana Seeds
by Mr. Silly/ Photo by Nirvana

Environment: Indoor, under hps
Method:  Clones from Seed
Medium:  Soil (Bio Biz All-Mix)
Nutrient:  Bio Biz Grow, 
 Bio Biz Bloom
Grow time:  21-35 days 
Flower time:  70-85 days
Plant structure:  Tall with good branching
Bud structure:  flowers of 
 corn-like calyx
Scent:  spicy smell, 
 metallic musky taste
Effect:  cerebral and trippy
Yield:  40-100g per plant

Jack Herer 
from the Sensi Seed Bank

Environment: Indoor, under 600w hps
Method: Seed to Standard
Medium: Soil (Bio Biz All-Mix)
Nutrient: Bio Biz Bloom
Grow time: 10-20 days 
Flower time: 60-100 days
Plant structure: mixed indica and sativa
Bud structure: large skunk ‡ haze buds
Scent: resinous smell, musky 
 with fruity undertones
Effect: trippy and stoned 
Yield: 40-120g per plant 

Environment: Indoor 600watts
Method: Seed to Standard
Medium: Soil (ying-yang)
Nutrient: Canna Bio nutrient
Grow time: 21-30 days 
Flower time: 55-65 days
Plant structure: medium
Bud structure: dense top cola, 
 fluffy lower buds
Scent: skunky smell and taste
Effect: happy stone
Yield: 20-50g per plant

by Mr. Muddle/ Photo DJS & Nas
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A word from the publisher:

The UK government has embarked on a 
process of relative liberalisation towards 
the use of cannabis, and cannabis 
activists are engaged in broadening this 
engagement. Several local councils and 
police chiefs now actively support a 
Dutch-style coffeeshop system as a way 
of separating soft and hard drugs, as it 
has proven to do in Holland. Whether 
they are finding their way to new 
coffeeshops or growing for their personal 
supply, cannabis users are a menace to 
no one, and are causing no discernable 
social problem. Some politicians and 
commentators are calling for the outright 
legalisation of marihuana. Let’s wait 
and see how the debate develops during 
a period of relative peace between all 
sides of the argument. In the meantime, 
the publisher hopes Soft Secrets will 
show the public a positive side to the 
normalisation of cannabis use, and is 
anxious to offer a forum to both pro- 
and anti-legalisation advocates. This 
assumes that the publisher does not 
necessarily agree with everything that 
appears in articles and advertisements. 
The publisher therefore distances himself 
explicitly from published statements or 
images that might give the impression 
that an endorsement is being made for 
the use or production of cannabis.

Nothing from this publication may be 
copied or reproduced in any format 
without prior permission from the 
publisher and other copyright holders. 
The publisher is not responsible for 
the content and/or point of view of 
advertisements. The editors take no 
responsibility for unsolicited submissions.
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BE PREPARED

Atami presents: Ata-Organics Alga-C: An unique organic stimulator. 

It consists of a high quality of trace elements, amino acids, vitamins and 

vegetable hormones. Alga-C stimulates the 

health and increases the disease resistance

of the plant. One can use Alga-C as a foliar

spray or as an additive to your basic nutrient

water. Alga-C is suitable for every substrate.

Huisbergenweg 7-9 5249JR Rosmalen
t: +31(0)73 522 3256 f: +31(0)73 521 3259 

e: info@atami.com    www.atami.com 




